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ABSTRACT

There are inherent diffìculties in the field of regional devel-

opment policy. The overlapping jurisdictional responsibilities of different

levels of government in terms of both function and geograohic area, neces-

sitates the close co-ordination of governmental activity. The conflict between

economic and non-economic goals requires resolution through the political

process

If the optimal governmental decisions are to be reached, policy- 
.

makers must possess a clear conception of what regional development entails,

the cost of its attainment and the price the poputace is witling to pay to

achieve this end. Since such clear conceptions are lacking in practice, and

also because such variables tend to change with the passage of time, the measures

undertaken by the federal government in pursuit of the ultimate equalisation

of regional opportunity represent a 'trial-and-error' approach to the problem.

0n thè basis of certain indicatois, it seems reasonable to expect

that the Government of Canada considers the ultimate elimination of regional

economic disparities an increasingty high priority. In its pursuit of this

objective, two important trends are discernible: the-first is the growth of

the inter-departmental committee as an adminÍstrative apparatus for coping

with regional deve'lopment problems, while the second is the increased aware-

ness within all federal departments of the regional dÍmensions of national

policies. If these trends continue, they might well bring about important

institutional innovations having a marked impact upon regional development.
ii::j.- .-_j:rì.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTIOT

I!ç,cgnsistçncv 9 , Political, social and cultural Goalsl'lith Respect to R

In the past several decades, the Government of Canada has demon-

strated a growing concern over the uneven regional diffusion of economic activity
in Canada. One manifestation of this increased concern in the federal govern-

ment was the establishment of The Royal Commission on Dominion-provincial

Relations on August 14,.l937, with instructions to undertake',a re-examination

of the economic and financial basis of Confederation and of the distribution
of legislative powers in the light of the economic and social developments of
the last seventy years."l Not until the present decade, however, have federal
programs designed to tackle problems of regionaì development in a systematic way

been initiated.

The impetus for the regional deveìopment programs which have arisen

has stenuned from economic as well as political, social and cultural considerations.

Although it has been recognized that accepted economic, political, sociaì and

cultural goals are, in general, not simultaneousìy attainab.le, the precise

nature of the 'trade-off' between the goals in these different arenas remains an
'unresolved issue. The major source of inconsistency between these diverse goaìs

appears to derive from the different policy directions suggested by the economic

and the non-economíc goals; of course, the onus is upon policy-makers to effect
the most desirable reconciliation between the divergent poticy implications of
economic and non-economic goals. The conflict between the economic goal of
maximizing per capita income and non-economic goa'ls appears to exist only to the

extent that the realization of this economic objective necessitates massive out-

migration from the reìatively stagnant to the relatively prosperous regions in
Canada.

leporlof the Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Re]ations (Ottawa:
O¡raanl¡ Dni-*^- lôE, ^-.:-¿¡-^\ O^^1, f ^ l2
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For example, a pre-eminent national poìitical goal is the fostering

of national unity. An implication of this goal for regional economic po'licy

might welT*be the preclusion of the massive out-migration of manpower from the

lagging regions, to regions offering superior empìoyment opportun'ities. In

fact, the impetus for a regional development programme might derive'largely

from the need to instill in alì regions of the country a sense of belonging

and participation in the mainstream of economic life.

The extension of economic assistance by the more prosperous regions

to the less developed regions is a reflection of the social obligations which

nationhood entails. Nevertheless, transfer payments to the unempìoyed, however

humane their mot'ivation, have the effect of hamperÌng'labour mobility out of

relativeìy depressed regions, since the incentjve of the unempìoyed to emigrate

to a region promising greater opportunity is thereby dìmìnished.

Finalìy, the goal of preserving a region's cultural identity, particularly

where cultural homogeneìty ìs the basis upon which the region is demarcated,

clear'ly is inconsistent with those solutions, proposed to cure the region's

economic ills, which entail a substantial exodus of manpower from this reqion.

Thus, the national acceptance of the poìitica'1, social and cultural

aims and ob'ligations cited above seems to militate against the tendency

towards the increasing concentration of economic activity. 0n the other hand,

market forces seem to induce an increasing concentration of economic activity,

and to the extent that the government adopts the goal of per capita jncome

maximization, the under'lying pressures which promote economìc concentration

v¡ill be accentuated.

I i. : i:'.



It seems pìausible to expect that the key factor which large'ly

determines the spatiaì distribution of economic activ'ity is the initial
di stri butîon of a country' s nati onal resources . Hol¡ever, a reqí ona'l 'ly unbal anced

distribution of resources is not regarded by some economic ana'lysts as being a

necessary precondition for the concentratìon of economic activity to occur. To

further anaìyse this problem, consider the hypothetìcal case wherein all the

reg'ions of a country enjoy equivalent resource endowments. Suppose that a

so"cio-po'litical goal of the country is to perpetuate this state of regìonal

"egalitarianism". It appears unlikely that such a state of affairs can obtain

indefinite'ly without the conscious involvement of the government, since once

any of the regions advances relatively, for whatever fortuìtous reason, such as,

for examp'le, the birth in its midst of an entrepreneurial genius, the disparity

between this region and the others might ìndeed continue to widen. Moreover,

"it would pay to concentrate development ìn relative'ly few p'laces, because of

the economies of geographìcal concentration."l If the economìc goa'l of the

state were to maximize the per capita income of jts citizens in alì regions,

I iÌ:' .

?J

:

a conflict emerges between this objective and that of maintaìning the country's 
i

regional equality. That is, efficiency dictates that economic activity be

concentrated whereas regiona'l egal itarian jsm suggests the equaì d jsbursement of i:,:rj,r,,
..."t:¡''"'."

economic activity. .:.:1::,

¡., .1..-j.

The prospects for reconciling the economic goaì of per capita income

maximization wjth the political, social and cultural goaìs posited above wjll
now be cons i dered. 

i,.,, .¡r'
Ë-i:i:+:l:Íì

t 
ry...A.!.tls, Levelopment=Plan!ing: The Essentials of Economìc Policy,
(New York:



Reconciling Economic Goals with Partìcular Regional Econom'!c loli_cies

lne possible reconci'liation between these competìng ends I ies in

a reinterpretation of the goal of regional balance. Rather than advocating

equa'l levels of per capita ìncome ìn al1 regions, poìic¡rmakers might promote

equafity of opportunity for alì citizens by facilÌtating ìabour mobility to

the areas havîng the highest growth potential. Essentially, such a

reorientation in respect of the concept of "regiona'l balance" is tantamount

to advocating measures whose purpose it is to faci'litate the ìntegratìon of

the country. in thìs connection, lll. Arther Lewis puts forward the foììowing

argument:

If the country is fujly integrated, it is in the general
interest that resources be ìnvested where they are iikely tó prove
most_productive. Full integration means a right to partìcipate
equaìly in economìc activities in any part of one's country. If
the savings of citizens of county B are to be used to develop county
C, on the ground that they wil'l be most productive there, the
cÌtizens of B must be allowed to enjoy the new opportunities
which their savings wiì1 be creating in c: to seek work there...
and to enjoy any facilities (schools, hospitals, etc.) whìch are
going to be financed out of taxes collected as a result of such
development. Resistance to the propositjon that resources be
invested where they are most productive derives from the
expectation that those who live where the resources are invested
are going to benefit most. Such resistance... can be minimized
by furthéring the country's integration...l

One míght fairly ask whether efforts directed along the li.nes i.ndicated

by Lewis can indeed reconcile the economic goal of maxl'mizing per cap'ita income

with the policitcal, social and cultural aims posited above. it certainly seems

that the politica'l goal of national unity wouId be faciIitated by "integration"

in Lewis'sense. Moreover, the need for transfer payments to the country's dis-

advantaged areas might in due course be diminished and perhaps ultimateìy obviated.

1 ru'i¿.
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However, the goa'l of preserving a region's cultural identity appears to be 
l

rendered difficult, if not impossible, by measures whose purpose it is to absorb

the regiotls inhabitants into the mainstream of economic activity which happens

to be in other regions. Neverthelessn a solution to this dilemma does seem

possible; for if the culture of the economicaìly floundering region can be success- 
::,,j,,....,

fuìly extended to the country's prosperous regions, thereby enriching in a cultural '',",''.'.',"'

sense the rest of the country, the transfer of peop'le from the disadvantaged area

would not entail the demise of the culture which had hitherto been rooted in the ,.' :

:'aa 4., ,'.,t,.,t:: :_ - .Iagging region. 
: . :: :

Some peopìe (for exampìe, Quebec separatists) contend that such a vision, ,.,.,:.:.:.

wherein the best of all possible worlds is envisaged, is unattainable. gthers i:"1:'""r-'

cìaim the opposite and strive vigorously for the realÍzation of their own vision. 
,

ThevalidityoftheseopposingvieWscanonìybedeterminedexpost
l

An a'lternative reconciliation between the economic, political, sociaì l

i

and cuìtural objectives which were stated a.bove, which appears to be more feasible I i

politically is based upon the belief that a prerequisite for the long-run prosperity

of the nation is the full participation of all of the nation's component geographic 
,

i

regions in the economíc life of the country. Thus, this school of thought argues 
i

that even though massive out-migration from the lagging regions m'ight result in 
i,.,,,_,,,,,,:,

higher per capita incomes than before, such a resu'lt will be short-lived. It ,,',,,,l,.
':.:':r:r:

wouìd thus be argued that over a time horizon of sufficient'ìength, the per capita '''"r""'

inconre will not be maximized by a poìicy which entails the absorption of the

lagg'ing region's population into the economic activity of the prosperous regions. 
..,

In effect, then, the possible inconsistency between the economico È.. ,

political, socÍal and cultural goals is eliminated by assumption, since massive
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out-migration from a laggìng region is deemed to be ultimately deleterious to

bhe national interest. The validity of the contention that prosperity in the

long-term requires the fu'll economic participation of all regions of the country

can also be ascertained on'ly ex post.

An extension of this last attempt to harmonize the a'lleged incompati-

bility between the economic goal of per capíta income maximization and the politicaí,

socjal and cultural goa'ls stated above involves the adoption of a new interpretation

with respect to the nature of the concentration of economic activity which must

obtain in order to permjt and facilitate the realization of the inherent "economies

of qeoqraphical concentration." It is the view of some that i¡gq:regj-qlg]- labour
J- - ¿ -

mobílity is sufficient to secure the economic advantages of geographical concen-

tration. Therefore, the prescriptjon for the optimal path to national economic

prosperity would call for the efficient utilization of resources within each

reg'ion, and would de-emphasize large-scaìe inter-regional transfers of manpower.

The credibility of this view is enhanced when one considers that in general, those

who migrate from the lagging to the bouyant regions are younger and often more

sk'illed than those who remain behind. Thus, the likelihood of such an outflow of

labour from the'lagging regions resulting in an increase in the per capita income

of the relative'ly depressed regions seems rather remote.l

The thinking manifested by this view of the development process js essen-

t.iaìly that the pursuit by each region of its optìmal pattern of development wì1.l

result in the opt'ima1 development of the nation as a whole. As Charles L. Leven

notes, this eventuality is really only a happy coinc'idence of regìona'l and national

interests, and is ìogica'l1y necessary only in a world of perfect competition.

i.:r
.,:ìj

,-irlr'::':
iì.::ar::ìl

G. Myrda'|, Economic Theory afd Underdeveloped Regions
(London: G. Duckworth, 1957 ), P. 27.

i.r,.:i¡; rl



He states that,

in a world where capital markets are imperfect, capital facilities are
durableïtnd immovable, and personal relocation is registed on social and
psycho'logical grounds, the þroblem is a genuine one.l

Leven specified three major reasons why optimization at a national

level may conflict with optimization at the level of the region:

First, where there are multi-dimens'ional economic goa1s, the preference
patterns of regions may be such that there will not be a consistent
ordering of these goals at the national level. Second, even if maximum
output were the only goal, each region's share in the relocation cost
needed to achieve it may not be equa'l to their share in the resultant
gains. Third, in either case, external economies or diseconomies in
productign extending across regional boundaries have not been taken into
account. ¿

It is obvious that the conflict stemming from inter-regional

variations in the priorities attached to accepted goa'ls can only be resolved

by some kind of compromise (i.e. at least one of the opposing factions must

make some concession).

In the case of the second type of inter-regional friction, a fu1l

reconciliation between optimizatjon at both the regÍona1 and national levels

is possible only under certain circumstances. The following simpie examples

will serve to illustrate cases in which the complete harmonízation of regional

and national goals of per capita income maximization are both possible and

impossible.

Assume that the country in question is divisible into three distinct

regions, which we designate A, B and C. Assume also that policy-makers must

select one of the three policy alternatives confronting them. In addition,

i.r::.::..'
Ì. :ìj : t:

I C.l. Leven, "Establishing Goals for Regional Economic Development", in
Regional Development and Plannlfig: _A_Bgg!gt, gd. by John Friedmann and

4), P. 586

2 Ibid., p. b96.

; : ì: r':':
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we make the simplifying assumption that the populations of the three regions

are independent of the policy alternative chosen. The outcome of each of the

policy alternatives is known for all three regions by the policy-makers, and

is summarized in the following tablel:

'10

6

5

i,r,:,'

6

6

B

I

2

3

4

5

3

Clearly, from the national persepctive, policy one yields the best

result sínce output would be twenty bi'llion dollars, whereas it would be only

seventeen and sixteen billion do'llars under policies two and three respectively.

From the perspectives of three regions, policy one is optimal for A while B

would prefer policy three and C wou'ld prefer policy two.

Using a principle of compensatÍon somewhat analogous to that devised

by Nicholas Kaldor and John Hicks, one can demonstrate that if policy one is

adopted, A could purchase the acquíescence of (i.e. bribe) B and C by transferring

two billion dollars to B and one billion to C. Such a transfer will create

conditions in B and C which are as favourable, in terms of realizing the goal of

per capita income maximization, as would the adoption of the other policy

alternatives. Moreover, even A, with the remaining seven billion dollars, would

be better off than under any other policy. Thus, the choice of policy one is

seen to permit the full reconciliation of regional and national aspirations (which

in this example, encompass onìy output levels).

Pol i cy
A] ternati ve

The units of the table are in billions of dollars.
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Consider next a slightly different array of outcomes:

Once again, poli.cy one is optimal from the national perspective,

since it permits the production of twenty billion dollars, while policies

two and three allow only nineteen and sixteen billion dolìar output levels

respectively. in this exampìe if A were to "ful1y" compensate B and C

by restoring the ìatter regions to income levels which equal their respective

optima, A would pay two billion dollars to B and one billion doljars to C

(just as in the previous example). However, the balance remaining for A,

namely seven billion doìlars, would be less than A could achieve under

poìicy alternative two. Therefore, A would be unwilìing to pay more Ín

compensation to B and C than a total of two billion dolTars. If the total

transfer from A were to exceed two billion dollars, A would cìearly opt for

policy two, which is undesirable from the national perspective. Therefore,

this latter example is an illustration of a case wherein it is impossible for

all regions of a country to simultaneously achieve their optÍma. The best

solution under these circumstances would entail the adoption of policy one

with A on'ly partially compensating B and C for the opportunity costs which

they incur by foregoing their respective optimal po'licy alternatives. Thus,

at least one of the regions must accept a financial settlement which involves

t

2

3

t0

I
5

6

6

I

4

5

3

l)

Pol i cy
Al ternati ve
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the attainment of an income level below that achievable under an alternative
poì i cy.

îf regionaì governments act in a manner which seeks to maximize

the welfare of only the area under their respective jurisdictíons, then the

existence of external economies and diseconomies between regions would

necessitate the delegation of responsíbility in these spheres to a supra-

regional authority in order to ensure the efficient allocation of resources

from the national viewpoint. It ìs thus argued that "any time a non-resÍdent

could or does benefit from, but must pay for, a provincial service that costs

nothing extra to provide, resources are allocated inefficiently and this
inefficiency provides an opportunity for arguing that the federal government

should take over responsibility for the service."l Therefore, the conflict
respecting the division of powers and responsíbilities between the three

levels of government may be resolved by opt'ing for the maximum degree of
decentralization in the decision-making units in those spheres ín which

externalities are inconsequential and by moving responsibility for a servÍce

up one level of government where significant inter-regional externaìities
exist.

Theoretical Approaches to Goal Formulation by Government

In general terms, there are four types of formulations expressing

national objectives:

First, there may be some single objective. An example wou'ld be
"the maximization of economic grov,rth.',

Second,-there may be-several objectives competing for scarce resources
and arranged in the form of a national indifferenäe má[. This would enab]e

' q.r. Nowìan, "The Economics Contponent of Canadian
Publjc Finance in Canada: Seleçlg!__Bg-q!i_!gå, êd.

ì can- oñil-íeogi ,

Federalism," in
by A.J. Robinson and
p. 146.
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the government to state, for exampìe, that the nation is Índifferent
between a bundle of a 2 per cent rate of growth of GNp, 4 per cent
unempìoypen!, and 1 per cent inf'lation, and one of z.b per cent rate
of growth,3 per cent unemployment, and 3 per cent inflätion, but
prefep.both to a bundje of 3 per cent growth, z per cent unempìoy'
ment and 7 per cent inflation.

Third, the national objective function may consist of the
maximization of one objectÍve, or weighted combination of objectives,
subject to constraints Ín terms of other desirable goals.

Fourth' we may imagine the set of objectives to be somewhat,
imprecise statements of desirable events and hinted-at priorities.t

T. King dismÍsses the first type of formu'lation because ìt is

"implausible" in terms of the normal behaviour of governments. He considers

the second type of formulation to be "the most conceptualìy satisfying way

of dealing with these various conf'lictìng objectives...but as an operationa'l

device this would, at jeast at present, appear to be unobtainable." The

third type of formulation is, according to King, "conceptua'liy much ìess

satisfactory than the indifference map, but it offers more hope that it can

be appìied." Nevertheless, the weighting of conflicting objectives is
t

meaningless'unless their marginal rates of transformation are known; however,

where these are ascertained, all objectives other than tangib'le output are
a

slighted."

Ki ng 's concl usi on i s as fol I ows :

We can either attempt to construct some maximizable objective
function whose precision wilì be in part spurious and may therefore
mislead those who base decisions on it, but which will fâcilitate a
choice between alternatives, or we can let decisions be made on some
ad hoc basis. hfe wou'ld thenìeave our objectÍves in the fourth form,
ãñd- ttre result would be decisionç made...ón a "satisficing" basis
rather than on a maximizing one.4

Timothy King, "Development Strategy and Investment Criteria:
9gryl em.entary or. Competi ti ve? " Quarterly Journa I of Economi cs ,
LXXX, (May, 1966) , LIZ.
It is meaningless at least insofar as it is comp'letely arbítrary.
see Otto Eckestein, "A Survey of the Theory of public Expenditure
Criterig," in Pybl ig Fila!çes: . ,
[Princeton: Princeton university Press, 1961), as quoted gp._c'!ll=-,
p. 114.

T. King, op. cit., p. lL4.

l)

2

3
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APProaches to Governmental Goal Formu'lation In the Canadian Experience

A basic problem arises when one attempts to ascertain what Canada's

national gea]s are. The probìem is that the objectives of the departments

which collectively comprise "the government" are in themselves too namow to

express conciseìy which ends the government is seeking to attain in some

specified time horizon. Is there, then, some department or agency within

the governmental structure whose perspective is sufficientìy broad to enable

it to formulate the national goals? Probably the closest approximation to

such an agency is the Economic Council of Canada, a quasi-autonomous body

whose terms of reference direct it "to study how national economic policies

can best foster the ba'lanced economic development of alì areas of Canada.',1

The Council's interpretation of "regionally balanced economic development,,

consists of two components: (a) a reduction in the present levels of inter-

regional per capita income disparities, and (b) ensuring that each region

utilizes its material and human resources in the optimal manner, in order to

contribute most effectiveìy to national output and to sustained, long-run

growth of that output.2

The Council enunciates the fol'lowing five basic economic and sociaj

goaìs Ín the Canadian economy in the medium term future:

(1) "full employment" defined as 97% employment of the labour force;
(,2) "1 high rate of economic growth" defined as "an average annual rateof potentiaì growth in output of 5.b per cent";

(3) "reasonable stabiìity of prices" defined as "moderate" annual fluctuations
around the 1953-63 average annual i ncrease i n consumer pri ces and i nprices gf gll goods and services produced in Canada of i.4% and Z%,
respecti vely; ì.iìj,';

:;1,'..:)
ì:ir:;:ì.::']],

^ Towards Sustained and Balanced Economic Growth (Ottawa: Queen,sPrinter, 1965), p. 97.
2 lbid., p. 99
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(4) 'la viable.balance o! paYments" defined as an improvement (i.e. a
decline) in the ratio between current account Aeficit and total
output by L970; and

(5) '*ân equitable distribution of rising incomes" defined as the
sfa¡ing by all Canadians "in rising-ìiving standards associated
with the attaÍnment of a high and ðonsistðnt rate of growth.¡,1

Canada's national goals, as enunciated by the Economic Council of

Canada, appear to be most appropriately classified somewhere between T. King's

second and fourth formulation categories.

A fundamental question confronting policy-makers is whether a high

rate of growth and an equitabìe distribution of income are competitive goals,

and if so, to what extent. Once the nature of the trade-off alternatives

available between growth and equity become discernibìe, the judgement of the

policy-makers must ultimately form the basÍs of theÍr choice in the same

way that an acceptable level of empìoyment and inflation is selected.

In the conclusion of his study on Canada's inter-regional income

di spari ti es , s. E. cherni ck reached the fol I orlri ng concl us i on :

If it can be estabiished that high levels of economic activitygo.la¡d in hand with its widespread regionar diffusion, then the
guideiines for a regional development þoiicy might not be very dif-
ferent than those for natíonal economic growth.- If the conträry istrue, ít would lmply that a high rate of-national growth is not-initself a sufficient condition.ior securing an Ìncrãased degree of
regional participation.. The data examined above, while fai from concìusive,
would tend to support the latter hypothesis, at ieast for the post-war
peri od. Under these ci rcumstances , the f ormul ati on of speci a'l' pol i c'¡es
aimed at specific regions may be ca'lled for.2

Ibid., pp. 7-B
i',, .. 

l.-l,i'i-.-]
i-:,: :: :.rli ::: :-r;:-':

.:: - ..i:;,_:i..a

1

2 s.E. chernick, Interregional Dispasrities Ín Income, Staff study
No. 14, E.C.C..
In its Third Annual Review, the E.c.c. concluded that "the growth of
the_econorny at the national level provides a necessary and iavourable
environment, but it is not in itself sufficient to selure major improve-
ments in regionalìy balanced economic development. This is ótearly a
ìong-term_objective-to be_sought on the basis of deliberate integräted
prÞlic polig.y," Prices, Productivity and Employment, (Ottawa: [ueen,sPrinter, 1966).
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Concl usion------r-
l^lhile the Economic Council did reach a consensus on the national

ends to be sought in the medium-term, an unequivocal endorsement of the

means to bã emp'loyed has to date, not been forthcoming. In advocating the

optimal utilization all regions of their material and human resources ,,in

order to contribute most effectively to national output and to sustained,

long-run growth of that output," the Council is sufficient'ly non-commÍtal

as to provide no guide to the approprÍate policies to effect. a regional

balance in Canada. The Council fai'ls to explicitty recognize the potentia'l

conflÌcts between regÍonaì and national optimization policies and thus fails
to indicate measures which might reconcire such conflicts.

It is important to note that even though a theoretical reconciliation

between economic and non-economìc goals may be possible, in practice, a strong

popu'lar fear of such an alternat'ive often necessitates its rejection. Thus,

although one may argue on a theoretical p.lane that the culture of a region may

be preserved even though its inhabitants arertransferredten masse to other

regions, the very fear of losing their cultural identity may we]'l lead to a

rejection of this theoretically possibte rsolution'. In the Canadian context,

the reluctance of inhabitants in lagging regions to abandon their way of'life
imposes upon the different levels of government the burden of fostering economjc

opportunity in these regions, irrespective of whether such polìcies promote

lon$-term national economic efficiency as measured in terms of market values.



CHAPTER II

THE CONCEPT OF A REGION: A CONSIDERATION

The Subjective Nature of the Concept of "Region"

The motivation for agreeing upon an acceptable definition of "region,,is

obvious: in order to discuss any issues pertaining to regiona'l economic deve'lop-

ment in any meaningful sense, one must be able to specify vrhat is meant by the

entities cal'led "regions". Similarìy, in order to measure the impact of certain

policies upon "regional development", the area comprising a particular region

must be known, and there should be some rationale for this demarcation of the region.

A number of alternative criteria for the delimitation of regions have been

proposed. It seems that the basis for regional demarcation which is ultimateìy

adopted is ìargely a function of the intended application of the ana'lysis. As

Caves and Holton have noted, regions are delineated in economic research only to

help in the anaìysis of some particular problem.l luioreover, as Prof. T.N. Brewis .r

has pointed out, "boundaries which may be appropriate for one purpose may be

inappropriate for another, and precision is essential when administrative action is

i nvol ved, " 
2

In emphasizing the subjectivity of the concept of a region, Prof. Brewis

cites the following definition of the American Association of Geographers:

A region is not an object either self-determined or nature given. It is an
intellectual concept, an entity for the purposes of thoughtl created by the
selection of certain features that are relevant to a real interest or problem,
and by the disregard of all features that are considered to be irrelevant.o

15

I n.f. Caves and R.H. Holton, The Canadian Economy: Prospect and
Retrospect, (Canrbri dge: Har .

T.N. Brewis, Regional Economiclolicies in Canada, (Toronto:
The Macmi l'l an

Ibid., P.45
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In the same vein, Friedmann and Alonso offer the following remarks

concerning.-the difficutty in defining an obiective set of workable planning regÍons:
since every regional definition is, of necessity, bound to a purpose derivedfrom a natÍonal delineation-of_proo'lã*r ãñà qoãi!,-iñä-aÀiiniríon is generaì1ymore mindful of what is sociaìly valrâolÀ ànã poiitiäãiiv'sisnificanr rhan ofscientific accuracy. Planning ;'egioñi-år.-¡esï aeiir.å îc'be congruent inspace with rhe socíoeconomic iuncãtons io-¡ã-ãã.riåå"rüt.r

Finalìy, the opinion expressed by R. vining is that',the spatÍal structure
of a human economy should be regarded conceptuaì'ly as virtua'l1y a continuum. As in
other studies of phenomena having volume or spatial extension, empirical observations
must be made upon the contents of finíte and arbitrary spatiaì units, these
empirícal units being viewed as providíng an approximate conception of what would
be viewed were the spatial units made arbitrariìy smalìer while the contents were
bei ng made more dense.',2

Despite the high degree of arbitrariness involved in specifying which
common properties witl be adopted as the defining characteristic of a regiorì, the
bases for regional demarcation can be classified into three types of criteria:

The first stresses homogeneily.w]th respect to some one or combination ofphysicaì economic, sociËl;-õËottrer cñãlãðieririi"r;-fi.-r.àond emphasizesso-caltuo nooSlli{.or-Pg'lari-æIi9[, ,iruiiv around iome-ceñtra] urban ptaces;and rhira , ðôñ.ã.nãa-räìnìy wirh admÍn-istrative cohãlêñG-õTTdenti tF5ffier¡ Tñã-area being stgdied and avai lablepoliticat insrirurions for effäctuãii;g päii.v decisions.,

r John Fri edmann and r^ri I I i am Al onso, eds . , Regi onal Devel opment andPlanning: A Reader, (Cambridge: -M.i.i.

B. Vining, "Delimitation of Economic Areas:tl lfe ltudy of the Spatial Structure of an
, Vol umä

*:L {.Vgr; "Regional Economics: A Survey,
Reviev\,, Vol ume 53 (1963) , p.ZZ.

Statisti cal Conceptions
Economic System,', Journal
48,.l953, p.44.

1' Ameri can Economi c

¡ :r:,,1i¡:i;11;1;.

i!:i;+:1?:,riì:
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It has been noted by J.R. Meyer that "all regional classification schemes

are simply.rariations on the homogeneity criterion and it is somewhat misleading to

suggest othen¡lise."1 Thus, although "homogeneity.with respect to some one or

combination of physical economic, sociaì or other characteristics"2 has traditionalìy

been one of severa'l proposed al ternati ve cri teri a for regi ona'l del i nli tati on , the

homogeneity criterion can encompass the others if the distinguishing common

characteristics used to define the region are of sufficient breadtl¡.

For example, a region which has been demarcated on the basis of political-

adrÍ¡inistrative cons'!cjeraiions displays a homogeneitf with respect to the jurisdiction

of the responsible administrative unit. A region deìineated on functional gounds

is hornogeneous to the extent that the areas which depend in some trade or functiona'l

sense upon a specific centre are combined. The most obvious case of homogeneity

is with respect to physical characteristics such as natural resourse endowment, 
,

aìthough other economic or socia'l characteristics míght be the basis for a regional

demarcation based upon homogeneity.S

Admjnistrative Units for Policy-making

The fundamental consideration in the adoption of a poìitical-administrative

criterion for demarcating regions is the institutional framework within wh'ich

policies are formulated and imp'lemented. Although politicaì boundaries often in-

clude areas which fa'il to comprise "meaningful" economic units, such a regional

demarcation may weì1 be the most relevant one for purposes of poìicy action. One

reason for this is that the existing distribution of jurisdictjon between different

governmental bodies might necessitate a complex inter-governmental co-ordination

1 tui ¿.

2 lbid.
3 ruia.
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for programmes designed for regions which are not denlarcated 0n a strictly
po]itical-*Jministrative basis, and the various governments might lack the

machinery to successfully effectuate joint inter-governmental. programmes. A further

factor in opting for the political-administrative criterion ís the fact that such

a regional delineation might be the onìy geographic area about which data for most "',..;:,,,.'.'.;;

economical]y significant variables are available or can easíìy be made available.

This latter factor has led J.L. Fischer to describe a region whose delineation is

largety motivated by data availability as 'the "data" region of convenience.rl

One probìem which attends the political-adnrinistrative demaraction of

regions arises when different governments are responsible for similar functíons in

a particular geographic area. In such circumstances, a co-ordinated approach to

economic development programming becomes unavoidable. Some examples of overlapping

iurisdictions cited by Prof. Brewis are administrative responsibility for roads,

education, industrial development, employment services, or local taxes

A further problem arises when the rationale for the existing administrative

boundaries has disappeared. For example, townships and municipalÍties of

"uneconomic" size probably encounter difficutties in providing adequate services,

not to mention the obstacles which must be faced in framing and executing deve'lopment
-,plans.-

:ìt-.:ì' :' :

A vari ant of the po'l 'iti cal -admi ni strat j ve regi on i s the "pì ann'ing regi on"

or "prograntme region" which has as its main emphasis "the development of policies, 
,,,,j.i,;::::'::::.
i :a .t 

.j¡:r-i:ai::_ i ì¡Ì; ir:j

programmes and actions to move the region from u¡here it is economjca'lly toward i+!..=;:.!ì;ì:

1* J.L. Fischer, "Concepts in Regional Economic Development,t'eqgf_g&]-
Science Association Papers and proceedings, Vol ume j , lg6s,lìT¡:8. :,:..,,.,,.::,,:,

2 .. ..:..- Brewisn Regional Economic Policies in Canada, p.47. i ' '
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predeterminecl economic objectives."l Thus, the government whose jurisdiction
encompassgg a parti.cular distress area may attempt to delimit a region r^rithin this
area in a manner which best facilitates the solution of the area,s probìem.

J.R. BoudevÍlle has described a "programme region,, as follows:

"'a decision-making model invol.ving the spatial notion in both its forms:price errect (transport and productíon ãoi[ii;-årä-i;;;#"u;¡;ätr-irrîii'Ëii..,
agglomeration effect, nodal ättraction). The aims differ ãccording to theprob'lem confronting the po'l'icy-maker... ff,e particutar-aim does not matter,the main poil!^?.)ñn to build-the upp.opriäie'moael ana use rt ior ¿et.rriningthe opti ntum area . ¿

The advantages of a pìanning regional demarcation are cìearly manifested
in the following description of the nature of pìanning regions:

l':.:

rfg-planning region must be one in which effective action can be taken, andwill therefore tend to coincide with exisiinõ-;patiat ¿Àilñiliãns ot authority,such as.provinces' states or counties. lt músl also be one for which infor-mation is avai'labìe and, since data u.. nó.rãiiy tabulated acðording to thetraditional governmental divisions of tpàð.,-ü,ä pláñniñõ-rãõiãn is seldomdrawn.freely over, a map., but is.rather lòrpérãä of predefined bui'lding bjocks.Except in cases where the function ir u..y'ñãrroùiv'¿ãiir.äl-.*perience hasshown the wi sdom of er4Phas i zí ng effecti ve-ness ovei schol arty ni te ty Í n thedefining of a region.r

L

2

Fisher, "concepts in Regional Economic Development,,,p. l,J-6.

{.R, Boudevi'l'le, uA Survey of Recent Techniques for Regionai EconomicAnalysis," in Regional Ecónomic planning: Ìeðñtiques of Analysis for
¡

turopean Productivjty Agency of the Organization for turopeaÀ tconomicCo-0peration, 1960), p.-380.

Friedmann and Alonso, Regional Development and planning, p. 4g0.
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Homogene.ous Regi ons

Jhe area comprising a homogeneous region has at ìeast one significant
characteristic in common. For example, some similarity of geographic features
may distinguish a region from the rest of the country. As Fisher notes, ,,This

kind of region is useful particuìarly when the common geographic characteristic
v,thich unítes and organizes the region is of prime importance.,,l

An alternative type of homogeneity is with respect to one or more

economic and social indices. For exampìe, such indicators in an area as per

capita income, the rate of unemp'loyment, the standard of industrialization, the
standard of literacy, the growth rate, as well as indices on land use, level of
living, population characteristics, type of farm composition, and so on may serve

as the basis for delineating a'region. Where more than one index is utilÍzed,
the need to assign these relative weights arises.

A fundamental limitation of employing socio-economic indices for
regionaì demarcation is their essentially static nature. As prof. Brewis points
outn "In a dynamic context, moreover, a region may have high incomes which are

declining, or be depressed economically but, be growing rapÍdly."2
l.lowevero the inclusion of dynamic indices such as the growth rate in the

development of a composite index of homogeneity can overcome this particular
shortcorning of the homogeneity criterion.

Fisher, "concepts in Regional Economic Development,,,p. lol-5.

Brewis, Regional Economic policies in Cglada-, p. 46,

i'l!ì:::.:: ::t'
1

2
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One type
*

the economic nature

Friedmann is of the
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of homogeneity which appears to be quite independent of

of space is tl'rat based on culture. An exampìe cited by

U.S. South, which was considered by many to be:

...the archetype of a "true" reg,ion. It v,ras identified with a distinctive
"folk culture," the region being an expression of the folk who occupy it
and who give it a distinctive character through their 'natural' extrã-
organized, extra-technologicaì, and unrationalized ways of life."r

Friedmann hastens, however, to issue the following warning concerning

an inordinateìy high reliance upon culture as the basis for regional demarcation:

Folk culture, no doubt, was the cohesive bond that held a region together.
But it was not sufficient for a definition. The region was ãlso a ãistinctive
area because it possessed "the ìargest poss'ibìe degree of homogeneity measured
by the largest possib'le number of economic, culturã], administiative- and
functional indices, for the largest possible number of objectives."¿

Whereas homogeneity is essentially a'stock'concept,3 thu notion of "nodaììty',

is real]y a type of'flow'concept. Thus, homogeneity deals with physical patterns

while nodality is concerned with activity patterns. As Friedmann and Alonso

point out,

In studying the spatial structure of economic deveropment, both
activity patterns must be considered as two aspects of the samefirst refers to the amangement in space of human settlements,

physical and
real i ty. The

producti ve

ilarr¡' E. Moore, Ijhat. Is Regionalism (Chapel Hill: The University of NorthCaro]inaPress,mnJ.Friednlann,''TheConcepiofAPlan-
ning Region," in Friedmann and A'lonso, Regional Development and Planning, p.50S.

Ibi d. and t'lal ter J. l'lather1y, "The Urban Devel opment of the South , " The
SóTthern Economic Journal , February, .l93s, pp.3'-26, as cited ibiá. -:---=-

As was noted above, h.owever, dynamic elements may be introduced through the
inclusion of such indices as growth.
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facilities, transport routes,'land uses and the like. Actívity patterns
consisLof the flows of capital, labour, cqmmodities, and communications
whi ch I i nk the physi caì elements i n space.'

Friedmann and Alonso theorize that "The spatiaì structure of an

economy comes into being from the interaction of physica'l and activity patterns.

It may be described and studied with reference to such phenomena as growth poles,

development axes, functional urban hierarchÍes, trade areas, and intermetropo'litan
t

peripheries. ¡r'

I'lodal Regi ons

The bas'is upon which a nodal or functional or polarized region is

demarcated is the itensity and regu'larity of the interaction and interdependence

between the regi on 's focal poi nt (i .e. i ts 'nodal poi nt' or 'gror,rth pol e ' ) and

the rest of the region's area. The boundary of the nodal region is determined

fairly mechanicaì'ly once the researcher has decided upon the type of economjc

flow which is of printary interest. Since there are as many different boundaries

as there are economic flows, these flows (for example, those related to trade,

labour supply or finance) are often combined in order to deljneate the boundary

of the most general economic activity area.

To simp'lìfy the analysis, suppose that we singìe out trade (i.e.

commodity flows) as being of determin'ing importance in the definition of a nodal

region. "Each area has its trading centre and its hinterland within r^lhich trading

is carried on in much greater volume than it is with outsjde areas. Lines of

Friedmann and Alonso,

rbi d.

I

2

Regional Development and Planning, p.9.
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' communication and transportation are the sjnels vrh'ich hold this type of region

together.É One method of reg'ional delineation may be that a particular area

be included in the regionaì boundary of a noda'l point if that area conducts the

major part of its trade with the nodal poìnt. Ernploy'ing this same technique
,'

' at a higher level of sophistication, indicators which show the intensity of trade

with a nodal point may be developed. The magnitude of the indicator will
general]y vary inversely with the distance betl^,reen the nodal point and the area

' under consideration. Districts whose index of intensìty of trade with reference

to the same nodal point are equal are then interconnected. A particular district
'r may wel'l be'involved in trade relations with more than one nodal point. Therefore,

several interconnected lines, each line consisting of points which experience

I equal levels of trade activity with a particular nodal point, ffiôJ pass through
I

i some arbitrarily chosen district. This district would then fall within the

boundary of the region whose nodal point exerts the strongest influence, and /

l tf,is would be indicated by the interconnected'line depicting the maximum trade

levei.

24

The term "nodal region" appears to be app'licable to several different
kinds of economic reg'ions. One classic variety of nodal region in the metropotitan-

hinterland area. According to Donald J. Bogue,

a.metropoll'tan communi!y is an organization of many communities,distributed il g 9çtjnite pattern-about a dominant city, and bound togeif¡erin a territorial division of labor through a dependencä-upon the actiíitlés

1 ; . l. Fi scher, "Concepts i n Regi ona'l Economi c Devel opment,,, p. hl-4.
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of the dominant city . The metropoìitan community is not independent
of the*physicaì environment, but iso rather, an adaptation to the environ-
ment. It utilizes the techniques of production and exchange which are
common to populations v¡ith industrial commercial cultures in order to
exploit environmental resources and maintain maximum security against
catastrophy,..The complete structure of the metropo'litan communjty may
include the functions of finance, government, education, re'líg'ion, and
innumerable other aspects of the institutional composition of the individual
hinterland community. .The metropolitan community has come to be a

.characteristic pattern by which at least one urbanizêd commercial-
industrial society, the United States, is organized.l

A second approach focuses upon the export base as the fundamental

determinant of a regional structure whose basis Ís thà pattern of trade flows.

R. Vining describes the "economic community" as the fundamental entity which

appears to be organized around its lexport' industry, ,

. . .this being the source of the flows v¡hich this community injects into
the largerinterdependent system and which act as a balance for the flows
diverted from the ìarger system and channelled into this community.
the region, then, is the area including this primary unit, and it
corresþondi appróximately to the familiar primary tiade a"ea.2

The nodal poi nt of Vi ni ng 's "economi c communi ty" woul d I i ke'ly be a

site having strategic transfer advantages in reference to procurement and

distribution.costs and might a'lso be a processing centre in virtue of these

factors. An explanation for the evolution of an urban centre (i"e. a nodal

point) in the midst of an area which possesses an easity marketable export

commodity is the following:

Since the transfer advantages of these [nodalJ points rests partl.y on larqe-
volume traffic and frequent and flexible servicä, there is eviOenily a
cumulative prsssure toward concentration of transfer advantage , . !

i:.i::.

I Donald J. Bogue, The Structure-of. th.e. Metropolitan Community
(Ann Arbor, Michi
pp. 6l-63

2 
R.
to
of

Vi ni ng, "The
be Observed
the American

Region as an Economic
in the Study of Systems

Entity and Certain Variations
of Regions," Papers and Proceedings

Vol .39,MaymEconomic Association,
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. In addition there are many kinds of auxiliary services catering to business
in general -- banks, utilities, fire and po'lice protection, and others --
whiclrcan do a more effective job in 'larger communities. Interest. property
insurance, and utility rates are generally lower in larger cities.l

It should be noted that although a nodal region whjch is characterized

by an export base and a homogeneous region characterízed by the homogeneity of

its resource endowment might comprise the same area, the nodal demarcation derived

by examining the relationships between various economic activÍties furnishes

much greater insight into the nature of economic processes than does the latter

approach which mere'ly examines geographic conditions. The difference in approach

is similar to that between economic analysis and descriptive economics.

The final aspect of "nodal regions" which will be considered is the

relationships between contiguous nodal regions and thejr implications for

regional delineation. From the perspective of national po'licy actionn the

validity of the nodal delineation of regions appears to be inversely related

to the degree of factor mobility or commodity mobi'lity between various regions.

Under conditions of 'perfect labour mobility', for exampìe, regíonal disparÍties

in the rates of unemp'loyment could not exist. Similarly, "The larger the market

area for products produced in regions of hÍgh unemployment, the less necessary

and desirable may be pinpointed poìicies, and the more these regions benefit

from expenditure changes occurring in other regions."2

Thus, if a high priority of poìicy-makers v{ere the elimjnation of

inter-regional disparities in the cyclical fluctuations of busjness activity'

this problem could be tackled by measures facilitating factor and commodity

mobílity, for the boundaries separating the delineated nodal regions would

then become increasingly blurred.

I
I

E.14. Hoover, & Location of Eco¡gmic_4g!_ryIy. (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company,

S. Ehqerman,"Regional Aspects of Stabilization Poljcy," in Rqgj!nq]_¡!g!qÞ'
ed.bit.Náedléman(MiddleSeX'Eng.land:PenguinBooksLtdW
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The Canadian Experience in Regional Delineation

;f,anada's regions have traditionally been delineated on the basis

of a combined po'litical and homogeneity criterion. The most common sub-

division of Canada is into five major regions. The Maritime provinces together

tti th I'lewfoundl and comprise the 'Atl anti c Region' ; Quebec and 0ntario consti tute

'Central Canada'; Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta are grouped together to

form the'Prairie Region'; British Columbia is generaììy cìassified as a

distinct region; and the North is taken to include the two federal territorÍes--
the Yukon and the Northwest Temitories.

The rationale for such a regional delineation is quite obvious.

As R.D. Howland notes:

One basic factor in any definition of a region, where policy considerations
are germane to the study, is that the area, either by itseìî or in com-
bination with other areas, must be able to take political action on its
own behalf. This i.s probabìy the overriding factor in the choice of regionsin the present study...tIt is appropriate,J-in the light of the Canadi.añ
Constitution, under which the provincial governments have substantial
responsibili ties in economic development...that the definition of regions
should conform to the realities of politicai action. In this study,-there-
fore, regions are taken to be either individual provinces or groupi-of
provinces. .,The one exception to this is the treâtment of the-l,lorlh as
one regl on. *

A further iustification for the above regional classification is in
connection with explanations for the economic growth of Canada. If this growth

can indeed be traced to the development of Canada's staple exports, then a

logical regional demarcation would be based upon the homogeneity of productive

resOurces. Some contiguous provinces having in common a comparative advantage

. r:.'

1- R.D. Howland, Some Regionaì Aspects of Canada's Economic Development(0ttawa: Quee
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in certain significant goods would then be grouped into one region. Thus,

the Marit¡*.t and Newfoundland are similar "in that the role of the fisheries

and the Atlantic trade has been of oven¡rhelming importance"l for both.

In the same vein,Ontario and Quebec are clearìy simitar with

respect to economic characteristics: both provinces followed identical phases

of fur booms and timber development. Moreover, their patterns of agricultural

development have been para'lleì. Both provinces exported mostly to the rest

of Canada rather than abroad. They collectively comprise "the industrial heart ir,,,,,.,.t:..¡,

of Canada" and their post-war mineral booms have followed similar paths.2 The

differences between their prosperity stem more from differences in the degree

and emphasis of their respective economic developments than from a difference in

ki nd.

Historicaì1y, the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

have comprised one region, for the folìowing reasons:

...all three provinces were opened up by the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Raiìway in '1885; all three còncôntrated initially on wheat
production for export; and alì have been dependeqt on diitant urban
cities for the bulk of their manufactured gôods.r

The geographic isolation of British Columbia, as we]ì as the fact

that the impetus for its development stêmmed initiaìly from go'ld mining, distinguish

this province regionaìly from other parts of Canada.

L''!'. !'!|! 1':'1'':j :

l:-rjj l:iì
[:...- ::.:.:i i. I

I Caves and Hoìton, The Canadian Economy, p.145.

2 ror d.

3 Inia., p.146.
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Finally, according to Caves and Holton, "The Yukon and l{orthwest

Territorþ can be lumped into a single region because the resources are

largely unknown rather than because they are known to be similar."l

The preoccupation with regional demarcation in the Canadian context

is certainly warranted as the folìowing comments of Howland convincingly

argue:

...the division of Canada into regíons is a basic factor in the poìitical
and economic life of the country. It is not a matter of choice but a
basic reality 9f the economy. If it can be said that Canada represents
a political triumph over geography, that victory has not eliminäted
geography in any economic sense. Regionalism is in fact a built-in
feature of the Canadian economy; a phenomenon which stems even from the
censtÍtution of the country, which is,oin itself, sensitive to regional
i nterests and speci aì characteri s ti cs . 

¿

The pioneering effort in regional'ly demarcating Canada by means of

a synthesis of four delineation criteria was initiated by Pieme Camu,

E. P. hleeks and Z. l,rl. Sametz.3 They subdivided Canada into 68 índividual

regions on the basis of the composite criterion which they developed. Their

composite criterion, which they designated 'SFPM formula', was designed:

for genera'l
such as the
functi onal
network and

analysis because it considers basic structural (S) factors,
physiographic bases and the population and capita'l structure;

(F) factors, such as the transportation and colnmunications
the flow of other servicing functions; productive (P) factors

1' Ibi d.

2 Howland,

3 p. camu,
(Toronto:

Some Regional Aspects of Canada's Econonlic Development, p.l.
E . P . lnleeks and Z. hl. Sametz, Economi c Geography of Canada

The l,lacMi ì ì an Company of C
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(both in respect of their homogeneÍty androf their relationship to
one another); and marketing (M) patterns.r

In their own assessment of the utility of their'SFPM' demarcation,

the authors state the following:

It is suitable_for generai theoretical area analysis such as studies of
area income and expenditure because of the proviiion for both production
and marketing factors, and for area input -'output analysis bebause of
the attentÍon paid to industrial relationships.' It is ä1so directly
suitable for various practical purposes such'as marketing analysis.z

There are inherent difficulties in attempting to combine homogeneity

of structure with a consideration of functional relationships in devising a

composite regiona'l classification criterion. As Prof. Brewis points outo

"Functional regions necessarily comprise heterogeneous sub-regions as where,

for example, a rural area provides the argricultural produce for a market

town, which in turn provides recreational facilities for the rural popu1ation.',3

In a study prepared at the invÍtation of the Area Development Agency,

R.S. Thoman and M.H. Yeates dealt with "delimitation in terms of al'leviation

2

3

$ü. , p.265._. A detailed description of this system is found ibid.,
chapter 10. The system's weaknesses are discussed by D.M. Ray-and 

'
J.1.. Berry, "Mu]tivariate socio-Economic Regionalization: R Þilot
ltudy in Central Canada," in Papers on Reqional Statistical Studies
_(Canadi an Pol i ti cal Science n
1964)? egs. Svlyiq-gstrv and T.K. Rymes (Toronro: univuiiilt òf
Toronto Press, .l966).

rbi d.

Brewi s , Regi onal Economi c Pol i cies i n Canada, p.Sì
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rather than identification"l of distressed areas. It can fairly be stated that

their str4ly did not yield any major breakthroughs in the field of regiona'l

demarcati on.

In the Canadian context, then, regiona'l demarcations based on

functional and apolitical grounds are really stilì in an infancy stage of

devel opment.

Concl usion

In the Canadian context, then, regional demarcations based on functional

and apolitícal grounds are really still in an infancy stage of development.

In terms of regional delineation for purposes of economic analysis, the major

constraint is imposed by the availabílity of statistical data. The Dominion

Bureau of Statistics has, in general, failed to publish data which is dis-

aggregated below the level of the provinces. Moreover, confidentiaìity require-

ments continue to militate against the prospects of regional delineation at a sub-

provincial leveì. However, to some extent,. the inadequacy of data at even the

provincial level reflects the absence of a regional orientation in the past in

the federal government.

'Therefore, in view of present statistical limitation, the evaluation of

alternative definitions of'region'can initially serve no purpose beyond indi-

cating the direction which future statistical compilation would most usefuì1y

take with respect to the level of disaggregation.

R.S. Thoman and M.H. Yeates, "Deìimitation of Development Regions
in Canada (with Speciaì Attention to the Georgian Bay Vicinity)',,
a report submitted to the Area Deve'lopment Agency, Department of
Industry, Ottawa, .l966, p. 12.

i .':,r.
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CHAPTER III

MARKET FORCES AND
EC0NOMTTÃETIITM*

I ntrodu c ti on

hlhen conflictÍngex,pianatíons for the persistence of regional economi. 
,,.,.,,,disparíties in Canada are offered, what is often at issue is the relevance of the ,,",,r'

factor price equalisation theorem to the canadian setting. This theorem specifies
certain sufficient conditions which result in the eliminatíon of geographic differences

in the returns to factor ínputs through an equilibrating process. The historícal 7.1'::,'

l. ì .l

failure of the canadian economy to respond to these (a'l'leged) equilibrating forces 
i.,:,,

and equa'lize the returns to resources Ín all regions has inspired two alternative i;.;:t'"

explanations. Some economists argue that the interregíonal differences in returns
tofactorinputshavenotbeene]iminated(orevensignificant1yreduced)inCanada

because the sufficiency conditions of the factor price equalisation model were not

fulfilled. That is, it is claimed that since those conditions which are sufficient 
i

to bring about factor price equalisation did not obtain, regional differences in
returns to factor inputs were not eliminated (or perhaps not even dimÍnished). 0n 

,

,'the other hand, some economists contend that even where the conditions which :

allegedly cause factor price equalisation were fulfilled, the expected conclusions 
i,r,¡;,

have not materialized historically. ',',,'

In order to bring the issue of factor price equaìisation into sharp focus,
it is necessary to digress briefly into the economic theory which predicts such results.

The first poÍnt to bear in mind is that the result of factor price
equaìisation has been predicted by the "mainstreâil" of economic thinkers under sets

l!:if.:;:
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: of assumptions which may contradict each other on the matter of factor mobility.

As P.A. Samuelson has noted,

Classical_trade thgory always took it for granted that free mobility of
factors of.production woul9. t.tl9_to equaliie the-relative and absolúte prices
of productive services in the different regions.l

It was held that differentials in the returns to equivalent factor Ínputs 
,.,,,;r.,,,,,,,,.-.,

between two regions would, assuming free mobility of factors, result in a voluntary

f'low of productive factors from the region of lower to that of higher returns.

. The inf'lux of new factors to the higher yielding region wou'ld tend to depress the .,,., ,,,'i - t..,
ì :'. :: -:: .1-:

' returns, since the marginal product of the factor being attracted to the region 1:¡:':;

would dectine according to the law of diminishÍng returns. 0n the other hand, as ,-i.,-,,.,,.

the interregional transfer of factors occurs, the marginal productivity of the

factor which has moved from the ìow to the high return region will rise in the

region of low returns. This process of interregional factor input flows "would

cease only when abso'lute and relative factor prÍces had been finaily equalised.,'2 
l/:

A neo-classical variant of the factor price equalisation theorem, 
i

pioneered by Prof. E.F. Heckscher and B.OhlÍn and refined by Paul Samuelson assumes l

complete factor immobi'lity between regionsg Ohlin's conclusion was that: 
,

(t) Free mobility of commodities in international trade can serve as a partia'l
substitute for factor mobility and ' 

,

(2) will ìeçd to a partial equalisation of relative (and absolute) factor
pri ces . 4

1 P.A. Satnuelsonn "International Trade and the Equalisation of Factor Prices,"
The Economic Journal, LVIII (June, lg48),163.

2 rbid.

3 The theorem actual'ly assumes factor immobi'lity between "countries" but
because free trade is assumed, "countries" and "regions" may be used
i nterchangeably

4 Quoted by Samuelson, ibid.

;t ri':r:, i:i:t',,l:t,ì'
ili?,::i i...1:.:''.



Heckscher and 0hlin argued that although free trade between regions

created*a tendency for factor returns to be equalised between the regions, full
price equalisation would not result in practice for various reasons. Samuelson

extended their analysis to demonstrate the conditions under which full factor

price equalisation would occur in the two factor, two commodity case. Samuelson

then proc"eeded to extend the analysis to the generaì case of'n'goods and 'r,
factors, again formulating the set of assumptions which were sufficient to

result in complete factor price equalisatíon.l

The underlying assumptions of the Classica'l model which render full
factor price equalisation inevitable are the folìowing:

(l) The total.supPly of labor to all regions taken together is fixed.
The only wqv in which one region may emþloy more laboi ii-Ûrrough ---
migration from other regions. (2) Á siirglä homogeneous ouiput íi pro-
duced in each region. (3) Therd áre zerõ transport costs bätueen i"egionsso that the price of output is. regionally unifoi^m. (4) ft¡e same pro-
duction function exists in gac! region, 

-being 
homogeneóus of aãgrã.-onein the inputs l??ol and.capitaÏ. (s) Írrere are zero costs ot cõnvertiñgoutput into capitaì goods.'

G. H. Borts points out that, "l,'lhether or not labor migrates, capital
movements would produce an eventual elimination of regional differences in
resource endowment, in the real wage and in the marginal product of capital."3
He notes, moreover, that the model's implicatíons will be contradicted if certain
of the assumptions do not hold. For example, consider the foltowing case:

:r: jil
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1 p.n.
The

Samuelson, "Prices of Factors and
Review of Economic Studies, XXI (1)

2 e.H. Borts, "The Equalization
The American Economic Review

3 tuta.

Goods in Generaì Equiìibrium,,,
(1953-54) , !-21.

of Returns and Regionaì Economic Growth,,'
50 (1960), 320
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If the supply of labor gror,ls faster in low-wage regions and if labor is
insensitive to regional wage differentiaìs, different conclusions are
suggested. Low-wage regions will still experience the highest rate of
growtÞof capital , but they may not experience the highest rate of
increase of wages; for the growth of tþe labor suppìy would prevent a
rise in the ratio of capitaì to labor.'

Borts also demonstrates that without the assumption of complete special-

ization in production for each regíon, the growth rate of a high-wage region may

exceed that of a low-wage region.

Turning to the neo-classical model

is effected through the interna'l reallocation

through inter-regional factor transfers, the

by Paul A. Samuelson as being sufficient for

the simple two-factor, two-product case:

in which factor price equalisation

of a region's resources rather

fol'lowing conditions were specified

ful'l factor pri ce equaT isatíon j n

(1) linear homogeneous production functions in each good;
(2) diminishing returns along isoquants for each gooð;
(!) non-reversible and different factor-intensities of the two goods atqtl (reìevant) factor prices:
(4) indentity of production functions for each good between countries
Ior regions];
(5) perfect competition and va.Iuation of factors according to marginal
value productivity;
(6) incomplete specialisation i4 production in each country; and
(7) absence of transport costs.'

Bhagwati's observations concerning the ro'le of each of these

assumptions are as follows:

The last assumption ensures commodity price equaìisation, under free trade,
between countries. The first five assumptions ensure a unique relationship
between commodity and factor prices, under incomp'lete specialisation in I i..,.:i':rr,;::

I

2

Ibid. , 327.

J. Bhagwati, "The Pure Theory of Internation Trade: A Survey,,' in
Su¡veys of Economic Theory: Volume II, ed. by the American

omic Sóciety (New york: St.
Marti n's Press , 1 968) , p. l 86.
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production, lvhich obtains identicaììy between countries. lnJith assumption
(6 ) , rul i ng out compl ete speci al i sati on , therefore , commodi ty pri ce
equalisation necessarily entaÍls factor price equaiisation. t-

The great limitations of the neo-classical mode'l are certainìy

obvious. Samuelson himself is actuely aware of these, as his qualifications

serve to demonstrate:

In the first.place, goods do not move without transport costs, and to
the extent that commodity prices are not equaìised it of courée follows
that factor.prices will not tend to be fully equa'lised...there are many
reasons to doubt the usefulness of assuming identical production functions
and categories of inputs in the two countries; and coniequently, it is
dangerous-to draw sweepi[rg practica'l conc]usions concerning taäior-price
equalisati.on...hlhere scale is important it is obviousìy poõsible foi^ reat
wages to. differ greatly between large free-trade areas aild smal'l ones,
even with the same relative endowments of productive factors...

There is no iron-clad a priori necessity for the law of díminishing
margi na1 producti vi ty to be va] i d for ei ther ôr both commodÍ ti es . . .

In conclusion, some of these qualifications help us to reconcile
results of abstract analysis.with the obvious facts oî life concern'ing
the extreme dlversity of productivity and factor prices in different Éegionsof the worïd.'

The Tenden

Gunnar Myrda'l contends that "the play of forces in the market normally

tends to increase, rather than to decrease, the inequalities between r"gionr.,,3

Myrdal elaborates his thesis Ín the following r^ray:

If.things_were.left to market forces unhampered by any policy interferences,
industrig] production, commerce, banking, insuranäe, irrippÍnö and, inaeôã,-'
almost all those economic activities which in a developini¡ eðonomy tendto.give a bigger than average return...would cluster in cõrtain lócalitÍes
and regions, leaving the reit of the country more or less in a uacÈwatãr.a

1 r¡i d.

2 p.n.
The

Samuelson, I'International
Eqonomic Journal, LIX (June

Factor-Price Equaì isation 0nce Again,"
1949), 195-6.

Myrdal, Economic Theory and Underdeveloped Regions, p..l0.

Ibi d.



Since Myrdaì conceives of the economic process as being "cumulative

because of circular causation," he claims that "the role of international trade

becomes.*one of being one of the media through which the market forces tend

to resu'lt in increased inequatities when...the spread effects are weak.,'1

Myrdaì criticizes economic theory for its failure to focus "on the problems

connected with big differences between techniques of production and, indeed,

between the productivity functions themselves, comesponding to very great

differences in the relative scarcity of factors of production and to immense

differences in standards of living and the entire cultural settÍ ng."z

The process whereby the operation of market forces tends to aggravate

regional disparities is depicted by Brewis:

The more extensive the growth of a particular region, the more likely itis to attract mÍgrants from other parts of the cóuntry. Such migration,
moreover, is selective and tends to draw workers, general'ly the younger
and more competent ones, out of the lagging regionõ. If, in additioñ to
such migration, the growing region also-attracts capita] from the less
promising regions, the inequalities between the regions become even
greater, and once this trend becomes marked the situation is still further
aggravated by the tendency of industry to locate in areas"promising the
greatest rate of growth and to avoid the depressed areas.o

Albert 0. Hirschman has designated the unfavourable repercussions of

the growth of the buoyant regions upon that of the lagging regions as "poìarization

effects." He argues that the internal migration of skilled peop'le from the lag-

ging to the buoyant regions may be undesirable from the national perspective

because the pay differentials which induce such migration may weìl "overstate

1

2

3

Ibid., pp.15l-2.

Ibi d.

Brewis, Regional Economic Policies in Canada, p.S7.



considerably the real productivity differentials in the most productive and

skilled grades."l

. Lest the prospects for depressed regions be regarded with undue

pessimism, it must be noted that the growth effects of a booming region upon its

laggíng neighbour region need not be unfavourable. In fact, where the growth

of one region stimulates growth in the'lagging region, such a phenomenon has been

characteris.ed by Hirschman as a "trickling down" effect.2

The "polarizatÍon" and "trickling down" effects may be viewed as two

conflicting vectors, each pulting the ìagging region in an opposite direction.

Thuso the direction of the resultant vector is a function of the relative magnitude

of these opposing forces.

; To iïlustrate the possible interpìay over time between the

I "polarization" and "trickling down" effects, consider the following example
l

i given by Hirschman. l^le designate the buoyant region'B'and the lagging region

, 
tL'. Assume B specialises in manufactur"gs and L in primary procjuction. One would

expect B's economic expansion to stimulate growth in L. However, if, as is

, tikely, the short-run supply elasticity of L is lowo the terms of trade move

against B, leading to three possible results. In the best of circumstances, L

could adiust successfully to meet B's increased demand for its primary products.

l

1 e.O. Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Development,(New Haven:
Yale University

2 Thu terminology emp'loyed by Myrdaì which corresponds exact'ly to
Hirschman's "polarization" and "trickling down" effects is, respectiveìy,
"backwash" and "spread" effects.



A more pessimistic eventuaìity wouìd be for L's rising prices charged B for

raw materi¿ls to dampen B's growth, thereby leading to a decline in L's exports

to B. The third possibility would be for B to substitute cheaper foreign

exports for exports from L, or to diversify its own economy and supply íts own

raw material requirements. If this thìrd eventuality came to pass, region , , -,,,

would be "'largely cut off from beneficial contact with ¡region Bl...while re- 
l

maining exposed to the adverse polarization effects. Under these conditions...

the stage would be set for a prolonged split of the country into a progressive :., ¡,: ,;

and a depressed area."l '' ' 
' '' 

'

The Canadian Experience in Historical Perspective

Over the period .1926 to i962 taken as a whole, thelevel of variability
of relative per capita income among the regions has been approxímateìy
constant. Furthermore, over the long term, there has been 'little
change in the re'lative positions of the individual regions. 0n the
basis of this evidence the trend of regionaì income differentials in
Canada appears to have beenoroughly a constant; there has been neither
convergence nor divergence.¿

l^lhile the degree of income disparity in relative terms has varied with
changing levels of economic activity, the .longer-run 

tendency, over a
period of roughly forty years, has been one of little or no change. The
long-run persistence in the extent of intemegional income disparity, ?
moreover, has been accompanied by a fairly fixed ranking among regions."

l.-:.:..,:.. :: .:: ::,.:

i :i_, .: (: : - r i -!!-r- ì

l:1:..: i' ì'r-.'

1 Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Development, p.ì89. 
i2 ¡tl. Mclnnis, "The Trend of Regional Income Differentials in Canada," ì:

Canadian Journal of Economics, I, no.2 (May, 1968) , 441

3 chernick, Interregional Disparities in Income, p.64 fi¡i:l'¡:s
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Not surprisingly, Chernick's results merely confirm the more

preìiminEf¡¡ findings of the Economic Council of Canada, which were as follows:

Despite variations in personal income per capita from region to region,
the feature which emerges most strikingly from the record of the past
four decades is the essential persistence of income disparity among
the regions of Canada...[The data of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics
indicates thatl the position of each regioq reìative to the average...
was virtually the same in 1926 as in 1964.*

Fina]]y, the research of Jeffrey G. hlilliamson led hím to conclude

that'rCanada does not reveaì any significant trend towards either divergence or

convergence during the thirty-five year period, 1926-60, for which regional

income data are availab'Ie."2 His findings were not as simple as this con-

clusion might lead one to expect. l^lilliamson's empirical investigations reaì'ly

constitute an attempt to test his hypothesis concerning the relationship

between regional income disparities and the'level of a nation's economic

development. Therefore, we now turn to a consideration of his hypothesis and

an examination of its applicability to Canada. According to hlilliamson,

...the earìy stages of national development generate increasing'ly large...
Ii nterregi ona] I i ncome di fferenti al s . Somevuhere duri ng the course of-
development, some or al'l of the disequilibrating tendencies diminish,
causing a reversal in the pattern of interregional inequality. Instead
of divergence Ín interregionaì levels of deve'lopment, convergence becomes
the rule, with the backward regions closing the development gap between
thernselves and the already industrialzed areas. The expected result is
that a statistic describing regiona'l inequality wíl'l trâce out an inverted
'U'over the national growth path; the historical timing of the peak level
of spatiaì income differentials is ìeft somewhat vague and may vary
considerabìy with the rqsource endowment and institutional environment of
each developing nation."

I Towards Sustained and Balanced Economic Growth (Ottawa: Queen's

J.G. l,liìliamson, "Regional Inequality and the Process of National
Development: A Description of the Patterns," in Regional Ana'lysis,
ed.byL.Need]eman(Midd1eSeX'England:Penguinffi), p. ì 36.

Ibi d. , p.'108.
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In order to ca]culate secular trends in regionaì income disparities,

I^Ji 1l i amso¡- di vi ded Canada i n el even regi ons : name'ly, the ten provi nces and

the North, the latter comprising the Yukon and Northwest Temitories. He first
derived 'V,n,', "a Weighted coefficient of variation which measures the

dispersion of the regionaì income per capita levels relative to the nationa'l

average r^rhile each regional deviation is weighted by its share in the national
1

popul ati on. " 
- In mathemati cal terms ,2

Vl^l=

',:' :.ì:.,. .:-...:..,.

where

This size of geographic income differentials varjes

magnitude of Vr. l^lilliamson's findings for the 1926-60 period

v

f.,= popuìation of the iü region,
n'= national popuìation, 

+

y*= income per capita of the i4 region, and

i'=nationa@.

di rect'ly wi th the

were as follows3:

Year Vl^¡

1926
I 930
I 935
1 940
t 945
t 950
t 955
I 960

0.'l 76
0.221
0.237
0.220
0.189
0..¡99
0.192
0.r75

1 rbid.,
2 rbid.,
3 rbid.,

p.lì1.

n.14.

p.l 30.



" 
!,li I ì i amson's i nterpretati on of these resul ts was that :

....apart from the interlude of the t930's, stabitity in V,^, has been the rule,
with Quebec and the Marit;ime provinces barel,v maintaining $rowth rates
equivalent to those of 0ntario and British Columbia, while the Prairie provinc
reveal extrerne instability producing fìuctuations around the national average.

42

1s

The increase in V, between 1930 and 1935 is a reflection of the

strong impact of the depression on the Prairie provínces, while the decìine

in V, between 1935 and 
.l940 reflects a reversal of these relatively short-run

conditions. Thereafter, l^,illiamson fails to explaÍn the rise in V, between

1945 and 1950, but it seems that he would consider this event to be a short-

run aberration. In terms of testing l,'lilliamson's "inverted'U' " hypothesis,

the peak ìevel of regional inequality cannot be ascertained from his data on

V* Partly because of the distortions caused by the depression and the Second

tr'lorld l^lar, but most importantly because the data does not extend back far

enough into time. Since the existing data did not permit l,Jilliamson to extend

his time series for V, backward, he deveìoped a'proxy'variable designed to

approximate regional income per capita or level of development. His substitute

index, Âw, equaìled "the square of the differences between regional shares of

agricultural employment in the labour force (hereafter termed A/L) and that of

the nation as a whole,"2 In mathematical terms,3

Aw= xl00" \/ i n

1 lbid.,
2 rbid.,
3 rbid.,

p.ì37

p. 140

n.34
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where (A/L)i = share of agricyfituraì ]abour in the total labour
force of the i3ll region,

& (A/L) = share for the natiof^as a whoìe,
fi = population of the ia region, and
n = national popuìation.

l,,liltiamson derived the folìowing time series for Canadal:

Year A
W

ì 90.|
t9tI
1921
t 93]
I 941
1 951

7.14
9.88

ì 2.35
12.68
'l2.60
10.19

t:: :
::,.,:

i:'.

l,'lil'liamson c'laims that this table "appears to support" his hypothesis.

He interprets the results in the folìowing manner:

{u inglggsed rapidly during a very impressive period of Canadian growth,
flÁom l90l to world t,'lar 1 (gr more accurately, to l92l). stabititi in
regional inequaìity was indeed the case trom'lgZl to Íg+1, and thä ¿ãcline
since World War II does appgar to be part of a secu'lar trend, rather
than a short-term movement.'

If'time' is plotted on the abscissa and'regionaì income disparities

on the ordinate axis', it seems that t.Iitliamson wou'ld project a continuing

diminution in regiona'l income disparities until the level of l90l is attained.

Such a predi.ction is only as strong as is the substituitability of a, for Vr.

However, if one wishes to determine the coeffícient of correlation between these

two variables, one can legitimate'ly compare them for onìy three observations.

Thus, correlating the values of V, for the years T930, 1940 and 1950 with the

Ibid.,

:_:. _l

I

2

p .142.

p. ì 43.Ibi d. ,
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respective values of a* for the years .1931, l94l and 195.l, we found that the

coefficienj of correlation , 'r', equall.ed 0.8109.1 Since the coefficient of

comelation must have a value of at least 0.8054 when only three ovservations

are employed in order to yieìd a minimum confidence level of ninety per cent,

it must be conceded that l,litliamson's 'proxy' varìable was justifiabTy used.

From the computation, one may infer that 66% ti.e. (.l00 . y2) %J of the

variation in V, may be accounted for (or explained by) the linear influence

of a*. Nonetheless, since most economists would be extremely wary of drawing

inferences on the basis of three observations, it appears that an attitude of

scepticism towards l,'lilliamson's hypothesis is warranted.

Theordore l,l. Schultz developed a model which depicts the pattern of

economic development in the new world and focuses upon the emergence of regionaì

income disparities.2 W¡thout doing viol.n.. to Schultz's model, it appears

possible to fit it into an out'line which is very similar to that of l^lilliamson's

hypothesis. It might be noted, in passing, that C. Lemelin of Lavaì University

contends that Schultz's model "applies perfectly to Canadian economic development."3

SchuÏtz's analysis begins with the basic assumption, (which he claims

is supported by empirical evidence), that the communities of earìy settlers in

Let Y=V*

Then r =/3

= 0.8109

T.l,l. Schultz, "Reflections on Poverty Within Agri cul ture, " The Journal
of Political Economy, (February,1950), l-15.

C. Lemelin, "Comment on Professor Mclnnis' Paper,"
Economics, I, no.2 (May, 1968), 472

, and N=3.

7.602) - 35.47

Canadi an Journal of
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the UnÍted States posseßsed about the same distribution of v,realth ('capitaì')

and naturg! endowments ('ta'lents'). He seeks to explain the origins of the

regional disparities in per capita income which exist today by means of the

following hypothesis:

These 9aPS, consisting of differences in level of living, are basica'lly
consequences of the way in which the economy of the United States has
developed and not prÍmarily the resu'lts of any origina'l deffelences in
the cultural values or capabilities of the people themselves.

According to SchuTtz, the very process of industrialization results in '''r,::,,

the unequal regional distribution of productive assets, with a disproportionately 
i.::,,,:,,,
l::Ì '' : .

high percentage of those who own large volumes of capÍtaì assets locating in

the nation's dynamic regions. Schultz cites three categories of conditions which

generate regi onaì i ncome di spari ti es :

(l) those that alter the-proportion of the popuìation engaged in productive t
work in one community rgìative to that of another; (Z) thoie that'change '
the abilities-oI a population to produce, of one community re'lative to
another; and (3) those that impedg factor-price equa'lization of comparabìe
human agents between communities.'

The statistical investigations of the Economic Council of Canada

strongìy corroborate the significance of Schultz's conditions (1) and (Z) as

factors contributing to intemegional income disparity. Chernick's findings

were:

that the interregional dispersion in earned income per emp'loyed person
i¡ significant'l.y below that based upon the total popuìatiòn ¡-'n eäch of
the regions...lfuflecting] interregìonaì differen'ces in the availabiìity ffi

1 S.hrl t,, "RefI ecti ons , " p.5.
2 roto., p.9
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and utilization of labour...In other words variations among the five
major regions in the age structure of the popu'lation, labour force
partigpation and unemployment rates are significant and account for
roughìy.tworfifths of the interregional dispersion in earned ìncome
per capita. *

l^lith respect to condition ('l), the 1960-64 average index of employment

percentage for each region, (i.e. the percentage of the population employed in

the tabour force), taking the Canadian average as 100, was B0 for the Atlantic

region, 95 for Quebec, 
.l09 for Ontario, ì04 for Manitoba, '100 for Saskatchewan,

104 for Alberta, and 97 for 8.C.2 Only 47% of the Atlantic Region's adult

civilian popuÏation was in its labour force, compared to 57% in 0ntario. The

E.E.C. concludes that, "Differences in the utilization of available fnanpower...

[account for] roughìy half of the gap between the Atlantic region and the

national average

The E.C.C. attributes the low participation rates ìargeìy to a lack

of employment opportunities. Thus, "the high unempìoyment rate and the low

participation rate are symptoms [and not causes] of a substantial underutilization

of manpower resources..." 
4

Condition (Z) as outtined by Schultz is important in severaì respects.

For one thing, the productívity of a region's labour force is closeìy comelated

wi th the average I eve'l of educati ona'l attai nment. Al so , the I ow I evel of

educational training prevents a region's population from earning high personaì

i:r:

incomes, and this direct effect hampers the region's prospects of achieving prosperity.

liìËi

1

2

3
4

Chernick, Interregionaì Disparities in Income, þ.26.
The figure by this
amongst those who retii"e.
Towards Sustained and Balanced Economic Growth, pp.

province's populabity

I I 3-7.
'..,::l ]:
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Furthermore, the shortage of a skilled labour force may be the decisive factor

in the decision of a firm not to invest in a region. In addition, the

cumulative processes towards regional inequality are also at work in the realm

of education. Because a.region is poor, it can ill-afford to sustaín the heavy

burden which would be imposed by an educational system matching that of its

richer counterpart (unless external aid of sufficient magnitude were forthcoming

from federal authorities in the form of equaìization payments). Yet if its

educational services were inferior to those of richer regions, the difficuìty of

narrowing the gap in income disparity would be compounded.

Schultz's third category of the conditions which forestalì a narrowing

in interregional income differentials consists of factors inhibiting the "factor-
price equalization of comparable human agents between communities." An

enormous volume of literature has appeared which deaìs with the labour mobility

aspect of this issue. Setting the debate concerning labour mobility in the

Canadian context raises more questions than it answers. Turnirrg first to the

facts:

At the decennial census in l87l, over twenty per cent of the Canadian
population lived in the three Maritime Provinces of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. By 1961, the percentage had dropped
to less than eight. Between ì881 and 

.l93.l, 
net out-migration from

the Maritime Provinces is estimated to have averaged sóme 90,000 per
decade. . . r

Given conditions which sufficientìy approximate those postuìated in the

various factor price equalisation models, the conclusions of the model could

reasonably be expected to obtain. However, in fitting these models to the

I f.ru. Brewis, et al., Canadial Economic Policy (Toronto: Macmillan
Company of Canaila Ltd
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historical experíence of Canada, there are certain factors which seem to reverse

their predrctions of diminishing regional income dísparities. In addition to the

inherent limitations of the model, which were indicated above and which are

obviously reflected in the lack of reaìism of some of the assumptions, there is a

further critical difference between the theory and Canadâ,s experience. The

seeking their maximum earnings, flow from the prosperous to the relatively
depressed regions. To recapitulate the balance of the theorêm, the law of
diminishing returns results in the marginaì productivity of the factor input which

migrates from the prosperous region to rise there while simultaneously causing the

margina'l productivity to decline in the relatively depressed region as it experiences

this influx of the factor input. Thus, the disparities between the marginal

productivity of a particular factor input ín different regions is e'liminated and i
consequentìy, the rates of return to the factor becomes equalised for al'l regions.

In Canada, this phenomenon with respect to the labour input appears to have

occurred in reverse; that is, the higher returns of the prosperous region have

effectuated a 'brain drain' from the poorer regions. In neither of its two

versions does the factor price equalisatìon theorem appear to make any allowance

for the direction of the factor flow. Yet whether factor inputs are attracted

from the prosperous to the ìagging regions or vice versa seems to be a key con-

sideration, as the following observations of Brewis indicate:

In so far as the rewards to labour and capital are higher in central
Canada than in the Atlantic provinces, labour aird cap'ital wítì tend to tiowto the former from the latter. This will tend to gräater àquaìity of
rewards, but this an offsetting consideration. The increased inväsffient incentral Canada will further stimulate empìoyment and income there, anã ifthe increased jlgofç is largely.spent in'centraì Canada, as is ltÉeiy, tfitwill have a multipìier effectn inbreasing incomes still further in cäñtrál-
canada. The expenditure of this income l's rikely, moreover, to have an

Classical model which assumes free labour mobility posits the existence of higher

rates of return to factor inputs in the laqqing regions, so that these factors,
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accelerator effect, inducing new investment that in turn will lead to
increased incomes and employment. The cycle thus continues, and is
accentgated by the external economies that result from a growing in-
dustrial compìex. The converse could be true of the Atlañttc piovinces.
As a result there may be less gain in reducing the income gaps'than
one would,,expect ¡on the basis of the factor þrice equaìisãtion
theoreml . 

r

A further falìacy is found in the argument that the extent to which

interregional income disparities are reduced is directly proportional to the

extent to which labour is mobile. However, when one considers that "labour is
not a homogeneous stock, but is composed of persons of different ages, stregths,

marf'ta'l and family states, skÍlìs, training, risk-taking propensitieso and

propensities to participate in local institutions and governments,,'2 and more-

over, that "people with these valuable characteristics are likely to be the

first lured away when local opportunites faTter, and their departure is likely
to impose the greatest per capita ì0ss,,,3 then one must conclude that if ìabour

migration fails to proceed beyond the stage of this initial outftow, the economic

conditions in the laggíng region wil'l most assured'ly deterìorate. Furthermore,

the factors which impede labour mobility are felt most acutely by the older, less

educated, Iess skilled, and consequentlyr ìess adaptab'le segment of the population.

Thus, the obstacles to labour mobility militate strongìy against out-migration

continuing beyond the initial stage. Despite the absence of tegaì barriers to

labour mobi'lity within Canada, there do exist obvious social, economic, and

cultural constraints, not the least of which may be the ,psychic income, luhich is

1:' '

1

2

Ibid., pp.322-3

A.D. Scotto "Policy for Declining Regions: A
in Areas of Economic Slqess, êd. by W.D. hlood
Ont ns Cenire, Queen,s

Ibi d.

Theoreti cal Approach, "
and R.S. Thoman (Kíngston,
University, 'l965), p.86.
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derived from life in the lagging regions, and these obstacles appear to be of

greatest sjgnificance amongst those indÍviduals whose economic contríbution

yields the lowest market value.

Turning finally to differing explanations of Canada's persistent

regional income disparities for a period exceeding four decades, Mr". Mclnnis

claims that trthe over-all constancy...wi'lì probably be best explained as a

historical development which fortuitousìy has maintaíned a precarious balance

between convergence and divergence over a relatively ìong period of time."1

Lemelin challenges Mclnnis' description of constant regional income

differentials as "fortuitous," pointing out that the model which he accepts,

namely that of Schultz, predicts that "the market mechanism wi'll contribute to

perpetuate and increase" any initial gap between the per cÊpita income of two re-

gions. This approach would therefore "point to constancy of income differentials

over time if, and onìy if, government intervention is effective in complementing

market forces. "2

Scott, on the other hand, argues that government expenditures, both

at the local and federal ìevel, which ignore the fundamental lack of viabiìity
of a region and seek to defy (or least offset) market forces, merely serve to

prolong the agony and ujtimately perpetuate regional income inequaÌity. According

to Scott,

McInnis, "The Trend of Regional Income Differentials in Canada," 448.

Ibid., 472

1

2



...the government programs endorsed are deficient in that they usuaìlycontain many more provisions for the attraction and frõl¿tng of industrythan for the embodiment in the labour torðe nõl ðniv"ãr 16lls andabiliries, but atso of an adaptability, a capac.ity !o aaJüsi'io-Ïh.techniques, ranguages, customi or taw-s-oi õtñ¡'rågiðnr."

The final verdict concerning the relatÍve merits of the two approaches
ii to effectuating a narrowing of regional Íncome disparities must be reached by

the responsÍbte politicians. The policy chosen can only be optimal in terms of a

particular set of valuesr âhd the values of the populace will be reflected by
l

, tneir political choices.

, Location Theory

', At the root of regional income disparities are the location decisions

, of the fndividual producing units. "Location Theory" is the branch of economic

i theory which attempts to systematically formuìate those principìes which largely
govern the chÓice of an individuaT firm locating at a particular site 1

l

, It is generaìly assumed that firms seek to maximize their profits. In
the event that a firm faits to select its optima'l production location, it wilt
also fail to attain its highest profit level. various factors will weigh more or.

j

,1 less heavity in the deliberations of the firm in search of its optimat plant
, locationl a key consideration is the nature of the firm,s product.

E'M' Hoover divides the activities of a productive enterprise into three
stages "which are aìways present, though sometimes one or another may be

: unimportant":

1 Scott, "Po'li cy For Decl i ni ng Regi ons , 
,, p. 89

::.a a.:l!,:

..:,::ilî
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a. Procurement:
suppjìãFtoTñ.e
b. Processino:
(products )
c. Distribution:

purchasing and bringing the nece6sary materials and
site of processing
transforming the materials into more valuable forms

setling and delivering the productsl

If a firm faces a perfectty elastic demand curve, its preoccupation

will be with minimizing its cost of production. Since transportation expenses

comprise an important element in a firm's cost structure, the relative advantages

of various location options wiì1 be considered by the firm in terms of minimizing

transfer costs. Hoover observes that "the distribution and procurement advantages

of sites vary...rather systematica]ly according to distance from customers and

suppliers."2 Industries are classified into one of three categories, depending

upon whether total transportation costs are minimized by ìocating close to the

material inputs, cìose to the consumer market or whether the location is a

matter of indifference to the firm: the categories are 'materials-oriented,,
rmarket-oriented' and'foot-loose' industries respectiveiy.

According to Hoovero

::..â_process entailitg u larger volume of materials than of products islikely to be more influenced by considerations of nearness tb materials
sources. Thus, processes in which there is considerable loss of weight
through combustion.or waste of part of the matqriaì are likeìy to be-
located close to the source of the material...r

Analogousìy, orientation to markets may be based eitherr on a,'weight
gair'!" in tfre process or gn þigher tranifer costs per ton-mile on
products than on materials.*

I

2

3

4

:..,._. ,.. l.,
: . . :.:'i

Hoover, The Location of Economic Activity,

Ibid., p.B.

tÞLd., p.31.

p.7.

Ibid., p.35.
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As a rough generaìization, one can say that early stages of production are
material-oriented and late stages are market-oriónted-while intermediate
stages are relativeìy "foot-loose" as to transfer considerations.t

Since the foregoing analysis considered the case in which the firm's
demand curve was perfectìy eìastic, it abstracted from such considerations on

the revenue side as variation in the price to consumers which could be reaìized

or the quantity of output which the firm could successfulìy market. hlhere the

firm faces a tilted demand curve, it enjoys some monopolistic power. In a situation
such as this, it is not sufficient for the firm to minimize costs in order to

maximize profits. In fact, the firm seeking its most suitable location under

monopolistic competition conditions must adopt a two-prong strategy: it must

favour a market area whose demand allows the firm to operate at (or near) its
optimum scale of production, and it must seek a tocation such that it can real-
ize external economies (e.g.from proxímity to producers of inputs required by

the fi rm) . l,'lhere I ocati onal di s crepanci es a'lter the fi rm's poss Í bl e producti on I

function and demand curve, the profit maximizing firm would select a site which

offered the most promising net returns based on its combÍned prospective pro-

duction function and demand scheduìe.

The Element of Ghance in Location Decisions

There are, broadly speaking, two schools of thought concerning the

location pattern of economic activity which evolves. Representative of the deter-

ministic view that location patterns are not the results of historica'l accident is
the fol'lowi ng:

['Ì:ì:-:].j.i' -;

1 tuia., p.46.
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In sharp contrast is the foliowing account of Myrdal's explanation

of the national dístribution of industry:

Human activities are distributed over the nationaì temitories in certain
rhythms and patterns that are neither arbitrary nor the workiñgs or
thance. They result rather from.the interdependencies that giie form to
economîc -space. The economic and social deve'lopment of the ñation isreflected in [not caused bI] its patterns of settlement; iir ivrtems offlow and exchange of commodities, money, and informatioñ; its "patterns of',
commuting and migration; and its reticulation of areas oi ur¡an influence.J

...within broad limits, the power of attraction today of a centre has its
gJ"igin mai.nly in the historical accident that somethÏng *us onã. startedthere,andnotinan@swhereitcoü.|àãquäilvwe.li-
or better have been started, and that the start met witn suiðess-. There-after the ever-increasing internal and externaì economies--interpretàa tn
the widest sense of the word to include, for instanCe, u rorliiñg
population trained in various crafts, easy communicatíons, the ieeling of
growth and elbow room and the spirit of nêw enterprise--fórtified and"
sustained their continuous $rowth at the expense òf other localities and ^regions where instead relative stagnation or regression became the-puilÀ.n.2

l^lhile the location of some industries can be expìained quite simpìy in
terms of their resource orientation there are olher indüstries whoËe
locatiqn i: partly due to the chance of history. htatches in Switzãrland,
diamond cutting i.n Amsterdam., lptical equipment in Germany, are exampìesthat come to mind. That both foot-loose ahd market-orteniéd industries
are located where.they are today, is thq outcome of a long series ofinteracting decisions made in the past.r

Prof. Barber seems to share Myrdat's viewpoint as exemplified by his

following comment:

Yet another manifestation of "chance" in the location decision of a

firm would be in the psychological disposition of its management with respect to
locatÍon. L. Needleman has pointed to situations wherein personal predilect'ions

Friedmann and Alonso, RegÍonal Development and prannÍng, p.z.

Myrdaì, Economic Theory and underdeveloped Regions, pp.26-7 lmy under-liningl .-!;irìr:;ì;i. "l

C. L . Barber, ', Comments , ',
l^lood and Thoman , p .93.

in Areas of Economic Stress in Canada, ed. by
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weigh more heavily wÍth management than do the "best interests" of the firm:

A numbär of studies stress personal factors as influencing the choiceof particular sites for new branches. A businessman, in ñis choice oflocatíon' may not. always. be concerned with maximizing the profits of the
company. He m¡y_have other criteria: one pìace may appeal to nim more than
another, social_]itg may be rich here and mäagre thäre'.' There is no
necessity for all these aims to coincide, and-the ìikelihood of thàir doingso is decreasifq as the divorce between ównership and management in busineõs
becomes more widespread.. It appears to be not uncommon foi potentiaj silãs
!9. b. rejected.because.the. prosþectiveîmanager of the new plänt wouiA ñoi-like to make his home in the district.r

Conc'lusion

The realization of inter-regional factor price equalization is not in

itself sufficient to eliminate economic disparities in view of inter-regional dif-
ferences in the occupationaì labor force's distribution and the level of partic.i-

patìon of the populations of different regions in the labor force. Therefore,

policies which seek mere'ly to equa'lize returns to homogeneous factors of production

in all regions may be inadequate for the task of reducing inter-regional dispa¡ities

in per capita income. To achieve this latter end, special measures designed to

encourage economic development in the ìugging regions may be warranted. If the

locatjon incentive grant is the instrument for thís purpose, it appears to offer

the most promise in the case of foot-loose industries or of industries which, at

best, offered the firm a marginal advantage at the site where it intended to locate

prior to the government's offer of a location incentive.

L. Needleman, "l^Jhat
No. 75Bank Review,

Are l,Ie To Do About^the Regionaì problem," Lìoyds
(January, 1965), 50.
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CHAPTER IV

AN EXAMINATION OF
SELECTED ffiGENcIES&

I ntroducti on

Prior to their consolidation into the new "Department of Regional Economiç ,: ..
Expansion" on March 24,1969,1 a substantial array of programmes and agencies

existed at the federa'l level, each designed to cope with particular aspects of

the regional economic dispari ty prÒblem. The status of the agencies ranged from ,.,,:,;,.,,:,,i,::

autonomous and quasi-antonomous to fully integrated subdivìsions of the various ':: : '

departments. ¡:;¡ ¡':¡:;':'r, ,.,.,.:,,,.,,:r,,.

Since one cannot hope to grasp the essential philosophy and orientatÍon

of the very recently constituted Department of Regional Economic Expansion, the

most fruitful course appears to involve an examination of selected components of 
I

this department with a view to ascertaining, for each agency, its objectives, its i 
'i

terms of reference, and perhaps even its underlying philosophy (where this has I ',

been more or less clearìy articulated). trlhere the goaìs of certain agencies 
i

incorporated into the new department are found to be, to some extent, competitive i

rather than compì ementary, the department's overa'l'l devel opmental phi ì osophy and 
,,,,,.,,,.,,, , ,
': .a. ...'

priorities wilï be called upon to resolve the conf'lict in some way. It is probably , .-',l',

fair to say that the Department of Regionat Economic Expansion lacks, at the """'"""';"

present time, a clear phiìosophy concerning the optimal approach to regiona'l

development. Howeverr an increasingly cìear phiìosophy îs likeiy to evolve through ,. ..,¡

a process of trial-and-error as the relative merits of different approaches are iíiffi
assessed

In the following section, the orientation of some of these agencies towards

the problem of regionaì development wi'll be briefly sketched. Largely on the basis

56

1 s'ir r c-r 73.
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of discussions with government officia'ls having expertise with respect to certain

regionaì 4gvelopment agencies or programmes, the fundamentàì strengths and weak-

nesses of these agencies and programmes and the potentiaì and actual conflicts in
their objectives and measures adopted wi'l'l be indícated. The terms of reference

of the new Department of Regional Economic Expansioho the general approach of this
Department and the manner in which the components whÍch comprise the new Department

are being gradually rendered fairly consistent will be examined in the final chapter.

'Area Development Agency'' (ADA)

In Part II of the Department of Industry Act (which Act received assent

in July' 1963), the Governor in Counciì is empowered to designate "any district
or ïocality in Canada that is determined to require special measures to permit

economic development or industrial adjustment by reason of the exceptional nature

or degree of unemployment in that area" as "a desÍgnated area.',1

The "Area Development Agency" (ADA) was estab'lished under the direction
of a Commissioner for Area Development whose responsibility is now to the Minister
of IndustrY, Trade and Commerce. The Minister's responsibility was to analyse

"the means of increasing employment and income in designated areas" and to

this end, to initiate and execute programs and projects which "cannot suitably be

undertaken by other departments, branches or agencies of the Government of Canada.,,

The Act allowed the Minister to "enter into agreements with the government of any

province or any agency thereof for the camying out of programs for which he is
responsi bl e. "

The preoccupation of ADA was initially with the relief of the very high

unemployment experienced by certain areas in Canada through the incentives offered

1 stutrtes of Canada

l jr:.::,r::r:, :i :rl::-ì: j: :
i:i¡::il:,ì.'r!ì¡+:i

12 Eliaabeth II, Chapter 3, Sec. 9, p.6.|.
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to industry to locate in these areas. ADA adopted what might be descrÍbed as a

"non-discrgfionary approach" tn its designation of areas eìigible for federal

assistance in the form of incentives to industry to loate there. That is, it
adopted a set of criteria which, although arbitrary, are nevertheless adhered to

in order to ascertain whether or not a given area qualifies for ,designation' 
and

its ancillary benefits. One may take issue with the criteria adopted for designating

areas; however' once such criteria have been establishedo the process of determining

the status of an area is strictly mechanfcal.

In 1963, ADA's primary concern was the alleviation of high unemployment

in certain areas of Canada. Thus, areas were designated on the basis of National

Employment Service information on labour surpluses. By 1965, with the adoption of
additional criteria for designating areas -- namely, income level and growth of
employment in an area' as well as provision for the inclusion of continguous 

icounties in the N.E.S. areas if they qualified -- a shift in emphasis occurred from

the singìe unemployment criterion to greater reliance on a complement of symptoms

portraying areas of stress.

The ADA program offers the following incentives to firms locating in
designated areast :

(l) A Development Grant in the form of cash or an equiva'lent tax creditof.up to one-third of the capital cost of new machinery and equipment
and new buildings. .The Deveiopment Grant is exempt iräm tedeiàl'inðõrutax and does not reduce the amôt¡nt of capital cosi whiðr' ruy be usàdfor tax purposes.

(z) Accelerated Capital Cost Allowances of up.to S0% per annum, straightïine, on new production machinery and eqlipment.

(3) 4ccelerated ctpilql cost Allowances of up to z0% per annum, straightline, on new buildings and significant eltensions'to exiJtíné-nütÍä.'tngr.1

1 Area Development Agency (Ottawa: Queen's printer, 1967), p.5.

,:::l¡:
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In a publicity brochure, ADA explains the motivation for its area

incentivesJrogram as fo.llows:

In spite of its prosperity, there are certain areas in Canada which have
marked t'ime in terms of popuìation, employment and economic growth. In
order that these areas may a'lso share in the nation's growthl a large
number have been designated for assistance through speóia'l programs-a{min-
istered by the Area Development Agency of the Oeþartment of inãustry.r

There are some obvious strengths and weaknesses in the ADA incentives

program. t^Iith respect to a non-discretionary approach, an obvious advantage is that

of political expendiency. Once the criteria for designating areas have been

chosen, the decision regarding the classification of a given area is, in a sense,

'objective'. It should be recognized, however, that value judgements are made

in establishing a set of area designation criteria. Furthermore, greater flexibility
may be al'lowed by scheduling periodic review of the criteria adopted and of special

areas which fail to compìy with the established criteria but which may stilì ;

require special governmental assistance. Yet another advantage of the non-discretionary

approach is that it clarifies the "ground rules" leaving entrepreneurs in a more

favourable position io interpret their best interests. The stabiìity of the

criteria faciìitates a smoother adjustment by industry to the government incentives

program. The basic weakness of a non-discretionary approach is that it might

prove to be overly rigid and prevent administrators of the programme from futly
exercising their judgement. Because the criteria will have been formulated with

a view to being sufficiently general to encompass depressed regions of varying types

throughout the country, the speciaì problem areas may not satisfy the general

conditions and the program administrators may find themselves in a bind if they try
to broaden the interpretation of an explicit set of criteria.

I Inra., p.3.
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It seems, however, that a more telling weakness in the non-discretionary

approach is its fai'lure to examine the ìong.¡u¡ economic prospects of firms which

locate in certain designated areas. There is the ever-present danger that

industries wilì be induced to locate in an area for a short-term benefits even

though there are only poÖr prospects for long-term survival.

Furthermore, a non-discretionary approach is fundamenta'l ly incompatible

with an integrated regional development strategy. The essence of a non-discretionary

approach is the establishment of a set of rules and regulations which form the

fratnework within which businessmen must operate. This legal system imposes the

only constraint on business behaviour; apart from the legal constraint, businessmen

have complete freedom to manoeuver in the manner which they interpret to be in

their best interest. The ADA legislatìon offers a grant to businessmen who locate

in certain designated areas. The reason that a grant was offered was that govern-

ment officials had decided that private and social accounting methods r+ould yield !

significantly different investment allocation patterns. They realized that Íf the

market mechanism were not consciously influenced by the governmerrt, the volume of
investment in "depressed areas" would be further from optima'l than would be the

case if investors were induced by monetary incentives to invest in such areas.

That is, without government intervention, the volume of investment in lagging

regions wouìd be less than is socialìy desirabje. However, it must be recognized

that government subsidíes, grants, higher depreciation allowances, or tax exemp-

tions do not reaìly represent an unequivocal commitment to the promotion of the

economic development of tagging regions. For the real root causes of under-

development are not attacked. Although it is conceivable, that the attraction. of

a sufficiently large voìume of external capitaì to a lagging region may

fortuitously solve some real barriers to the region's development, deveiopmentaì

i.i:-t1.i¡::;t,:l¡

t !.. .i.r.:::i-í.:
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strategy cannot be based on such remote possibilitÍes. What is required is an

honest appraisal of a region's assets and liabilities, foìlowed by an educated

evaluation of the region's deveìopment potentiaì, assessing its prospects from a

nationa'l perspective. It is because a system of grants and subsidies leaves

development to chance that the above claim that a non-discretionary approach is

incompatible with a comprehensive regional development plan was made.

In his discussion of discriminatory grants, one ADA official pointed out

that ífo in the logically extreme case, equal grants were offered to all areas of

Canada, the government objective of diverting investment funds from prosperous to

lagging regions could not hope to succeed. However, the further governrnental goal

of optimalìy atlocating investment among the designated areas must fail for the

same reason if a grant system is non-discriminatory between the various designated

areas; for in offering uniform grants to all designated areas, the government fore-

goes the opportunity of distributing the investment fund in the manner most

propitious in terms of economic growth and deveìopmento relying instead on the

invisible hand whose past performance has left much to be desired.

Concerning the principle of industrial location incentives, Lionel

Needleman states that:

It has been argued that measures that restrain industrial expansion in the
prosperous areas are ill-advised, first, because businessmen know better
than any civil servant how to choose the most efficient least-cost location,
and second, that if they have to set up pìant at other locations the loss in
efficiency may be substantial. The findings of the empirical studies cast
doubt on both these assumptions. It seems that, within fairìy broad limits,
the government need not worry too much about the effect of its intervention
on costs of production and can concentrate on the problem of how industry
may be steered most effectively to the regions where resources are under-
uti I i zed.

The inducements offered by the pubìic authorities can, in principle,
sway firms in their choices between alternative locations. The extent to
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which firms actually do move to the places where the government would like
them to move depends partly on the degree to which the firms'originaì choices
and thog: of the government cqincide and partìy on the nature and scale of
the government's inducements.-

A very senior government officia'l who was instrumental in the establishment

of ADA's location incentives program, described the thinking of the policy-

makers in terms which de-emphasize the socia'l equity principìe as a factor of

importance in the formulation of the program. The policy-makers' goa'|, according

to this offic'ial, was to induce the firms'managements to base their location

decisions more on the profit maximizing principle than on their personal tastes in

cities or other utility maximizing considerations. This official explained that

the essential ro'le of locational incentive grants was the promotion of'economic

rationality'. In other words, the grants were designed to cause management to pause

and reflect upon the real advantages of'locating in lagging regions. As Needleman

notes, "Higher transport costs in the peripheral region may wel'l be more than off- 
t

set by other costs being lower, particularìy lower rents, rates and labour costs".2

The government official felt that more often than not, the management of firms fail

to even consider locating in lagging regions. L. Needleman concurs with this view

insofar as Britain is concerned:

Location decisions within British manufacturing industry appear often to
be unsystematÍc, if not casual. In their search for sites, firms seÏdom
attempt to obtai n any techni cal advi ce. In general , fi rms do not seem to
be looking for the best site but for a site that is satisfactory. Once they
havefounãtwoortñ,rõãthatmeettheirminimumrequ
for further sites, and choose from among the short list that Tñ'ãFñãÑEÞT]

relY to
be ffised on detailed calculations of the costs of operating at the different
sites involved. Indeed, the most thorough survey of manufacturing location
yet pub'lished jn Britain states: "We should have liked to have given an
examp'le of a classic case of location choice in which operating cost estimates

Needleman, "What Are l,'le To Do About the Regional Problem," 5'l.

Ibid., 50

I

2
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were made for two or more possible places, all imponderables or non-cost
factors assessed, and then a way found of comparing the good and bad points
of one;llace with thgse of the other. Unfortunately, we have not been able
to find such a case.*

Viewed in a less positive 1ight, locationa'l incentive grants may be

seen to offer compensation to firms locating in lagging regions -- possibìy for

the higher risk or for higher transportation and communicatíon costs incured in

transactions with central markets, or for adjustment costs resulting from shortages

i n the avai'l abi I i ty of manpower havi ng the requi si te ski I I s .

Speaking before the Standing Committee on Regional Development respecting

"An Act to provide Regionaì Development Incentives, Etc."2 Mr. J. Marchand,

Minister of the Department of Regional Economic Expansion, adopted this latter

rationale for location incentives. He stated that:

The onìy thing ure are trying to do with [location incentives]...is to put the
companies which accept to go into those underdeveloped regions or slow-growth
regions on exactly the same footing, from a competition point of view, as
companies whÍch estabìish themselves in large centres such as Montreal,
Toronto, Calgâry, Vancouvs¡^ and so forth. llle say, "You are away from the
markets, Vou have transportation problems. l,'fg are going to give you a grant
so that you are on exactly the same footing.

One final irru. centering about ADA's choice of criteria in designating

areas to be etigible for incentives was the following:

that of development versus relief. The extension of government stimuìi and
aids.to P¡ivate investment, if restricted only to areás of high unempìoyment,
aimed really at relief. Since industriaì devejopment wou'ld be most ãttiacted
to larger growth centers which offered better labor and product markets and
the advantages of some external economies, the denial of incentives to firms
desirous of locating in such centers wAS -- and remains -- ínimical to economic
development objectives for the region.*

Ibi d.

Bill c-202.

Canada, House
Twenty-ei ghth

L.J. hlalinsky,
( Frederi cton :

of Commons, Standing Committee on Regional Development,
Parliament, First Session, No.l6, June l6, l969, p.390. 
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One government official (not working for ADA but having expertise in

the field of Federal region development policies) described ADA as mainìy an

"operational apparatus" to administer the Act. He cjaimed that there was no con-

tinuous review of the ru'les; he stated that instead, ADA' the Department of Finance

and Treasury Board are attempting to assess the effect of the locational incentive

grants. According to this official , ADA has not real]y evo'lved, since its basic

objective remains the alleviatíon of high unemployment rates. He pointed to the

announcement by the Prime Minister, that the same incentives offered by ADA to

designated areas would be made avaiìable by the ADB for investments in Halifax,

Dartmouth, St. John and Frederiction, as evidence of an implicit recognition of the

fact that the Atlantic region's'long-term growth prospects were being hampered by

the diversion of investment funds from the region's major growth centres to areas

having no rea'l prospects because of the rigid ADA criteria for area designation.

It is the contention of proponents of the "growth pole theory" of economic develop-,,

ment that the maximum linkage effect from investment is realized by the concentration

of investment funds in a few key growth centres; under such circumstances, it is

claimed that the surrounding region will also prosper through a favourable "trickling
doü¡n effect." Therefore, this schooì of thought claims that the decentralized

pro'liferation of investment funds will dissipate their potentiaì developmental impact

with the result that the rate of growth and development of the region wii'l be

unnecessariìy low. That is, when the volume of investment in a region is given, it
is claimed that its optimaì distribution would involve its concentration in dynamic

growth poìes. This view is held by the Atlantic Development Board, among others.

In defence of ADA's area designation criteria' one ADA official pointed

out that there is a heirarchy of growth poles competing for the same funds, and that

if Halifax had been in a designated area, it might have diverted funds from, say,

Syn'dey, Nova Scoti a:

64
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This official conceded that ADA's perspective was narrower than that

of the ADB_:-and this fact accounted for their poìicy conflict with respect to the

growth pole theory. He admitted that there was a strong possÍbility that the

total volume of investment in the Atlantic region would have been greater had the

Atlantic growth centres of Halifax, Dartmouth, St. John and Fredericton not been

excluded from designation for locational ìncentive grants by ADA. Thus, aìthough

Halifax might have attracted some funds that were originally destined for Sydney,

there was a good possibitity that the designation of the compìete Atlantic region

would have channelled additional funds from, say, Toronto. However, this officÍal
did note that the growth pole theory might well indicate that the investment pattern

facilitating the highest national rate of growth would require the concentration

of investment in the Toronto area if Toronto is indeed at the apex of the growth

pole hierarchy

This official also took issue with the claim that ADA's grant system was i

more of a relief measure than a development program. He emphasized the fact that
ADA mere'ly offered "a one shot subsidy -- not a continuing subsidy.,' Therefore,

the onus was on the firm to determine the economic viabitity of its location in a

designated area. The ADA program was, according to this official, designed to main-

tain a market-type economy with the minimal amount of government interference

(except where absolutely necessary). He claimed that ADA's location incentives

program was compìementary to expenditures by other federal agencies on socjal over-

head capital in the iagging regions, since both measures were designed to ïower the

rrisk ofr or raise the return to, prospective investors in the region.
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'Atlantic Development Board' (ADB)

iÍre Atlantic Development Board is unique in that it is the only
federai agency whose sole concern is the economy of the Atlantic region.
As such, it reflects the government's recognition that the Atlantic re-
gion .needs a speciaì agency to supp'lement ihe efforts of o{her agencies
and departments concerned with the prob'lems of the region.r

The Atl anti c Deve'lopment Board , cons'is ti ng of el even members , was

established in December, 1962 by an Act of Parliament which was amended in .|963

with the establishment of a $100 mil'lion Atlantic Development Fund and in 1966

when this Fund was increased to $150 million.The ADB's terms of reference direct

it to:

...prepare, in consultation with the Economic Council of Canada, an overall
co-ordlnated plan for the promotion of the economic growth of the Atlantic
regtonT..

as well as to:

tii¡i!iå l.åå?.ñY::ËisllåiHå'îolhï,eoif;ä!iiÎ[i ffå Bir,Bå'Hål¡E s?'B[i'Ëfl.åt.,*!'
or.projects that,_in. the opinion of the Board,-will contribute to iträ tËowtf'and development of the economy of the Atlantið regiqn and for which saiisiáctory
financing amangements are not otherwise availabjã.r

According to the ADB Annual Report 1966-7.,

Although. there is no formal procedure for bringing projects to theattention of the Board, the Board follows the practiãe õt'coñsultinq theprovincial government concerned before taking äction on specific prõ¡eCis.
Moreover, the provinces share in the cost of many of the board't ìr.oi.ðii,and completed works are turned over to the proviñces for operatioh, ñãin-'
tenance and assessment of user charges, where appljcable. 'p4ovincial
governments make their own arrangenrents with municipatities.

I

2

3

4

ADB Annual Report i966-67, (0ttawa: Queen's printer, 1967), p.9.

llqtutes of Canada , '1962, ADB Act, Sec.9. (l ) (a).

Ibid. , Sec.9. (l ), (d), (i ).

t, ..::i ;:

ADB Annua'l Report I966_67, p. I 3
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Since its inception, the ADB has contributed more than $00 m'illion to

povúer pro{gction and distribution facilites. The source for more than half of

this sum was the Atlantic Development Fund. To the extent that the expenditures

of the ADB reflect the priorities of the Board, it can fairly be said that the

preoccupation of ADB has been the Atlantic region's infrastructure. For examp'le,

as of March 31, 1967, the ADB approved $98,714,237 worth of projects for power,

transportation, and "other basic services to industry." 0f this amount,

$54,068,658 have already been spent, leaving an outstanding commitment of

$44,645,579. In addition, $30,0000000 was approved for the Trunk Highway Program,

of which $10,652,259 have been disbursed. These figures make the expenditures

by ADB on "technical and economic surveys and studies" of $'l,253,875 in .l967 
and

$456,306, in 1966, s.eem a'lmost trivial by comparison.

In its Annual Report, the ADB explains the rationale for their con-

centration upon infrastructure in the following way:

One of the obvious factors responsib'le for the continuing lag in the
economic growth of the Atlantic region has been the inadequacy of the basic
infrastructure essential for economic growth - power, transportation, water,
serviced industrial ìand, faci'lities for research. This has been largely
the result of inadequate financial resources on the part of the provinces
and municipaìities, but also the consequence of a dispersed popu'lation en-
tailing high costs of servicing. The lack of adequate facilities is not
only a deterrent to new industries; it can also retard the expansion of
existing industries. If the essential services were to be improved, the
Board would need to fill the gap by supplementing existing federal and
provincial programs.

Consequently, duçing its first four years, the Board has concentrated
upon infrastructure. . .'

Not until I965 was the 'Planning Division' established at ADB. This

division undertook a diagnosis of the problems of various sectors of the Atlantic

economy by means of a wide range of studies and surveys. The purpose of these

1 tu'i¿., p.r4.

f: :: r,::;r:;: ,:-,

fti':-r::i
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studies u,as to indicate the range of development potential of each of these

sectors, given the present state of technology. It might be added that with

the passage of time, as technological advances are made, the assessment of a

lagging region's deve'lopment potentiaì tends to become increasingly optimistic.

The developmental philosophy of ADB is, according to one official of its

Planning Division, characterized by an acute awareness of the inadequacy of an

approach which seeks to buoy up an economic structure which cannot produce goods

which are competitive in world markets and even lacks the potential to do so.

Rather than propping up otd industries, the concern of ADB is with revitaìizing

the structure of the Atlantic regíon. From the ADB perspective, welfare-oriented

assistance to lagging regions is not a tenable solution. Thus, even though

subsidies to inefficient industries in the Atlantic region and transfer payments

cou'ld provide residents in the area with incomes equaì to the average national

level, such a poìicy is unacceptabìe

The Planning Division has interpreted its terms of reference with

respect to "the promotion of the economic growth of the Atlantic region" to mean

"the narrow'ing of the per capita income gap between the region and the rest of the

country and the reduction of the rate of unemployment in the region".1 The ADB

recognizes that a prerequisite to the creation of a comprehensive development plan

for the Atlantic region is an accurate appraisal of the region's deveìopment

potentiaì, given its present structural 'limitations. The tentative conclusion of

the ADB's Planning Division is as follows:

I Poti Issues in Planninq the Economi c Devel ment of Canada's Atlanticq!, P.l. lh'ts memoranclum s not an
er 'a confidential staff docuniãn t'

ument of t B but



The evidence from our studies to date suggests that the traditiona'l
economic activities, even after allowing for fuller utilization of the
resources than at present and more efficient organization of the production
processes, lay not, be themselves, significantìy narrow the income gap gr
reduce the I evel of unemp'l oyment. *

Therefore, some fundamentaì structuraì change in the Atlantic region's

economy is required. In this connection, the ADB tentative'ly proposes such

measures as the much fuller utilization of natural resources such as the reg'ion's

deep harbours and
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the engendering in the region's labour force - fnom the factory worker - those
quaìities which will permit itself to seek out morg aggressively, and
capita'lize on, sources of new activity and growth.'

In this memorandum, a policy of promoting out-migration is relegated

to the status of a last resort measure, to be seriously considered "only if the

scope for such a transformatÍon Iof the economy's structure] appears inadequate

to meet the goals set for regional development po1icy...,'3

The basis for ADB's tentative appraisaì of the Atlantic region's

developmental potential consisted of an input-output table for the Atlantic region

and for each of the four Atlantic provin..r14 as well as a number of sectoral

studies which explored the problems and capabilities of the Atlantic regioh's

industries (i.e. fish processing, forestry, mining and agriculture) and broader

sociological studies which sought to isolate non-economic factors which are partially

responsib'le for the region's lag in development.

1 tui¿., p.z.
2 luia. , p.z.
3 ruia.
4 These tables were

Dominion Bureau of
ADB.

developed by
Statisti cs,

K. Levitt through
and were fi nanced

the offi ces of the
jointly by D.B.S. and



ADB intends to use the input-output tables as a tool faciìitating
policy decisions. Once the updating of the input-output tab'les of the Atlantic

region from its 196l basis to a 1965 basis has been completed, these tab'les will
serve as a predictive guide on the implications of various policy measures, for
the tables will enabìe po]icy-makers to ascertain the probable ramifications of

different poìicy alternatíves. By utilizing the tables in this manner and by

combining these resuìts with the sectoral and socio'logicai studies, the optimal

development strategy can be determined. According to an officia'l of ADB, once a

comprehensive development program for the whole Atlantic region is finalized, it
will subsume the current allocations by ADB on the region's infrastructure. As

this official pointed out, the problem of making a comprehensive pìan operational

involves the formulation of an acceptable federal-provincial agreement which

expìicitìy covers the financial aggrangements; also, there is the further probìem

of whether the financial agreements should be uniform for a'll the Atlantic provin..r.1
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In his submission to the Federal-Provincial Tax Structure Committee, the
Hon. M.ll'l. Sharp, then Min -

.:.I!ile the provincial governments undoubtedìy have an interest in
stable and balanced economic growth, and are iñcreasingìy embarking
upon their own programmes for this purpose, and while it-'is certaiñìy
true that the provinces have control over their own resources, the
Federal Government must continue to accept an over-riding resfonsibility
for empìoyment, economic stabiìity, and economic developñent in
canada. It follows that it should continue to be free lo engage in
federal-provincial measures as well as its own tax, expenditúrã and
credit measures, in order to accomplish this general objective. The
Federal Government proposes, thereîore, to coñtinue to émp'loy shared"
cost programmes for economic purposes, and to offer them on the same
basis to alì provinces," 

-Federal -_Lrqvi nciql Tax Structurúmmillge (Ottawa: Queen 
,s pri nter,

i rìgt -
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'Aqricultural and Rural Development Act' and

...projects for the development of income and emp'loyment opportunities in rural
areas specified in the agreement and for improving standards of living ín 2
those areas... [and] programmes of research and investigation Ito this-end3..."

and also:

'Fund for Rural Economi c

The Agricultural and Rural Development Act (ARDA) of .l960-6'1, 
as

amended in 1966-671 provides for federa'l-prov'incial agreements on the joint

undertaking and financing of:

...Ppjeqts for the more efficient use and economic development of rural lands
specified in the agreement...Iand] programmes of research and investigation
respecting theomore effective use and economic development of rural lãnds in
thal provínce.'

as wel I as:

...projects for the deve'lopment and conservation of water supp'lies for
agricuìturaj or other rural purposes, and projects for soil improvement and
conservation of rural lands in that province or in any area thereof specified
i.n the agreement... tandl programmes of research and investigation for the
development and conservation of water suppìies and for soiì-improvement and
conservation in that province.-

The federal-provincial agreements must specify the proportions of the

cost of and revenues from any projects undertaken to be paid by the federal and

provincial governments, as well as specifying "the authority that shall be respon-

sible for the undertaking, operation and maintenance of any project" in the

agreement; also, where charges are levied against the beneficiaries of a project,

I Statutes of Canada, g-10 Elizabeth II, .1960-61, 
Chapt. 30, as amended by

@.

¡,i:¡ :: 
;,1r1 .; ':.

i- .:': ::: :,.;,,Ai:'.:: -,r:l

i¡..\i¡. i:r;,i

Ibid., Section 2, subsections

Ibid., Section 3, subsections

('l) and (2).

(ì ) and (2).
4 Ibid., Section 4, Subsections (a) and (b).
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1

the terms and conditions of such charges must be specified.'
*
In July, 1966, assent was given to ther Fund for Rura'l Economic Deveìopment

Act (FRED). The Act was designed "to provide for the establishment of a fund for

the economic and social development of special rural development areas."2 The

ceiling imposed on the fund's magnitude was $¡OO million. The Act provides for a

cost-sharing federal-provincial "comprehensive rural deve'lopment program" agreement

for a "special rural development area." The Act defines a'comprehensive rural

devel opment program' as'1

a program consisting of severa'l development projects, that is designed to
promote the social and economic development of a special rura'l development
area and to increase income and employment opportunities and raÍse living
standards in the area, and that makes provision for partiçipation by
residents of the area in the camying out of the program."

The Act defines 'a special rural development area' as being

a predominantly rural area within a province that is designated in an agreement
between the province and [hitherto, the Forestry] Minister...to be an area
of widespread low incomes resulting from econoqric and social adjustment
problems and that, in the opinion of the Boar:d- based on'.information sub-
mitted by the. province with_respect !o_physical, econom'ic and social conditigns
in the area, has a reasonable potential for economic and soical development.

The provisions which must be included in FRED agreements are identÍcaì to

those of the ARDA agreements as cited above.

Ibid., Section 5.1

2

3

4

Statutes of Canada, l4-15 Elizabeth II, Chapter 41, as amended by
@.
Ibid. , Section 5(a).

The Advisory Board consists of ten Deputy or Assitant Deputy Ministers
ten departments named to the Board, to advise the Minister in charge of
Development (which has hitherto been the Minister of Forestry and Rural
Development) on the policy impìications of proposed plans.

Ibid., Section 5(b).

represent:
Regi onal



delivered by the Minister of Forestry and Rural Development

of the Atlantic Provinces Economic Council (APEC) at Halifax

Minister discussed the framework, which had started to

its efforts to come to grips with problems of regional develop-

terms:
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In a speech

to the ann3¡al meeting

in 0ctober, 1967, the

evolve within ARDA in

ment, in the following

When first estabìished by ìegislation in 196.l, ARDA...uras oriented towards a
more rational use of resources in marginal agricu'ltural activity. The
second stage came with the acceptance of the fact, that in many areas of
Çlngda _the problems of marginal agriculture could not be solved by programs
limited to the agricultural sector alone, and that ARDA must be diräcted
therefore to ruraì, not exclusively agricultural probìems. A third stage
in the evolution of the objectives and operations of the ARDA program iõ
embodied in the legislation, passed in June 1966, known as the'...fRfO Act.
This_legislation recognizes that in a number of large, depressed, essentially
rural regions of Canada, the problems of deveìopment and adjustmerìt, are so
difficult that significant results can only be achieved through fuì1 co-
ordination of federal and provincial government activities in-the region
supplemented by special programs directed to the particular needs of-each
region. 0nly through detailed and comprehensive regional planning is it
possible to achieve the objective of increasing the incomç and ecõnomic
and social opportunities for the people of these regions."

In the same speech, the Minister

FRED developmental philosophy with respect

explains the rationale for the ARDA and

to the Atl anti c Regi on as fol'lows :

Our studies of rural areas in eastern Canada indicate that improvement
of the levels of ruraì income can be obtained through structural adjustment
and modernization in agriculture, fishÍng, forestry-and rural serviðe
activities. However, the structural adjustment and modernization in those
sectors' which is required to increase incomes, would aìso result in reduced
employment. This diminishing number of rural jobs is tikety to be further
complicated by weakness and obsolescence in certain parts of the manufacturing
and rnining sectors of the economy.

The unemployed surplus of population in these regions could either
emigrate out of the region, or be supported in the region on welfare basis,
or through subsidies designed to prop up low productivity activities. The
alternative is to absorb this surplus popuìation in urban-oriented industrial
development in the region. Since a large scale de-population of the region
is not acceptable, the only real alternatives are either to maintain the
surp'lus populatlon on welfare, or to synchronize and integrate the process of

l.:. .j :t'...
/ .- il:.!:

I Hon. M. Sauve', Halifax, Oct. 24, 1967, p.Z.
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rural development with the process of urban-oriented industrial deve'lopment.

Jhg necessity of synchronizing rural adjustment and modernization with
urban-oriented development has been stressed in practicalìy alì rural
development studies in Eastern Canada as the only practicai iype of economic
development. 0nly thìs approach provides a soluiibn to the tów level of
economic deve'lopment in Eastern Canada where, because of a low rate of
urbanization, rural-areas constitute the key-.low income and high unemploy-
ment probìem. These probìems cannot be solved by independentl! organireä
and separate ruraì and urban-oriented developmeni progi^ammes. 

-Rurãt
devel.opment, to be successful under the condìtions'thãt exist in Eastern
Canada, must be synchronized with the urban economic deveìopment.

Qnly in this way do we feel that it is possible to move towards thegbjective of increasing fhe economic and sociäl opportunitÍes ót itté pòôpl.living in these regioni."

The dilemma confronting regional development policymakers was articulated
by a Director of an ARDA Branch in the following manner:

0n the one.had,-large areas in Canada are unresponsive or marginalty
responsive to national and province-wide policies and þrograms direcled to-
various sectors but on the other hand, to gear such nalioñat policies and
programs to the special needs of depressed-areas would be tantamount to
economic suicide ¡since it would undermine the, natíonrs.competittve positionl.2

According to this same government official, the key to ARDA,s present role:

"..can be found in the close relati'onships deve'loped as a matter of basicpoì!cy_with the (provincial) governments in the ràgions. As a result the
Tt'q]..4RD$ program_has develoþed in a manner which'is *o"eosensitive toindividual regionaì needs thair are most national programs r - -

Ibid", pp.2-3.

I. Poets-chke, Director, Policy and_P'lanning Division, Rural Development
Branch, Q.pt. of-Forestry and Rural Develoþment,,,Regional plannini¡ iôr
Depressed Rural Areas -- The Canadian Expei"ience," Pãper presented"to the
Regional Science Association Far East Conference-(fotyo: Sept. lS,-igO7), p.¡.
Ibid., p.4.

The emergence of the FRED Act reflected the (understandable) reluctance of
the Federal authorities "to undertake major regionaì development programs in the

I

2
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absence of a nationaì framework for allocating resources:"1 therefore, the approach

was adjustment-orÍented and the comprehensive plan for development was confined to

rural regions suffering from a serious poverty problem. The prerequisites of an

area seeking speciaì assistance in the form of a comprehensive development program

,; afg:

(i) that this area be subject to widespread low income;

, (ii) that this area possess major adjustment problems;

,i (iii) that this area have recognized development potentiaì; and

(iu) that this area be jointìy designated by the federal and provincial governments"

',

These are essentially three phrases in the formulation of a comprehensive

i development program:

i First, physicaì, economic and social studies and investigations of all

i 
rectors of the region to determine its development problems and potentiaìs"

I Second, the particìpation of local people through the establishment of i

i rural development committees or similar bodies.

l Finalìy, the preparation of comprehensive deve'lopment plans incorporating
r a broad range of projects whose purpose is to igcrease income and employment
, opportunities and to raise standards of ìiving.'

i.rl..ì;-

, These three stages in the development of a comprehensive plan are collectivelyi,r',,.
.: : : ...: : : -.

reprsentative of an approach which is in a sense diametrically opposed to the strategy 
,.,,,,

According to one ARDA official, assuming that a lagging region has deveìop-

- ment potential in terms of its physicat resources, the essence of its problem is the ,.-,.*

'lack of an entrepreneurial spirit among the native population, as well as a lack of 
ìirìÈ 

"
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I ruid.

"ì 2 Mr. M. sauví, Halifax, p.3.



institutions to enhance any emerging enterpreneurship. Thus, this official

argued, a program of locational investment incentives does not come to grips with

the problem of regÍonal development, for the inflow of external capitaì fails to

realize a substantial proportion of the potential ìinkage effects because an

internal (i.e. to the region) dynamism is not thereby created. This thinking

explains the rationale for the second stage of the planning process as outlined

above. Furthermore, the inflexible non-discretionary type of program which is made

available to alì who satisfy the stipuìated preconditions, was rejected by an ARDA

official on the following grounds:

If they [the programs] fail to work in the conditions of particular arieas,
it is difficult to make the adaptations necessary to fit that special case.
Such action, in the present framework, wouìd set a precedent which could
distort and abuse the programme as a whole. Since such a programme can
deal with only one, or at most a few of the aspects of the problem it is
not possible to aìlow the progrlmme to vary, as the probìem varies, from
area to area or group to group.*

The discretionary approach of ARDA, as embodied in its comprehensive

rural development program, entails an objective appraisal of an areas economic assets

and liabilities. 0n the basis of this informatÍon, the area's economic and social

deveìopment potential is guagedn and a strategy is tentatively evolved. Next, the

tentative development strategy is critically examined from a national perspective.

If the proposed strategy is found to conflict with nationa.l priorities or if it would

be significantìy undermined by planned developments in other regions of the country,

the strategy would then be accordingly altered. It is important to note that each

comprehensive deve'lopment plan is catered to the specific needs of the area for

which it is designed. Yet there are problems in the formulation of such a plan.

As was mentioned above, the research phase examines "all sectors of the region to

l.
' Poetschke, ARDA and Poverty - Lessons in Developmental Planning, p.6.
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determine its developmental problems and potentials." The development strategy

then would be to focus government assistance in those sectors holding the most

promise in terms of economíc development. However, as poetschke asserts,

Government administration is organized aìong sectoraì and jurisdictional
lines while, almost a'11 probtems or uottieñeËts-io-¿eveiäpränt cross theselines and there is. no permanent machinery to assist thesä crossovers. Oncea prob'lem has reached serious proportioni, some rp".iái-õrganizatioñál
arrangement.is usually made. Îts'terms of.referehce, howeier, are usuallytoo narrow to allow consideration of all alternaiiv.i, ánã it'airivÀi ðn îr.,.scene so Jate that the build !p or social pressure tenas io restrict itichoice of alternatives which iir.turn tends'to result in dãfensive programming.l

The establishment of the inter-departmental FRED Advisory Board appears to
have been motÍvated by the obvious need to set up some governmental apparatus which

could permit a broad inter-sectoral approach to solve the probtems of lagging regions.
A broad integrated ptan of development in the Atlantic Region might requíre a simul-
taneous attack upon severaì factors which impede development. For example, it is
conceivable that the ptan might catl for a rationalization of its fishing and forestly
industries, for a'modification in the existing manpower training and mobility programs,

for measures to transform the inoperative credit market into a dynamic instrument

of growth, for measures to largely increase the equity capital available to the

lagging region's population, for improvements in the transportation network and an

expansion in the region's power capacity. Clearly, a plan of such breadth could not
be effective without an inter-departmental co-ordinating mechanism; indeed, the plan

might weìl involve the Department of Fisheries, the Department of Forestry and Regional

Development, the Department of Manpower and Immigration, the Department of Finance,

the Department of Public Ìnlorks, the Atlantic Development Board, and Treasury Board,

among others. 2

I

2

IÞrd. , P.B.

Following the
comprise one
now subsumes

recent restructuring of departments, Fisheries and Forestry now
department while the-Department of RegÍonal Economic Expansion
the ADB.

. 4?t,
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One official predicted the demise of the "General Agreement" type of

federal-pqgvincial joint undertaking, sìnce it was necessary to couch such agree-

ments in terms sufficiently general to be applicable to the specifìc needs of any

particular region. In other words, the generaì agreement's options really consisted

of the composite of options which would satisfy the special needs of each particular

region in Canada, since geographic differences between regions would govern their
choice of different option.'.1 The most recent "Federal-Provincial Rural Deveìop-

nnnt Agreement" covers the years 1965-70. Therefore, assuming that ARDA is not

radically transformed in the organization of the new department responsible for
regional development, this official expected the post-.l970 federaì-provincial agree-

ments to be tailored to the specific needs of each region.

The type of research being conducted under ARDA and FRED is essentially

of two varieties. The first type deats with specific problems, invoìving:

feasibility studies, undertaken on a cost-sharing basis with the provincese on /

particular projects; research on the factors which are re]evant to labour mobiìity

(i.e. which group of people are mobile and what is the result of their movement);

research on Indian probìems, examining bamlers to their integration¡ analysis

examining legal, sociological and economic factors which present problems in terms

of development; The second type of research undertaken is c'lassified as "action

programs". This involves the formulation of a comprehensive development strategy

for a particular region, and demands an examinatÍon of the probìems and potentials of

the region, both within a regional and a national framework. Thus, the region

would be carefully scrutinized in order to determine which sectors appear to

offer the most promise in terms of development potential, whereupon these seemingly

1 In this context, "options" refers to those programmes with which ARDA is
empowered to deal

i r-:l: r,lt.''i.:
j. .: r ;,:
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favourabìe sectors would be examined in the light of the national interest and

the original program might be revised to be made more consistent with national

objectives and priorities.

It might be of interest to note that under the ARDA agreement of 1965

to 1970, all projects whose projected total cost exceeds $]00,000 must be

subjected to a benefit-cost analysis. The methodology for these ana'lyses was

agreed upon by Treasury Board and ARDA officials.l

Department of Mänpower and Immigration

As previously stated, the most mobile segment of a region's labour

force consists of a disproportionately large number of people, (in relation to
the composition of the region's totaT poputation), in the working age group and

having higher than average levels of formal training. 0ften, those remaining in
a stagnant region are the seasonaìly unempìoyed who subsist in the off-season on

welfare payment (i.e. unemployment insurance transfer payment). If a programme of
regional development based'ort.tiansfêrnring.mdnpovrer out of the dgpressed area, is
able to productively empìoy those who were unemployed in the off-season, then to

calculate the net benefits of such an out-migration poìicy, one must deduct the

1' An important study which clearly articulates the methodoìogica'l problems
of benefit-cost analysis is that of w.R.D.. Sewell, et. al.l n eride to
Benefi t-cost Alaly:is, (Ottawa: Queen's printer, 1962), piep-areð.TorffiriowConference,Montreãt,,0ctóbá','igäl.Fora
document which has been instrumental in the effórts of Tieasury Board to
standardize benefit-cost analyses, see A.D. scott and r^r.R.D. säweì'l ,
The Use of Benefit Cost Analvsis By Canadian Federal eoverñm.nt-_Ág.ñSi.r,

a¡O
Technical Surveys, August, .l966

..ì:: I,;,:r: i



welfare expenses which society would have had to bear in the absence of this

program" Ð

Manpower

his statement of March 3, 1967, the Minister of the Department of

Immigration expìained the objective of the manpower mobility program:

Generally speaking, we wiìl be helping workers to move to the nearest
community where there are jobs. It is not our intention to diverTrn-an-
power from emerging employment in nearby areas or elsewhere in a province,
but rather to make it possible for people to move to such employment and
thus strengthen regional and provincial development programs."

The Manpower Mobility Program provides outright grants to "any man who

is unemployedo or has been notified of hfspermanent lay-off...if there is little
prospect of suitable emp'loyment in his home community and there is a definite job

forhimtogotoinanotherarea.',2Inaddition,anexploratorygrantcovering

the return transportation costs to the nearest area offering suitable employment

would be offered to unemployed workers seeking jobs.

A further measure of this program to facilitate labour mobility is a

$500 grant to be awarded to a worker, to be applied either to the sale of his

home in the old location or to the purchase of a home in his new location. It
should be noted that workers who, on their ouJn initiative, arrange for jobs farther

from their original home than the nearest area suitable in terms of employment

opportunities "could still be eligible for transportation, moving and resettlement
a

grants. "'

I

2

3

Statement i n the House of Commons

Ibi d.

Revised'Manpower Mobility program

[my underìining¡.

Fact Sheet', March 3, 1967, p.Z.
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The Department of Manpower and Immigration administers the

0ccupational Training Act and Training Allowance Act. Both Acts were

Adul t
des i gned

to upgrade the level of skills of a given region's manpower supply. The

eligibitity for the Adult Occupational Training is specified by the Act in the

following way:

A manpower officer shall amange for the enrolment of an adult [who has not
attended school on a reguìar basis for at least tweìve months añd wishes to
undertake occupational trainingl onìy in an occupational training course
that.is operated by the province in which that adult resides or 6y a
provincial or municipal authority in the province, unless there ii no such
course suitable for that adult being offered at or in the vicinity of the
place of residence of that adult, in which he may be enrolled.r

The Department of Manpower and Immigration is authorized to enter into

agreement with any province to pay the costs incurred by the province in providing

and operating an occupational training course. The federal government is authorized

to pay to the province the student's tuition fee. The federal government may also 
/

enter into agreement with a private employer to sponsor the occupational training

of his adult employees. In addition, the federal-provinciat agreement may specify

the payment of funds by the Department of Manpower and Immigration to the provÍnce

to offset the costs incurred by the province in undertaking the foltowing:

...research in respect of occupational training, including research in
respect of the changing needs of the economy for trained workers and the.
relationship between occupational training ãnd the needs of the economy.'

The Department of Manpower and Immigration, under its 'Program Develop-

ment Service', has a "Pilot Projects Branch" which was established "to deveìop

pilot training projects, in co-operation with the provinces, as part of special

I Statutes oflaqada, l4-.l5-16 El i zabeth I I ,

2 ruid., to,.(r).

:r;.1

t j '1 -.:ì:.:j:ii

r : -:lrj:ti:1:t.i

Chapter . 94 , L. Q) .

r_-_ .,:.,r.;.:1:a.r

i:r."::Ii'
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f
programs aimed at improved utilization of manpower and at the reduction of poverty."'

To enhance their flexibility of action, and speed their response to

special needs, the "pilot projects are to be camied out by corporations formed

under provincial companies' legisìation. Although the federal government will make

grants to finance each company's operation, the federal and provincial governments

will share control of the company."2 Four provinces3 have hitherto agreed to the

establishment of pilot project corporations, while negotiations are proceeding with

other provinces. It is the function of these "New Start" corporations to deveìop

"new methods for the motivation, training, placement and mobility of adults who

are disadvantagedn particularly as to their education and training."4

Despite the fact that the Minister of Manpower and Immigration stated

that the objective of his Department with respect to labour mobility is to
facilitate the transfer of the unemployed worker to the nearest'location offering 

t

suitable employment prospects, it does not seem that this statement offers

convincin.g evidence that the emphasis of the Department on intra-regional labour

mobility is motivated by more than cost minimization considerations and/or perhaps

by a desire to aìlay the fears of the lagging provinces that the federa'l manpower

mobility programme was designed to deptete the pools of available manpower in their

regions thereby diminishing the area's attractiveness to potential investors.

Judging by the Department of Manpower and Immigration's list of goaìs,

it does not appear to be particuìarìy oriented towards regional economic development.
¡i:t:ri:i::.
i Jì,::::, -i

I* Annua'l Report: Dept. of Manpower and Immigration, 66-67 (Ottawa: Queen's
Printer .l967),. 

p.28.

IÞj-{.'P.2B-9.:, ;.
These are: Saskatchewan, Alberta, Newfoundland and P.E.I.

.-ibid., p.29.

?

3

4
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According to a senior officiaì of the department, it would be naive to think that
jobs would be created in a lagging region and that these employment opportunities

would remain vacant'until such time as members of the indigenous population could

be trained to fitl these positions; similarly, he c'laimed that once peopte are

trained, it is quite unlikely that they witl await the arrival of newly created

empìoyment opportunities. Since a successful regionaì deve'lopment policy must

clearly combine simultaneously a manpower training programme with a programme

involving job-creation in the lagging region, the implication is that the Department

of Manpower and Immigration, whose jurisdiction extends to only one side of the

coin, is not in a position to undertake and execute regional economic development

plans. At best, the Department must seek to harmonize its programme with those of
other departments and agencies concerned with various aspects of regional

devel opment

' The orientation of the Department of Manpower and

perhaps, best be illustrated by quoting a few of the avowed

Immigration can!

goa'ls of the Department:

(a) To improve the efficiency of the labour market. This means shortenino
the time for which iobs are vac by refeming suíta¡iÀ pãopffi

(b) To assist the individual worker. to respond to the empìoyment opportunitiesthat are attrative to him and that offàr him the beil i"ii.tir.'äurningJ --
prospects, by. . .

heìping.him, il hç is unemployed or underemployed and is in an
area where his continuinq orospècti are poor, to'mo-ve to employ*.nl lnanother area; (and)

purchasing.training for him, and when quaìified paying traíning
allowances to him, if his earnings.prospects wilt Ue iu"Oslãntially
i mproved by trai ni ng for whi ch f¡e i i et i gi bl e.

(c) To facilitate_productive economic changes by the special'ly intensive
application of manpower measures, on tñe uaiis of ädvance"plánnl;g-ùi1,
management and workers, in situations of major industrial bhange."

(d) To minimize the underutilization of manpower arising from seasonaì
fluctuations in employment.
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(e) To participate, by the fpeciqll.y intensive appìication of manpower
measures,.in any federal or federal-provinciai projects for rägional
qgonomic development.

Concl us i on

To ensure consistency in objectives and to avoid unnecessary duplication

I of effort, the need for an administratìve apparatus designed to co-ordinate the

regiona'l activities of various agnecies and departments became obvious. The nature

of the responses to this need were of two varieties. One response entailed the

consolidation of several agencies possessing regional mundates into a newly consti-

tuted department--the Department of Regional Economic Expansion--since this de-

, partment would seek to function in an interna'lly consistent manner. The second

: response involved the estab'lishment of inter-departmenta'l committees having as
i

r their terms of reference the formulation of po'licy directives wÍth respect to
:

I regionaì problems.
:

; In view of the enormous complexity of regiona'l development probìems,

i it seems ìikely that the machinery of the inter-departmental committee will be an

increasingly important element in the evo'lution of regional development strategies

in Canada.
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CHAPTER IV

THE POTENTIAL USEFULNESS OF

SELECTED INSTRUMENTS OF FEDERAL

ECONOMIC POLICY FOR REGIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

Introducti on

n contrast to 'structural' policies, the impetus for which may derive

from the intention of policymakers to affect specific regions (or industries),

'cyclical'stabilization policies are in general conceived to be national in scope

and orientation. Nonetheless, despite the uniformity of their regional appìication,

cyclical policies may well bring about quite 'uneven' repefcussions in different

regions, in terms of the relative and absolute magnitude of their impact as we'll

as in terms of the time path of the changes wrought in various regions.

Several factors suggest themselves as partial explanations for such

regional variations. For example, differences in the industrial composition of

each region. As Isard states, "Cycles of a regional economy are simple composites

of the cyclicaì movement of the economy's industries, appropriately weighteci."l

This explanation abstracts from possible differences in the percentage fluctations

in the economic activity of a given industry between regions, in response to a

particular stabilization measure -- an assumption of dubious plausibility. A

further hypothesis is that the sensitivity of one region in response to economic

fluctuations in other regions is a function of the extent to which the national

economy'is integrated. Two indicators of national economic integration are the

level of inter-regional trade and the degree of factor (particutarly labour)

mobility between regions.
i:ì\¡ir::ìj

1* tú. Isard, "The Value of the Regional Approach in
Regional Income: Studies in Income and t,Jealth,

Economic Analysisr" in
Volume 2l (Princeton:
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l¡lhereas structural measures have traditionally sought to eliminate

regional variations in the response to stabilization policies, the preoccupation of
federal cyclical measures has been with influencing aggregates with little
attention being focused on the regional distribution of the aggregate effects.
The following sections in this chapter wiì1 examine the potential and the

limitations of utilizing federal monetary, fiscal and investment measures in a

manner which is consciously discriminatory between regions.

Monetary Policy

If monetary Policy is conceived of simpty in terms of action on the
T9nçy qYPP.|{ 9ld,if money flows freely'bêtween one Province anà another,it is difficult to see hów there can be a i¡regiõnãl móñe[ãrv-Ëðriö;-i;- '
0n the other hand, if one understands by n'onelary po'licy ---al I dó --
any action by the monetary authorities êalculateä to afiect the cost oravailability of credit, one may visualize action intended to make,certain
forms of credit cheaper or more abundant in particular provinces.r

The latter definition of'monetary policy' is more suitable for our

purposes. Thus, accepting this broader sphere of activity as the legitimate

realm of monetary policy, the question arises why the Bank of Canada or other

federal authorities have consistently chosen in the past not to undertake

monetary policies which explicitty discriminate in favour of the Iagging regions.

In fact,the failure of the Central Bank and of the federal government to

discriminate in favour of the lagging provinces has resulted in these provinces

being discríminated against by 'market forces'. .For examp.le, borrowers in the

Atlantic Provinces must pay a premium in comparison with bomowers from Ontario.

Moreover, the interest rates paid by the poorer provinces on provincial debentures

exceecls that paid by the wealthier provinces. Therefore, even if the federal

authorities did no more than offer credit to the poorer regions at terms which

t 
4.1. Cairncross, Economic Development and the Atla¡lic Provinces(Fredericton:
Atlantic Province



matched those enjoyed by the wealthiest region, the federal government would be

discriminating in favour of the lagging regions.

It should be recognized at the outset that the Central Bank or the

Department of Finance could discriminate in favour of some regions of Canada in

respect of credit availability; that is, such discrimination is technically ,,. ,:

feasible. To illustrate how such a policy might be effectuated, consider the

foltowing measures for etiminating the premium paid (a) by private borrowers in

the Atlantic and (b) bV the At'lantic Provinces in the international money markets. 
,,.,,.. .

i,,.,1.'.'.:

To overcome the former problem, the Department of Finance (or some ,i.'::,:

other federal agency) could offer to pay a premium to the chartered banks for ,,,.:.,',

loans issued in the Atlantic region, where these funds were earmarked for use in

the Atlantic region. Thus, if the chartered banks were extending credit in Toronto

at an average interest rate of 8% but were charging 10% in the Attantic for

equivalent loans, the federal authorities could offer to more than recompense the

chartered banks for extending credit in the Atlantic at8% as well. For example,
i

the federal authoritjes might offer to pay 3% to the chartered banks for every 
:

8%loanissuedintheAtlanticregionforusethere

To tackle the latter probtem, one possible scheme would invo'lve the
i:"t. , -',',.

federal governnlent's role as an agent acting on behalf of all provinces to secure ,.':.-:t,.

funds for their long-term financing. Thus, the Department of Finance could t;:.-,,:i

conceivably act on behalf of the provinces to secure funds in the money market on equaì

terms to all provinces, either by guaranteeing the provincia'l bonds, or by issuing 
:

federal bonds and then channelting the moneys raised thereby into the coffers of ,,, ,,

the various provinces in exchange for provincial bonds. For short-term financing, 
;ir:i:::ì::::

the Bank of Canada may do the following:
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make loans or advances for periods not exceeding six months to the
government of any province on the pledge or hypothecation of reqdily
marketable securities issued or guaranteed by... any province.l

In examining the feasibility of these hypothetical responses of the

federal authorities to the difficulties confronting individuals in, and governments

of the lagging provinces, a number of obstacles -- some political, others economic

in nature -- present themse'lves. Consider first the case of federal compensation

to lending institutions for providing credit to individuals and corporations

located in lagging regions at an interest rate below that in the market. If such

a scheme were implementeci, the federal authorities would have to assume a policing

function in order to ensure that funds earmarked for a particular lagging regÍon

would, in fact, be used in that region. This regulatory role would certainly be

objectionable to the Iagging prgrrinces to the extent that their gotiLica'l ggtonom.v

becam_e diminished by the increased (and conspicuous) presence of the federal

governntent. Moreover, this policing function might, in certain circumstances,

prove to be an impossib'le role for the federaì authorities. To illustrate such a

case' suppose that an interest rate differential which favoured the lagging regions

were created by the central government. Suppose, further, that an enterprising

individual had sufficient funcls to undertake all his investment plans without any

borrowing. Such an individuaì might still borrow, at a discounted rate, an amount

equal in magnitude to his investment intentions and then re.-'lend this sum at a

rate below that of the ntarket to an entrepreneur who was planning to invest in a

wealthy region; since the individual in the lagging region would proceed to

invest in his region a sum equal to his discounted loan, he might quite easily

escape detection. Assuming that both entrepreneurs would have undertaken the same

investments even in the absence of interest rate differentia'ls favouring the

1 Sta:lqtes of Canada, 1966-67, Bank of Canada Act sec. l8 (I)(i) .
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'l

lagging regìons, the net result of such measures would be simply for the federal " '

government to incur the cost of subsidizing investment activity in the wea'lthy

region and to bring about a haphazard income redistribution within the nation.l

1¡ith respect to federal government measures designed to furnish funds

to the poorer provinces at a rates below those available in the money markets ' ;,,,,,:,,,::,

the proposed solutions create political and economic problems. First, the

greater the reliance of a province on the federal government for assistance in

its f inancial (i.e. debt) management, the less autonomy r'li1l that province 
,,,,.,;,,.:,i

possess. Thus, if the Department of Finance acts as monetary agent of a provincial i''"'r:'1r::l

government, the influence of the federal government on that province will

inevitably be enhanced. Similarly, if the mechanism for reducing the interest

rates paÍd by governments in the poorer provinces entailed the issue of Government

of Canada bonds, with the federal government utilizing the funds raised thereby l

i

irr order to purchase provincial bonds at a price exceeding what the money market 
i
:

would have paid, the federal government seems to acquire an inordjnately great 
',

'leverage in its dealings with the provinces. Moreover, once the provincial 
i

I

goVernmentsacceptthisstateofdependencyuponthefedera'lgoVernmentfor]

monetary operations, they appear to pass a 'point of no return'; acceptance of

such a status by a provincial government is a tacit confession that it lacks ',r,',,',,i,,';':'

confjdence in its own "marketability" and should such a province wish, at a later ,.'i',,r.

date, to re-assert its independence and act as its own monetary agent, it might 
:r;:r:::::r::::¡l

well find that the securities which it issues or guarantees are no longer "readily

marketable.,, In such circumstances, this province could not ever count upon the 
Ë:,r;¡10.,,

Bank of Canada to ',make loans or advances for periods not exceeding six months " .'' rr':rrr:':";''r:'

and the provìnce would find itself in an inextricable relationship of dependence

upon the federal government.

1 ttris example is one variant of the potentia] difficulty encountered in

'.:.a 
-. : .::

i : i j.'ri:
Ìl-.-: 'l-l:

control'ling the end use of funds.
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An additíonal factor must be borne in mind v¡hen considering the

implications of the assumption by the federal government of monetary responsibility

for a pr.ovincial gcvernment. It Ís most un1ikely that the federal government

would acquiesce to raising funds for a province without careful'ly scrutinizing

that province's budget and its financial solvency. Again, such scrutiny would

rdpresent a serious erosion in provincial autonomy.l

Problems of an intricately legaìistic nature would arise respecting

the status of the Bank of Canada vis-a-vis a province which had the Government of

Canada acting as its monetary agent, since the Bank of Canada is required by

law to "act as fisca'l agent of the Government of Canada ,..'? In fact, in the

"Act to Íncorporate the Bank of Canada," which Act was assented to 3rd July, 1934,

the fol'lowing provision was enacted:

The Bank shall act as fiscal agent of the Government of Canada without
charge and, subject to the provisions of this Act, by agreement, mây a
also act as banker or fiscal agent of the government of any province.-

No provinces chose to make use of the clause which woujd have permitted

them to engage the services of the central bank "as banker or fiscal agentr"

probably because of the likely ciiminution in their autonomy as a consequence of

such action. Moreover, the Bank of Canada would have been reluctant to assume

such a responsibitity since the Bank of Canada has sought, fairly consistent'ly4

to reniain aloof of political issues. The role of the Bank'of Canada has been

essentially a 'residual'one with respect to the regulation of Canada's money

1 According to Louis'Phillipe Pigeon, "autonomy means fgf a province the
priviìedge of defining its own policies." See L.-P. Pigeon, "Th9 Meant'ng.
of Proviñcial Autonomy" in The Courts and the Canadian Constitution, êd.by
tl.R. Lederman (forontä: Mc ibrary-
No. 16, 1964), p. 43.

Statutes of Canada , 1966-7, Bank of Canada Ac!, Sec. 20(r ). '

43, Sec. 23(t).Statutes of Canada, 1934, Bank of Canada Act, Chapter

i:.- : -.1

2

3

4 rnis has been especially the case since the departure of Mr. James Coyne.
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supply. That is, the provinces and municipalities, as we]'l as the corporate

sector, all influence the suppty of money by means of issuing and retiring bonds.

The Bank of Canada must then determine whether the money suppty is at the level

which it deems to be appropriate and undertakes "open market operations" and other

measures to adjust the money supply. Since its function is targely one of

tidjustment and reaction to the actions of others, its role may be characterised

as being residual or compensatory.

A further point ought to be noted in connection with co-operative

federalism as it applies to long-term financing by the provinces in Canada. In

the event that a province (or municipality) becomes entagleci in indomitable

financial difficulties and even greatly risks defaulting on its debt payments or

its outstanding principa], the federal government would still be most re]uctant

to intercede on behalf of the province. If a prececient were set in this regard,

the provincial governments might expect that in the future, they would be exempt

from the discipline imposed by the market. Furthermore, intervention by the

federal authorities would prevent the market from discipiining the purchasers of

provincial securities, so that these prospective buyers might re'lax the standards

of sound financia'l management which they demand of the provinces. It is interesting

to recall that during the depression, the federal government did not intercede to

prevent the Province of Alberta from defaulting on its debt comnitments. One can

well imagine the probìems which a province, which had receirtly fai'led to honour

its financial obligations, would encounter in attempting to restore the market's

confidence in its financial capability. Therefore, the refusa'l of the federal

governnlent to intervene may be viewed as a most stern measure indeed.

i:..
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Finally, it is of interest to consider the most recent position of the

Bank of Canada in respect of several of the issues raised above, as evidenced by

the recent testimony of Mr. L. Rasminsky before the House of Commons Standing

Committee on Finance, Trade and Economic Affairs.

, First, the Bank of Canada ís explicitly cognizant of the fact that

monetary policy does not affect all regions in Canada uniformly and has taken

measures to somewhat alleviate this problem:

...the Bank of Canada is vrel'l aware that tight credit conditions
can have quite uneven impacts in an economy suih as ours. For
this reason, at recent meetings with executives of the chartered
banks the Bank of canada has expressed the view, as it has in
earlier periods of tight credit conditions, that these institutions
should have speciaì regard tsicl for borrowers in less prosperous
areas of the country and for sr¡all businesses that do not have
alternative sources of credit.l

Mr. Rasminsky noted that the chartered banks "have Índicated they

are complying with the other requests that I have made as regards the regional

distribution of credit and the smail business loans.',2 j
The Governor points out that, "right now, the Bank does not have

any powers with regard to the allocation of credit, except the power of moral

suasion -- the power of influencing or trying to ínfluence the behaviour of

the banks."3 Moreover, the Bank of Canada's influence upon provincially

íncorporated financial institutions is circumscribed by constitutional difficulties.4
Fiscaì Policy

l^lhen one undertakes to ascertain the possibilities inherent in the federa'l

government's fiscal policy in effecting regionalìy discretionary impacts, several

aspects warrant examination. ;1.i. r. ,..,rjl

2

3

4

House of Commons, Standíng Committee on
llo. 55 (0ttawa: Queen's Printer, I969),
Ju]y 3, 1969.

Ibid. , p.2764.

Ibid. , p.2784.

Ibid. , p.2788.

Finance Trade and Economic Affairs,
pp.2744-5, Mr. Rasminsky testifying on

i-;i!:.i.:rr'n:.ii
ç i1.J1{'çt-
i.:t..'::'ìi!:j
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The possibitities of fiscal stabilization measures as a regionally

discriminatory instrument are just beginning to be explored. The latest federal

budget contains measures which are explicitly selective in their intended

regional impact. In order to dampen the inflationary pressure emanating from

some types of construction activityl, the Minister of Fìnance proposed that

depreciation allowances should be deferred for a two-year period on conrnercial

buitdings "put in ptace" until the end of t970. The foltowÍng quatificaion appear-

ing in the Minister's budget speech must be deemed to be'most significant, since

it establishes a precedent in the sphere of regionally selective stabilization

pol i cy:

Having in mind the disparity of regional conditions, however, this
measuie witl not app'ly in those provinces where unemplgyment remains
relativety high, oi'where employment growth has been slower than the
national äverãge. Buildings in rural areas and in smaller towns and

cities, which bear the effècts of inflationary pressures but scarcely __
contribute to them, witì also be totally exempt. The cut-off point wiìl
be a population size of 50,000 as recorded in the last census,_and the
boundaries of the areas affected will be thoie àefined in the-1966 census. '
The measure, therefore, will apply to major urban centres and census
metropolitan areas in Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia...It should
help to divert more funds and resources to essential housing, schooì.s,
and'municipal works, and to the industrial plants and factories needed
to produce the incréasing flow of Sgols_and consnodities which remain the
basis of our prosperity.- The beneficial effects of this action will also
spread to alt'parts ol the country. At the same time it is the intention
of tfre government so far as possibtg to defer major new construction
for its purposes in the same areas.-

The innovation in this measure lies in non-uniformity

apptication by region. llowever, in its selectivity, the measure

as well as regional dimension. The sectoral dimension to fiscal

(or discrimination) is certainly not a ne!', budgetary phenomenon.

of its

has a sectorial

sel ecti vi ty

l,loreover,

Exempted was construction
public institutions.

House of Cornmons Debates,
t

for housing, industrial plants, utilities and

Vol. ll3, No. 162, lst.Session, z8th. Parliament
June 3, Ígog), ppi 9TT9-20. -
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it must be recognized that a subsidy or special tax concession to a particular

sector, even though it be applied to all regions on an equal basis, is never-

theless a regionalty discriminatory measure in view of the fact that regions

differ in terms of their industrial compositions. Thus, a subsidy to all wheat

producers in the country clearly favours Saskatchewan more than it favours

Quebec, notwithstanding the unìformity of its application by region. Simitarly,

the special federal assistance to the coal industry, or its special tax concessions

to the oiI industry, or federally subsidized freight rates for wheat producers,

or even the protective tariff umbrella enjoyed by manufacturers concentrated

in central Canada are all measures which are regionally selective in their

import. Historically, these measures have comprised important elements in the

regional development strategy of the federal government. Therefore, only the

decision taken by the Minister of Finance to apply a particular measure in

a manner which discriminates in favour of Canada's lagging regions really

represents a new approach by the Government of Canada.

The two cornerstones upon which the fiscal policies of the federal

government are founded are firstly, the responsibitity of the Government of

Canada for fostering desirable economic conditions in the country, and secondly,

its responsibility for ensuring that individuals throughout the country enioy

(approximate)equality of opportunity. In order to discharge its first respon-

sibilÍty successfully, it is necessary that the Government of Canada possess

an adequate level of fiscal capability, either directly, in terms of its taxing

and spending powers, or indirectly, in terms of the influence it is capable of

exercising over the junior levels of government in guiding their fiscal policies.

The measures which the federal government has adopted to fulfil its second

f1.J: i::'..:.

1 . ".- .:.- :



responsibility have operated at three complementary levels: at the level of

redistributing income (in an egatitarian direction) between individuals, at

the level of equalizing the public services provided by atl provinces by means

inter-regional equalization grants, and at the level of initiating regional

development programs in disadvantaged regions of the country.

Perhaps the most fundamental challenge to the f,ederal government

in respect of these responsibilities which it assumes is the need to reconcile

the attainment of these obiectives with the realization of provincial autonomy

as first envisaged by the Fathers of Confederation and the provincial fisca'l

capacity which the latter concept entails.

In connection with the approach of the federal government to the

equalization of provincial public services across Canada, the record indicates

an increasing flexibility as well as an increasing conrnitment on the part of

the Government of Canada. In the years innrediately following Confederation, the

Government of Canada provided smalì annual fixed grants to the provinces which

iust enabled the latter to balance their budgets; these subsidies were to be in

"fulì and final" settlement of all claims of the provinces on the federal

government. However, in 1907, the Laurier government enacted a further adjustment

-- also "final" -- in recognition of the special requirements of the Western

and Maritime provinces. The advent of the Great Depression and tlorld hlar II
elicited emergency responses by the federal government to the exigencies of the

tinres, with emergency assistance to provinces being largely of an ad hoc nature.

Not until 1957 did inter-provincial redistribution of fiscal capacity assume

¡t,:,1,:
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"the form of a quasi-scientific equalization formula by which the federal

government agreed to make supplementary payments in amounts necessary.to bring

every province's per capita yÍeld from the uniform provincial share of the three

standard taxes up to the average level in the tr¡ro wealthiest or highest-

yielding provinces."l This formula was modified in l96t by including provincial

natural resource revenues in the tax base and by raising the minimum tolerable

level of provincial revenue to the average nationaì level prevailing prior to

inter-regional fiscal transfers. Then in 1963, the formula was again altered,

with equalization grants being calculated on the basis of the average yield in

the two richest provinces from the standard revenue sources (exactly as in t957f

but with the additionaì provision that retained resource revenue be included in'

adjustment payments. In 1967, all maìn tax sources were included in the base

and interprovincial transfers were calculated in relation to the national average.

It shouìd be noted that ru.i', u formula does not bespeak an uncompromising

conrmitment by the federal government to the cause of regional equality in fiscal

capacity. For one thing, raising all provincial revenues falling below the

national average to the level of the national average does not etiminate inter-

regional per capita revenue differentials. In fact, such a measure is tantamount

to ensuring a minimum of opportunity (stenrning from the provision of provincial

public services) for all provinces; inter-regional equality of opportunity

cannot be attained by means of such a formula, even if one assumes that inter-

provincial revenue transfers are sufficient to secure this end, and this ís certainly

a dubious assumption. Forthermore, even in terms of the calibre of public

services provided, the existence of externalities as well as the likelihood

that outlays on public services do not yietd constant returns to scale seem to

I A.M. Moore, J.H. Perry and D.I.8each, The Financing of Cana{ian
Federation:TheFirsLHundredYears,caoronto:

s.
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suggest that the quality of public services would probably differ between

provinces of unequal size even if their expenditures on a per capita basis were

identical. Inasmuch as the acceptable timit on interprovincial revenüe transfers

faìls short of complete equality in per capita fiscal capacity, (the protests

against increased equalization grants emanating, of course, from the richest

provinces), it is quite conceivable that potential for diminishing inter-

regional economic disparities through this mechanism has been fully exhausted.

If this is indeed the case, greater reliance will have to be placed upon regional

development programs and upon regionally selective stabilization measures.

The efficacy of stabilization measures as regionally selective

instruments depends upon the relative magnitude of the federal government's

discretionary budget in comparison with the discretionary portion of the budgets

of att the provinces, as welì as on the absolute magnitude of the federal govern-

ment's discretionary budget. To illustrate the importance of the federal

government's fiscal strength vis-à-vis the provinces as a key determinant of

the success of programs designed to narrow inter-regional economic disparities,

consider a situation wherein the role of the federal government became minimal.

In this event, there would be a cumulative tendency for inter-regional income

disparities to'increase, since the greater wealth of the prosperous provinces

would, other things being equal, permit them to devote more resources per capita

to such growth-inducing activities as 'investment in human capital'. Similarly,

unless the absolute size of the discretionary component in the federal budget

is of a significant order of magnitude, regionaìly selective stabitization

measures would influence events to only an insignificant extent.

;t: :.;.-..,1

The federal share of total income tax revenues has declined from



virtually the whole amount in 1955 to 9l per cent in 1960,8t per cent in t963

and 75 per cent in 1966.1 Moreover, a "dominating proportion is devoted to...
statutory payments that cannot be easily or quickly cut back in response to

short-run changes in the economic situation"2 greatly diminishing fiscal

flexibitity. If ttre federal government could successfutly coördinate the counter-

cyclical fiscal policies of the provinces, Canada's stabilization capability

would not suffer from a qontinued decline in the federal government's fiscal

strength. The need for federal leadership is dictated by the breadth of its
perspective in comparison with that of the provinces:

The Government of Canada is guided...by its judgement as to the total
demands which are lÍkely to be placed upon the suppTy of resources
and capital ]¡ the econômy as a whole, including liroie by the provinces
and-municipalities, the desirab'le balance"betureen fiscal and monetary
policy, and other related considerations.t

However, it is generally felt that the influence of the federal

government varies directly with its fiscal leverage; and white the urgency of

bringing a national perrspective to the attention of the provinces would increase

as greater reliance comes to be placed upon the provinces to adoot a counter-

cyclical stabilization policy, the relative decline in the fiscal strength of the

federal government would undermine its ability to enforce its viewpoint.

Moreover, if capital markets were not receptive towards provincial debentures in

deflationary periods, major provincial investments might be so timed as to

T.R. Robinson and r.J. courchene, "Fiscal Federalism and Economic
Stability: An Examination of I'lulti-Level Public Finances in Canada,
1952-1965, "Canadian Journal of tconomics, II, no. 2 (May, l969), pp. ì66-7.

The Chalìenge of Growth and Change (Ottawa:Queen's Printer, 1968), p. 148.

P.E. Trudeau, Federal-Provincial Grants and the Spendinq Power of Parliament
(Ottawa: Queen

9B

2

3
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have a destabilizing impact on the economy. Similarly, since the lack of acceptance

of provincial and municipal debentures during a deflationary period might well induce

these leveîs of government to defer such expenditures, the opportunity of contributing

towards a national policy of economic stability is foregone by these levels of

government. Since the marketability of the debt issues of the lagging provinces

appears to be most sensitive to economic fluctuations, there are natural market

forces'inducing more marked fluctuations in the economic activity of (say) the

Atlantic Provinces than of 0ntario. That is, one would expect the patterns of

provincial fiscal policy to be more pro-cyclical in the tagging provinces than

in the more prosperous ones.

An examination of fiscal federalism within the context of Canada's

constitution will be undertaken in the following chapter. However, in the next

section, the possibilities of selectively distributing federa'l expenditures by

region will be considered from both a theoretical and practical perspective.

The Regional Distribution of Federal Expendituresl

It has been noted above that "províncial and municipal governments now...

have greater expenditures than the federal government itself." The Economic Council

of Canada points out that in 1967, "Direct federal expenditures on goods and

services amounted to only $4.3 billion or about one-third of expenditures on goods

and services in Canada by aìl levels of government The scope of the federal

government for redistributing its expenditures to favour the lagging regions is

constrained by more than the relative diminution in the magnitude of federal

expenditures. As the Council notes,

there is no readiìy available information on the allocation of all
federal expenditures among the regions. It is true that some federaT
departments maintain records of regional allocation. But regional allocation
of the whole range of federal expenditures are extremely difficult, and
necessarily arbitrary ... a far more comprehensive and systematic reporting
system would be required if a reasonably

i. i.- -1.,-r '

l':,::'r:' :::::"rl'

In this section, 'federal expenditures' will
payments.

The Challenge of Gro-wth and Change, p. l4B.

be taken to exclude transfer
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good regionally oriented stabilisation program were to be contemplated...
lHowever] Because of "leakages" or " spillovers", the full impact of an
expenditure program iç not likely to be confined to the region in which it
it inilialty located.'

In his memorandum concerning "National Defence and Regional Development",

R.D" Howland reached the following conclusion:

It is true to say that... a policy which pays no serious attention to the
regional implication of defence spending, amount[s], in fact to a strengthening
of the forces which are making for regional disparity.

A generalization which extends How'land's statement to include atl federal

expenditures does not appear to be unwarranted. In order to inform one's judgement

concerning the appropriate regiona'l allocation of federal government expenditures,

due consideration of the fo'l'lowing theoretical model seems desirable.

M.A. Rahman developed a model3 fo. the optimal regional allocation of

investment in a two-region economy, given the fotlowing (simuttaneousìy operative)

condi ti ons:

(l) the objective of the central investment allocators is to maximize

the rate of growth over the defined time-horizon (planning perÍod); that is, to

maximize national income at the end of the pianning period;

(2) a political and/or social equity constraint that any level of growth

which results in wide disparities in standards of living is sub-optimal and as

such is to be rejected as unacceptable;

(3) the productivity of investment and the rate of saving both differ in
the two regions.

I' Ibid., p. 149
a
' R.D. Howìand, Some Regional Aspects of Canada's Economic Development (Ottawa:

Queen' s Pri nte ianada' s
Economic Prospects.

2' M.A. Rahman, "Regiglql.Allocation of Investment," Quarterly Journal of Economics,
LXXVII (February, .l963), 

26-39.
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Further assumptions are that the economy is closed, that its instantaneous

consumption and one-year lag investment functions are both linear and homogeneous

and that pTanned saving equals planned investment at a satisfactory level of employment.

Rahman states that "The main finding of the analysis is that, in the

,, O ence of differential regional rates of saving, the rate of growth of total 
,,.,..,,;.
i . ..

national income is not necessarily maximized lgiven the regional income disparity

constraintl by concentrating investment in the more productive region throughout the

planning peri od."2

If region A is both more productive and has a higher rate of savings than

region B, then of course the less productive region [namely B] has no economic claim

to turn investment allocation policy in its favour.3 Ho".u"r, if region A is more

productive but its rate of savÍngs is lower than that of region B, then according

to Rahman's findings, if the time horizon (i.e.pìanning period) is sufficient'ly large,

the opportunity cost incurred by temporarily foregoing the larger return on investment

(i.e. by concentrating investment for a number of initial years in region B - the

region of lower productivity), can be recouped, since region B's higher rate of saving

ìmplies a higher'internal rate of growth'.4 Rahman's conclusion is as follows:

If the less productive region has a higher internal rate of growth, then optimality
would require investment to be concentrated in this regÍon for a number
of initial years of the plan, after which the policy should switch in favour
of the more productive region. How many initial years would comprise the first
phase of such a "switching" program depends, given the length of the planning
period, on how high the "internal rate of growth" in the ìess productive
region is in relation to that in the other region and on^how narrow are the
po'l i ti ca1 tol erance I imi ts to regi onal i ncome di spari ty. "

The central authorities utilize fiscaì, monetary and foreign exchange control i '
instruments to regulate 'planned saving' and 'p'lanned investment'.
Rahman, "Regional Allocation of Investmentt', 27.

Ibi d.

Internal rate of growth of a region is defined as the rate at which its.income
would grow if it were a closed region so that its income grew out of its own
saving only. Ibid. ,r,,.:,

,., ,.,

Rahman, "Regional Allocation of Investment," 27.

2

3

4
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Rahman extends his analysis to n-regions and, abstracting from the regional

income distribution constraint, claims that "the maximum number of switches that may

occur equals the number of regionsn if any whose 'internal rate of growth' exceed

the internal rate of growth of the most productive region".

Rahman states and then proves the following five propositions. where'Sr' is

defined as the marginal propensity to save (i.e.^S/AY) for the ith 
".gion 

and'ki' is
defined as the incremental capital/output ratio (i.e.^K/¡y) for the ith 

".gion,l
(1) In general, the optimum income combination... lies at an extreme
every year.

(2) If sr/k, sr/k.,, then the optimum program favors the more productive
region, Ai tftroùghöut the entire planning period.

(3) If order that the optimum program may favor the less productive region,
B, in any year at a'l'|, srlk, must exceed sr/k.,

(4) If in any particular year the optimum position favors the less productive
region, then in all earlier years, if any, the same region must be favored.

(5) Given so/k, s.,/k.,, and a p'lan period sufficiently 1arge, the optímum
program must'falor'thé less productive reg'ion in a number of initial years

Rahman's preoccupation was with the formulation of a development policy

in a country which would maintain a reasonable balance among the rates of progress

in its different regions. Robert Dorfman tackles an analogous problem but he is able

to abstract from the constraint of some allocational equity for investment funds by

considering the "allocation of investment amonq dif.fsre-nt inclu.stria.'l 'sect.o.r.s of an

underdeveloped country so as to attain a maximum over-all rate of growth in a specified

planning period. In this version of the probtem the rates of progress of the

different sectors need not be kept in balance if doing so interferes with the basic

goal, nanrely attaining maximal wealth at the end of the planning period."2 Dorfman

assumes that the sources of investment in each year are saving and reinvestible surplus.

I Srbr.ript I denotes region A and subscript 2 denotes region B.
2R.Dorfman,'.Regiona]A]]ocationofInvestment:Comment,'.@:

Ëconomics, LXXVII (February, .1963) , 162 bmphasis added l. i
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He describes the plan which will emerge in the following terms:

The resultant plan will be a little outrageous though suggestive, and
should not be taken ìiteralìy, It wìll rðcommend, ín pañ[icular, if'ãt in
programming so]utions are always 'like that; linearity ãrives on. ùot.-

'extremes) and that the favored sectors be ðhanged abiuptly trom time totime. One or two of the_imp'lications, however, are entiräty Uãlieüãuiã...
[Namelv] , that i f you fol I ow the pi an 

-bactiwai¿ 'il''rõuõrr -ttme 
, á 

-seðtðr 
inÌ v'lhich investment is takilg place can be disp'laced onÍy by a-sector wìthhigher reinvestibìe surpius;... that once a sector f¡ai uäen ãiipfu.äà-itwill never ìg.ai¡ !_e elig.ib1e .fqr _investmentr.. .[.a1d] that in thä ron!-runplgnning per"jgd Jnv -leitoi w¡tÏ lËiî *an the highest re-investment facrorwill eventually be- displace.l --- ¡v¡rLJe I

I Dorfrflâtt infers from his argument an allegedly significant, aìbeit not
unexpected, conclusion.

I "'a twenty-year plan will lead to-a different investment program than asesuence of^foy¡ five-vear-plans., in_senerai, unä';iiili.iå-Ëuð"riäi"räsultsas of vear 20 thoush, in all probabilíty, noi as of intärméJiãtãlåãrr.z
:

, Uichaet D. Intriligator extends Rahman's analysis by the method of

, "optimal control".3 He develops a two-region economy which may be generalized to

: n-regions without substantiveìy altering the findings. As Intriligator notes,

"Because neither diminishing nor increasing returns are considered it is to be

. expected that at any time the optimal tiie path aìlocates investment to only one

, region".4 Intriligator attempts to test the sensitivity of the optimal regional

allocation of investment to the planner's choice of objective. He concludes that:

"Maximizing terminal income leads to a switching from high growth regions to high

output/capital [or ìow capital/output] ration regions, while maximizing per capita

consumption over the planning period leads to a reverse switching from high

output/capital ration regions to high growth regions."S

i,:,.riì:i;ì.,;:p. ì 64.

2 lbid. Not withstanding Dorfman's conclusion, based as it is on a 'ceteris
paribus' assumption, the high probability that the parameters of the model will

-. not remain constant for a twenty-year time horizon strenEthens the case for' shorter-term planning

3 M.D. Intriligator, "Regional Aììocation of Investment: Comment,"
Quarterly Journal of Economics, LXXVIII (November, 1964), 659-62.

p. 660.

þ. 662 [emphasis supplied].

Ibid.,

Ibid.,

Ibid.,
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In his rejoinder to Intriligator's analysis, Rahman points out that

Intriligator has failed to take into account a politicat constraint on regional

income disparity. Rahman further claims that Intriligator has erred in his

solution of two differential equations, so that the part of his result which indicates

that a switch in the regional concentration of investment must necessariìy always

occur is thereby invalidated.l. And A. Takayama concurs wíth Rahman:

...if the saving rates in both regions are the same, we would obviously
invest all the fund in the region where productivity of capita'|... is htgher.
Similarly, if the productivities are the same... we should-invest all thé
fund in the region where the saving rate-is higher. In this case, thereis no switch for our control variable b lwhere b is the aìlocation
parameter,.!.e, the proportion of the investment fund allocated to region
A so that (1-b) is the proportion allocated to region Bl. Since thesã
cases are intuitively obvious, one may wonder why Intriligator wasomisled
to conclude that there is always a "switch" át the terminal date. L

A fundamental weakness of all the variations on the basic theme of

Rahman's model is the assumption of constant productivity (i.e. constant average and

incremental output/capital ratios) for each region. By the law of diminishing

returns, as capital accumulates, and the proportion of capital

inputs increases, the productivity (i.e. output/capital ratio)

expected to fall.3 As Takayama notes:

One reason which may prevent this happening is that labour is freely
available so that the capital/labor ratio is kept constant. This ii
impossible in a full-emp'loyment economy unless the total labor supply
increases at the same rate as capital. Even in an economy where thereis an unlimited supply of labour, it is not easy to conceive of a
mechanism which decides the number of total employment of labour and
allocates this laþour to regions such that the capital/labour ratio
remains constant.-

I 
Ruhntun held that an insufficient'ly lengthy planning period would result in no
switch occurring for regionaì investment allocation.

to

of

other factor

capital is

A. Takayama, "Regional AlIocatíon of Investment: A Further Anal sis,"
Qúartêrly Jour@ XI (May, 1967 ), ¡gZ.
Strictly speaking, the law of diminishing returns assumes more than that
the ratio between the factor inputs is altered; it assumes that all but one
pltl,S-.{9-*o¡ l.1p,qt_s ple_fgld__c.o¡stpnt, and. a.s the one-variaþ'le input.incr_e_ases,f,lte returns accrulng to successive incremental units of equal magnitude will
eventualìy diminish.
Takayama, "Regional Allocation of Investment", 336.

2
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However, the heart of the problem associated with the model concerns

its policy implications. To the extent that reliance is pìaced upon the favourable

"trickling down" effect of the dynamic region rather than upon a higher concentration

of investment in the more stagnant region in order to achieve the regionally

balanced growth objective, these implications essentially support a version of the

growth po'le theory. Aìthough Rahman's model does take into account the politica'l

constraint with respect to regional income disparities, its policy implications would

seem to be hardly palatable to residents in the stagnant region in those cases where

the compìete concentration of (public) investment funds in the dynamic region is

advocated.

Takayama indicates further difficulties with the model:

If income is growing in region l, while it is stagnant in region 2, there
may be a migration of labour from region I to region 2. It is not quite
clear whether there should be a mechanism to stop this migration, and
whether we should consider the effect of this migration on productivity and
the propensity to save of each region. In short, we haverto face the 

-

question whether we can keep labor implicit in our model.'

The prospects of any use being made of suggestive theoretical models such

as that of Rahman are contrained by the exigenc'ies of the political process'in a

democracy which discourage politicians from adopting a time horizon extending much

beyond the next e'lection. However, the decisions which are made on the basis of a

relative'ly short time horizon need not be sub-optimal when one considers the great

likelihood that the relationships which were assumed to be constant in the theoretical

models will change over a lengthened time horizon. The h'igh probability of changes

in parameters represents a serious challenge to the al'leged superiority of one

twenty-year plan over four consecutive five-year pìans.

I Ibid. " 337.

liiì.i:i':ìt:j
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Concl usion

l,'lithin the present institutional framework, the scope for federal monetary

policy as an instrument of regional development appears rather limited. Nevertheless,

the effectiveness of directives from the Bank of Canada to the chartered banks re-

, gar¿tng the regional lendÍng practices of the latter remains a mystery since the

chartered banks are not required to disclose the regionaì source and destiny of

thei r funds

ì06

,, Much greater flexibility appears to exist in the sphere of federal fis-
cal pòïicy as an instrument of regional development. The most recent innovation

,

i in this field has been the introduction of a regionally selective stabilization

measure in the 1969 budget. This measure seems to be more significant for the
;

regional orientation in the federal government which is thereby manifested than

i tor the impact on regiona'l development which will result from it. In fact,

i unti'l recent years, the federa] governr.nent has d,i,sþìayed very little interest in
:

; the regional diffusion of its 'national'expenditures as the paucity of statistical

ì records in this rqgard indicates.
l

i.i . :
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CHAPTER VI

CURRINT FEDERAL APPROACHES TO

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS

Introduction

In recent years, there has been a noticeable increase in the

regionally-oriented activity of the federaì government. Atthough a system

of "co-operative federalism" implie¡, bV its very nature, that the federal

government will be involved on a significant scale in issues which are often

narrowly regionaì in scope, it is only within the last several decades that the

federal government has begun to grapple systematically with regÍonal development

policy. The evolution of a number of formulae governing the transfer of

revenues from the federal to the provincial governments is but one manifestation

of this phenomenon. Further evidence of the increase in the federal government's

attention to regional development is the re-organization of existing departments

with the intention of enhancing their regional perspectives, as well as the

establishment, in the last decade, of federal agencies and programs with a

regionally-oriented mandate. Moreover, the consolidation of these agencies into

Department of Regional Economic ExpansÌon this year is further proof of the

federal government's efforts to come to grips with regional development problems

in a systematic and consistent manner.

In preceding chapters, attention was drawn to a number of possible 
,,:.::,,,.::.:

conflicts which may arise in the formulation of regional development policies. il: iiai.

Such conflicts may be inherent in the difficulty or impossibility of attaining

several posited goals simultaneously. Furthermore, conflícts may stem from 
:

differences in the preference patterns for public services between various provin-

cial governments or between the federal government and sone of the provincial : , , .::.,r,:.::

governments.
:
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In addition, as the programs of different agencies and departments

concerned with regional development were described, some apparent inconsistencies

were identified.

The balance of this chapter will deal with the actual approaches

being adopted by the federal government in its efforts to overcome the conflicts

and inconsistencies confronting it.

Reconciling Conflicts Ín Goals in Practice

In the first chapter of this thesis, the potential conflict
between the economic goal of maximizing per capita income and the political, social

and cultural goals of strengthening natÍonal unity, ensuring equality of oppor-

tunity in all regions, and preserving the cultural identities of the people of

Canada was analysed. It was noted that this economic goal might be attainable

only through a substantial increase in the concentration of economic activity
in Canada, and that this might in turn necessitate large-scale flows of manpower

from the lagging to the prosperous provinces. However, as was noted, such

inter-regional manpower flows are unacceptable because the pursuit of the politÍcal,
social and cultural goals whÍch were posited seems to require the regional

decentralization of economic activity.

The fundamental approach of the federal government is one of creat-

ing self-sustaining opportunity in all provinces in Canada. To this end, measures

have been initiated with the intention of stimulating the development of promising

growth poles in a'll provinces. In this manner, the economies of geographical

concentration may be tapped at the level of the region, white the political,
social and cultural goals posited above are simultaneously fostered.

: l!! iril
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The Minister of the Department of Manpower and Immigration has

publicly emphasised that the intent of the "Manpower Mobility Program" is

the strengthening of regionaì and provincial development programs by fostering 
t:.i:r,;

intra-regional labour mobility. However, it is often quite difficult to distin- :

guishbetweentherhetoricoftheMinisterofadepartmentandtheactual

policy of that department. In practice, unìess a manpov,rer re-training and 
i:,:.;1;:

mobility program is designed to meet the requirements of employment opportunities ,'r';,ì

in a region, the end result can only be one of facititating inter-regi.onal 
,,:,

''j¡'r. . t :

labour mobility. Nevertheless, if the efforts of the Department of Manpower and

Immigration are carefully co-ordinated with the regional programs of other

departments, the manpower mobiìity program could indeed be intra-regional in its
impact. In fact, the recent burgeoning of numerous inter-departmental committees

possessing a regionally-oriented mandate strengthens the prospects of intra- ì 
1

i

regional labour mobÍtity surpassing inter-regional labour mobility in importance. i'
i
1In the light of the policy directions currentìy being taken by 
i

thefederalgoVernment,itSeemsfairtoconcludethatW.ArthurLewis'concept

of national economic integration--namely, "a right to participate equally in ,;'1.-.:'

..-,,':1.,,i
economic activities in any part of one's country"--is considered to be insuffic- ,,,:"

ient by the federal government. However, this does not mean that all those

neasures which would have to be undertaken in order to realize the type of economi. 
,

integration envisaged by Lewis are unacceptable. Thus, even if the federal l¡¡¡;,,5
i.a:Í;ir:ì,ìf

government completely rejected a policy of promoting inter-regional labour

mobility, it is highly unlÍkely that it would reject the second pillar upon
i

which Lewis'concept of economic integration is founded: namely that of unhampered
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inter:-regional trade. As a matter offact, the Government of canada insists,
* -in Íts constitutional negotiations with the provinces that:

No government...shourd have the power ro lrg:l through_its tax systembamiers to inrerl.ðriräiil, irã¿ã1",r;,.#.; intenrionanv rand onlv Parliament-ir'äriä rr.r.-iri."pãniäl' ro ìmpose .rrioil ållîi]?"'
Despite the firm position taken by the federar government on thematter of free interprovincial trade, it is doubtfut that intra-nationar tradecontinues to occupy the pre-eminent position as an integrative force which itmaintained during the earliest years of canada's nationhood. During that period,

canada's tariff policy constituted'a definite part of an attempt through national
policy to integrate and unify the Dominion economicalty. l^lestern setgement,
all-canadian transportation, and industria'lization b¡4 the protective tariff made
up a three-fold policy of which the determining lines were set before 1890.,,2

The.remarks of the I'linsiter of Finance in his budget speech of
June 3,1969, suggest that the Government of Canada's decision to accelerate
the schedule for implementing the negotiated tariff reduétions of the Kennedy

Rougd was motivated by the expected contribution of this measure,,to the overall
efficiency of the canadian economy" as well as by the following consideration:

" 'tlìe burden of adjustment and the pressure of increased competitionwill faìl mainly.on producers in iñe-ìñãuðL"iul center of canada. It ishere that inflationai^y pressures are greatest. This ir-onã of the principal

Hon. E.J. Benson, The Taxing porlers__q-ldlhe constitution of canada(0ttarva: Queentt-p

l,l.A. Macl ntosh, Ihe Economi c Ba. nci al Relailons ,Appendix III of af,tons,
!"çprinted in carleton^Library ¡ro. ii -irã"ärÏåi'Nrt-.ltand 

and srewartLimited, 1967), p. 140.
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reasons why the Government has decided to propose this measure, the burden
of which might well have fallen with rather greater weight on those areas
of the country wheçe economic activity is still lagging behind central
industrial Canada.'

Thus, whereas tariff poticy served.the end of nationaì integration

by means of fostering greater inter-dependence betvreen regions during Canada's

infancy, it is now called upon to effect regionally discriminatory anti-inflationary

pressure. A desirable by-product of this measure may be the induction of regional

differentials in the rates of economic growth favouring the lagging provinces.

To the extent that inter-regional economic opportunities become more equalized,

the tariff reductions will ultimately exert an integrative inf'luence upon the

nation. However, there Ís another side to this coin: it is likely that the balance

between Canada's intra-natÍonaì and internatinal trade will, as a result of

these tariff reductions, shift in favour of the latter; to the extent that
-

this occurs, inter-regional economic ties in Canada wi'll be weakened. Therefore,

the overall impact of this tariff reduction upon the degree of economic integra-

tion within Ca.nada is indeteminate.

Reconciling Regional, and National Interests in Practice

As was indicated in the first chapter of this thesis, the sources

of friction between federal añd provincial ìevels of government may be inter-

regional differences in preference patterns for public services resulting in

an inconsistent ordering of priorities at the national level, inter-regional
]spillovers' in connection with outlays on, an returns from the public services

provided, as well as inter-regional production externalities. The practical

course which the Government of Canada has pursued hfstorically has essentially

I Horr" of commons
(Ottawa: Queen's

-..:l:rìì:;; :

Debates, Vol .
Printer, June

"113, No. 162, 1s!. Session, 28fh. Parliament
3, .1969), p. 94Iãl
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parallelled the theoretical avenues to reconciling confilcting ínterests which

were outlined in Chapter l. The key to resolving conflicts arising from inter-
governmental differences in priorities has been the federal-provincial negotiations

wherein a reasonable consensus was sought.

A fundamental prob'lem confrontÍng Canada's varÍant of co-operative

federalism has always involved the determination of the optimal balance between

"our constitutional concept of provincial identity and purpose and the fiscal

policy role of government in the modern economy."l The provincial governments

demand a ìevel of revenue which is sufficient for them to adequatety discharge

their constitutional responsibilities; moreover, they generally fear that a

dependence upon Ottawa for fiscal assistance will result in an undue diminution

in their autonomy. Therefore, from the perspective of the provinces, the most

acceptable mode of transfer of funds from the federal government is the uncon-

ditional grant. The attitude of the federal government is that it must possess

the tools to maintain a far¡ourable economic envÍronment throughout the nation;

that is, the fiscal leverage of the federal authoritíes must be sufficient to

enabìe tt to stimulate economic activity or to restrain it, as the situation

dÍctates. Moreover, the federal government assumes responsibility for ensuring

that all regions in the country can provide a minimum national standard of

services. Finatly, the federal government assumes responsibility for co-ordin-

ating provincial fiscal policy in order to avoid "double taxation" of businesses

and individuals as well as to prevent tax barríers to interprovincial trade.

The position of the Government of Canada respecting the division

of taxing powers under the constitution is

...to give both levels of government broad and overlapping powers of taxation,

I Moo.., Perry and Beach, The Fi.nancing of Canadian Federation, p. 100
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with the obiective of enabling each to cultivate these fields, as required,
to meet changing fiscal responsibilities.'

...the general principle, which has been enunciated ín one way or ånotfrer
by almost alì of the provincial governments--the principle that each
legislative body ought to have taxing poþ¡ers which are consistent with its
spending power--is one to which the Government of Canada consistentìy has
subscribed. It is a prìnciple which accords both with federalism and with
the functioning of democratíc processes: each government ought to have
access to tax fields or tax capacity which are adequate to enable it to
discharge the responsibiìíties it assumes under its constitutional povlers.
How much of these powers the legisìature wishes to exercise--how many
spending obìiqations it wishes to assume and which taxes it wants to impose
to finance them--is g matter to be decided by the politicai process, not
by the Constitution.'

The claim that the federal government has consistently adhered to

the principle that the provinces ought to possess taxing powers which match theiÈ

responsibilities seems somewhat exaggerated. When one recalls that during

Canada's earliest years, the federaì government preferred to allocate small

annual fixed subsidies to the provinces in order to enable them to just balance

their budgets rather than extending the power of indirect taxation to the provinces

the accuracy of the above cìaim appears questionable. Through the applícation

of fiscat leverage, the federal government has attempted to exercise ìeadership

in areas which are the constitutional responsibility of the provinces. For

example, the institution of the federal instrument of "conditional grants" in the

years in¡nediately following the first world war represented the advent of a

new era in federal-provincial relations. The essential characteristic of the

conditional grant was that the Government of Canada "offered to share the cost of

I B"nron, The Taxing Porvers and the Constitution of Canada, p. 6.

2 Ibid., p. r4.

'_ 
:.r

'-: '.

iì¡: l ;:*,:.ì:,i



a specified function provided certain standards of performance u,ere met."l

The provinces would incur up to half the cost of the program provided federal

standards were met. Following tlorld l,lar I, conditional grants were offered for

such diverse program areas as vocationaì education, highway construction, pro-

vision of employment offices, venereal disease prevention, and in 1926, the oìd

age pension plan.2

According to l''loore and Perry, "Through the adroit use of conditional

grants the federal government has been able to gain and hold the initiative for

instituting a wide range of services at the provincial level."3 0f course, the

utilization of this instrument by the federal government to inftuence the timing

and content of provincial programs is not without controversy; as the above

authors note:

Shared-cost programs have been viewed by some as ideal government co-
operatior--th€ co-operation of the resources of two government levels for
the provision of badly needed services. 0thers have regarded them onìy as
federal legislation regulating provìnciaì activity in fields that are
the provinces' own constitutional responsibiìity.-

The constitutional justification for the use of the conditional grant

by the Government of Canada is found in the foltowing ruìing of the Supreme

Court of Canada:

...Parìiament, by properly framed legis'lation may...dispose of its public
property in any manner that it sees fit...the Dominion may grant sums of
money to individua'ls or organizations and conditions as Parliament may see
fit to enact. It would then be open to the proposed recipient to decline

I l,îoor.,

2 t¡i¿.
r lbid.,

4 ïbid.

Perry and Beach, The Financing of Canadian Federation, p. 8.

rl3.

lt4

p.
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the gift or to accept it subject to such conditions.l

l.then this interpretation r,,as appeaJed, the Privy Council ruled:

That the Dominion may impose taxatÍon for the purpose of creating a fund
for special purposes, and may apply that fund for makinq contributions in
the public interest to individuals, corporations or public authorities,
could not as a general proposition be denied...But assuming that the Dominion
has collected by means of taxation a fund, it by no means follorvs that any
Iegislation which disposes of it is necessariiy within Dominion competente
...Dominion 'legislation, even though it deals with Dominion property, may
yet be so framed as to invade civil rights, property, ffiôy yet be so framèd
as to invade civil rights within the Province, or encroaçh upon the classes
of subjects which are reserved to Provincial competence.'

The quatification contained in the Priv.y Council's judgement has had the effect

of rendering the whole issue of the constitutionality of federaì spending in

fields of pnovincial jurisdiction unresoìved; therefore, in a sense, the very

legality of the conditional grant (or shared-cost program) hangs in the balance.

The motivation of the Government of Canada in employing shared-cost

measures has been I'to achieve a country-wide priority for certain programmes."

The federal government argues "that in the absence of some such vehicle conmon

priorities across Canada would be highly unlikely."3 In practice, the shared-

cost program appears to have been the principal mechanism for effecting a recon-

ciliation betureen divergent priorities at the regionaì and national levels.

Act, (tSf6¡ R.C.S .427--1' honorable

2

3

In re: Empìoyment
juge Duff, p. 457,

[t937] A.c. 355 ar

Ibid., p. lS.

and Social Insurance
as cited in Trudeau,

366, as ci ted

Federal-Provinciaì Grants, n. 7.

n. B.Lbid.,
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The history of financial assistance by the federal government to

the financially disadvantaged provinces seems to suggest that regional equaliz-

ation transfer payments were guided, and indeed motivated, less by moralistic

convictions than by the exigencies of the times. Not until recent decades has a

rationale for such specia'l assistance been articulated, this rationale being part'ly

economic and partly nationalistic in character. The economic justification for

the efforts of the federal government which are directed towards the establishment

of certain minimum standards in public-service tl'rroughout the country is based

upon the unfavourable repercussions in the rest of the country which may be expected

to result from the provision of inferior public services in a particular region.

The argument may be couched in the theoretical phraseology of optÍmizing resource

al I ocati on:

Even with perfect allocation of resources in accordance with
the principle of marginal productivity, average income and other indexes of
fiscal capacity would vary from province to province and from loca'lity to
locality because of lack of uniformity in the distribution of natural resources,
and consequently in occupational distribution. Equalizing transfers would
therefore still be necessary to implement the principle of fiscçl equity and
to prevent distortion from the optimum allocation of resources.'

By 'fiscal equity' is meant that "similarly situated individuals in different

provinces and localities should receive equal fisca1 treatment, taking both benefits

from pubìic services and burdens of taxation into account."2 There would be two

sources from which distortions in the allocation of resources would derive if

'fiscal equity'does not obtain. First, the less favourably treated individuats in

the poorer provinces may transfer their assets or themselves to richer provinces

r,:, .a;

Public Finance in Canada, ed.J.F. Graham, "The Fiscal
by Robinson and Cutt, p.

Ibid., p. 132. :

Equity Principle," in
133 .



which offer better fiscal treatment, even though theirr productivity in the poorer

provinces may be higher. Secondìy, íf a province fails to provide a public service

which yields benefits which far outweigh the cost from a national perspective'

but not from that particular province's viewpoint, then allocational Ínefficiency

will result if the narrow perspective of the province is permitted to prevail.

Therefore, expenditures in one province which have important external or spillover

effects in other provinces ought, at the very minimum, to be Ínf'luenced by the

federal government. Examples of expenditures of this sort abound; some cases in

point are pollution control and technical education programs:

The governments of upstream provinces are not likely tq Þ..disposed to
impoõe very heavy bui^dens upon their municipalities and industries where the
behefits of pullution controt will be felt largely in a-neighbouring
province, Nôr will a largely agricultural province be likely.to initiate.
äxpensive technicalarrd prófeisiónal training coursçs, the graduates of which
cair only be employed in manufacturing enterprises.'

The eìement of nationaìism which underlies regional equalization grants

has been identified by the federal government as "the sense of community which

moves its residents to contrìbute to the well-being of residents in other parts of

the federation."2 This sense of community is exptained in part by the increasing

mobility of Canadians which enhances the populace's awareness of other regions

in the country, and the calibre of the public services which they provide. Another

factor which has strengthened the case for fiscal equalization transfers to the

lagging provinces has been the historical pattern of labour out-rnigration from the

poorer to the richer provinces. Such financial grants may thus be viewed as a form

of compensation paid by the richer provinces, since the poorer provinces fail to

lt7

L.: : --.: ^'.._ 
_iirl .--: :

l:: ;':ì::i.: ,rr.: :, rr:. :, .

1 Trudeau, Federal-Provincial Grants, p. 26.
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realize any return from their expenditures for the public services provided the

migrants who desert their provinces in favour of the richer ones. Howqver, if the

equalization grants are of sufficient magnitude, they may represent a serious effort

to stem the flow of migrants from poor to rich provinces.

As has been indicated in the third chapter of this thesis, the direction

of inter-regionaì flows of skilled manpower may well have been a decisive factor :,:, ,
'. t: 

,.:.'

perpetuating the degree of inter-regional economic disparities in Canada. To re- '':ì :.1:'

capitulate this point, the failure of the factor price equalization theorem to ¡;,,, ,;;,.,.

consider the significance of the direction of inter-regional factor input flows is

largely responsible for rendering it irrelevant to a convincing ínterpretation of
'1

. Canada's economic history. As Prof. Brewis has noted, the Canadian experience has 
'

witnessed a flow of labour and capital from the tagging to the more prosperous i

l

regions which, because of mu.ltiplier and accelerator effects as well as the external 
i

i

economies.which accompany a growing industrial complex, has tended to offset the i

l

equa1izinginfluenceexertedbyinter-reEiona1factorrrobility.Therefore,.a1though

unimpeded inter-regional factor mobility may contribute towards high levels of 
:

economic activity, there is much evi.dence to suggest that its widespread regional r,,,,.-,,,.r,,

.: .. . :.

diffusion will not ensue as a matter of course. The impetus for special policies .,,,,,:i¡:,,

aimed at specific regions may ìegitimately be attributed, in large part, to this '

historical fact in Canada.

i-. .,'..., ,'

In order to halt the flows of factors of production from the lagging ¡Éti
to the prosperous regions, and perhaps even ultimately to reverse the historical

direction of these f'lows, it has been necessary for the federal government to

initiate programs which create conditions in the lagging provinces promising higher

returns than those available in the more prosperous regions of the country, or at r: :.,-::ì,
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least which offset the locational disadvantages of the lagging regions.. To a

greater or Iesser extent, the motivation for aIl prograrhs undertaken under ARDA

and FRED, under ADA, and under ADB was the creation of economic opportunities

in the lagging regions. However, as vvas indicated ín the fourth chapter of this

thesis, certain inconsistencies existed between the fundamental approaches of

these agencies. Specifically, the non-discretionary criteria approach of ADA,

' which approach was really tantamount to a tinkering with the market mechanism,

, s..*.d to be ctearly at odds with the comprehensive planning approach which ARDA

and ADB were opting for in the formulation of their programs. Moreover, the nature

I 
of the regionally-oriented programs e¡ttie Department of Manpower and Imrnigration.

I suggested the need to closely co-ordinate these measures with the regionally-

, oriented activities of other involved departments, and this strengthened the arguements

I of those who advocated a comprehensive planning approach.

since ARDA and FRED, ADA and ADB have a'll been absorbed by the newly 
i

constituted Department of Regional Economic Expansion, the structure and terms of I

reference of this new department will be described in the foltowing section in order ;i¡.;,-.,,,,,i.,

"-'t'ttt-ttt'to indicate the manner in which these component elements have been organized to i...,,it'-'',
j tt.t..::-.

foster internal consistency within this department.

Department of Regional Economic Expansion (DREE)

11 ;; '''i'r IUnder Bill 173, "4n Act respecting the organization of the Government ii{ffi
of Canada and matters related or incident thereto" as passed by the House of Commons

on March 24, 1969, the Department of Regionaì Expansion was estab'lished. As is
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suggested by the new department's name, its preoccupation witl be to tort.. j'..onor-

ic expansion and social adjustment" in those areas deemed to warrant special 
'',

measures in order to attain these ends. Specifical'ly, those areas which are judged

to possessinadequate opportunities for productive employment will receive the

attention of this department. The Minister of DREE is empowered to formu'late, in' :

co-operation with any province, '

....a Plan of economic expansion and socia'l adjustment in a speciaì area :'"

and, with the approval of the Governor in Counci] and subject to the
regulations, enterrinto an agreement with that provînce for the joint carrying"
out of such pìan.

The process by which such a pìan would be formulated and executed is

suggestedbythestructureofDREE.Thisdepartmentconsistsoffivemainbranches,

four of which come under the responsibility of Assistant Deputy Ministers and one

branch being headed by a Director-General. The branches headed by Assistant Deputy

Ministers are the Planning Branch, the Programming Branch, the Implementation Branch,

the Operations Branchi under a Director-General is the Administration and Program

Review,and Evaluation Branch. The heart of the Planning Branch appears to be its
Economic Analysis Divísion, the officers of which have been characterized as the

'diagnosticians' of regional ailments. A systematic analysis of the economic diffi-
culties in a region is the initiat step taken in the formuìation of a developmental

plan; the tentative pìan which is formulated in the Planning Branch then becomes an

input for the Programming Branch, which branch then formulates the appropriate

'program mix'¡ that is, the Programming Branch decides upon such regional elements

asmanpower,transportationandindustry.TheorÌentationoftheImp1ementation

Branch is towards 'field work' in the execution of the p1an. The 0perations Branch
:..

seems to be a complementary adjunct to the other components of DREE, concerning ÎiÌl:li:
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itself with the area of industrial ,incentives. Finatly, the Administration and

Program Review and Evaluation Branch has a self-explanatory roìe which in all

liketkihood will become increasingly important as DREE matures and a sufficient amount

of time has elapsed for its programs to bear fruit.

The very structure of DREE necessitates a c'lose co-ordinatìon of efforts

in alì its branches and the response to this reQuirement has been the establishment

of a number of inter-divisional committees. To illustrate the overlap in

functions one need onìy trace through the total process of devising and implement-

ing a plan of regional development. In connection with demarcating the area to be

assisted, the Planning Branch, the Implementation Branch and the Operations Branch

might all be involved, as well as the officia'ls of the province in question. After

the problem area has been demarcated, the tentative plan--the 'output' of the

Planning Branch--becomes an input for the Programming Branch; the tentative program

for the area then becomes an input for the Operations and Imp'lementation Branches.

It is important to realize that the overlappìng which is inherent in the structure

of DREE is not dysfunctional¡ .it is rather the means of ensuring that the efforts

of the department are co-ordinated and that DREE operate in a consistent manner.

The reìationship which DREE bears to its subsumed components is perhaps

best understood by considering the 'origin' of those who presently head each of its
five branches. The head of the Planning Branch was formerly an Assistant Deputy-

Minister in the Department of Manpower and Immigration; the head of the Programming

Branch was formerly an Assistant Deputy Minister responsible for the ARDA program;

the head of the Implementation Branch was formerly the Director of the ADB; the
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head of the Operations Branch formerly was 'Commissioner for Area Development,

under the ADA program¡ and lastly, the Director-General of the Administration and

Program Review and Evaluation Branch formerly served as the Deputy Director of ADB.

As has already been noted, the basic source of inconsistency between

the regionally-oriented agencies stemmed from the different approaches adopted by

ADA and by the others. Within DREE, the most fundamental re-orientation with respect

to the approaches of the component agencies appears to have been effected in the

realm of industrial incentives. l,Jhereas under ADA, rather rigìd non-discretionary

criteria were established to determine the eligibility of an appìicant firm for
a location incentive grant, under the new legisìatìon, a maxÌmum of latitude is
allowed the Minister in the designation of 'special areas'. The Act reads as follows:

The Governor in Council, after consu'ltation wìth the goyernment of any' provlnce, may.by order designate as a special area, fõr the period sei
out in the 9rd9r, ârìy area in that province that is determini:d to require,
by reason of-the exceptiona'l inadequacy of opportunities for productive 

-'
gmptoyment of the people of that area ór ot the region of whÌäh if¡at-aieais.part, sRçciat measures to facilitate economic eipansion and social
adjustment.'

In June 1969, under gilt C-202, "4r Act to provide incentives for the dev-

elopment of productive employment opportunities in regions of Canada determined to
requìre special measures to facilitate economic expansion and social adjustment,,z

was passed. This Act succeeds the 1965 Area Devleopment Incentives Act which will
have been completely phased out of existence by January, 1970. Under this new Aci

t:::::::i:r-,l.ii
l¡i .:,
i: ar -.r¡: . J '-

t

2

Statutes of Canada, l7-18 Elizabeth

Statutes of Canada, l7-18 Etizabeth

II, 1968-69, Bitt C-173, Sec. 24.

II, 1968-69, Bill C'202



a very high emphasis is placed upon Ministeriat discretion. Thus, it is specified

that:

I rgsion-may be designated pursuant to subsection (l) only if the Governorin Council upon the report of the Minister, is satisiie¿ itrat(a) existi!g opportunities for productíve emfioy*.ñi in-irle region are
exceptionally inadequate; and(b) the provision of development incentives under this Act for the estabtish-
ner¡t of new facilities or !!g expansion or modernÍzation of existingfacilities in the reqion will make a siqnifican contribution to ecoñomic
expansion and social adjustment within the region.r

The exercise of Ministerial judgement is similarly demanded by the folìowing

provi si on :

Subject to thís Act, the Minister may authorize the provision of a develop
ment incentive ín the maximum amount provided for by'this Act or in any iässer
amount. . . 

¿

Similarly, the fotìowing specificatÍon of ineligible facilities calls upon Ministerial

discretion in rendering a dec'ision:

No development incentive may be authorized under this Act for the establish-
[çn!'expansion ortnodernization of any facitity if, in the opinion of the
Mi ni ster,

(u) i! iq probabte that the facility would be established, expanded or
modernized without the provision of iuch an incentive; or(b) the estabìis_hment, expansion or modernization of'the facility would
not make q s!g!"!ficant contribution to egonomic expansion and social
adjustment within the designated region.

In comparing the Regional Development Incentives Act with its predecessor,

the Area Development Incentives Act under ADA, an official of DREE stated that the

nerüer Act was designed to allow room for cormon sense whereas its predecessor was

not. In view of the flexibitity built into the Regional Development Incentives A'ct,

the potential for eliminating all inconsistencies within DREE is certainly not

lacking.

1.,

I Ibid.,
2 lbid.,
3 lbid.,

Sec.

Sec.

Sec.

3, (2)(a) and (b).

6.

7, (1)(a) an¿ (¡).
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It vras noted ín Chapter II of this thesis that "Canada's regions have

traditionally been delineated on the basis of a combined political and homogeneity

criterion." This state of affairs was attributable to two factors: first, the

Government of Canada dealt with the governments of each of the provinces in its
fiscal negotiations, and second, the common interests of certain adjacent provinces,

such as the Maritimes(and more recently, the Atlantic) provinces, the Prairi. p.ou-

inces and at certain times, the Central provinces, induced them to 'lobby' in concert

with the Government of Canada so that groups of provinces came to be identified as

regions. The regional concept hetd by DREE is more complex than one based upon

potitical iurisdictìon and homogeneity of resources; in fact, DREE seems to adopt

different regÍonal concepts for different occasions, as the situation demands.

Since much of DREE's activities are carried out in consultation with

the provinces, the department must be ever-aware of the region in terms of provincial

iurisdiction. Moreover, since all five branches in DREE are organized, for adminis-

trative convenience, into EasternrWestern and Central components, the region as a

combination of geographicaìly adjacent provinces must be a categorization at some

level of departmental thimking. In DREE's regulatÍons governing the designation of

regions to be etigible for incentive grants, the following provision appears:

...the Governor in Council, after consultation with the government of any prov-
ince or provinces, may for the purposes of this Act by order desiqnate as a des-
ignated region, for the period set out in the order, âñy regíon, comprising
the whole of that province or those provinces or any portion thereof not
less than 5,000 sguare miles in size, that is determined to require special
measures to facilitate economic expansion and social adjustment.'

The condition concerning the minimum size of the region to be

designated was motivated strictly by the consideration of administrative convenience.

In fact, the original draft of the Act specified a minimum size of 10,000 square miìes.

È!..:riÈi¡;::Ti
.4..- ".: 

t ;
I Ibl:d. , s... 3,' (l ).
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Finally' the concept which DREE must adopt in connection with its
plan formulation and program development must be a hybrid of the political-admin-

istrative-programrning unit and the nodal concept of region. In a word, then, the

concept of regÍon adopted by DREE is simply one that is operational.

åPpalent Tfefds=in l_ederaì-Provi.ncial Reìations and Their Implications For Regionat
Development in Canadf

The position taken by the Government of Canada on a number of funda-

mental issues in recent years appears to presage the advent of a new era in federal-

provincial relations, the key element of which will be substantially greater provincial

autonomy. t'lhether the modified stance of the federal qovernment is a product of

both the pressures for increased autonomy emanating from Quebec and the determination

of Ottawa to deny'special status' to Quebec is anybody's guess. At any rate, the

role of the Government of Canada seems to be evolving from one of initiation' (or

leadership) in matters of provincial jurisdiction to one of 'co-ordinationt.

This evolutÍon manifests itself in the endorsement by the Government of Canada of

the principte that both the federal and provincial governments be given broad and

overlapping p@rers of taxation in order to enable each level of government to meet

its changing fiscal responsibilities. FurtJrermorne, with respect to conditional

grants for joint federal-provincial programs, the Government of Canada proposed the

followÍng bvo prinçiples to govern such grants:

...first the existence of a "broad national consensus" in favour of any
.programne, and secondly the assurance that a "fiscal pepalty" would not be
ímposed upon the people of non-participating provincei.

I Trudeau, Federal-Provincial Grants

:.,:.i.+a

p. 38.
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The rationale for such an.'opting-out' arrangement is stated by the

Governnent of Canada in the following terms:

No provincial government ought to feel obligL¿ to exercise its constitutional
powêrs in a particular way for the reason that a fiscal penalty would be ::

vistte¿ upon its people iï it took a contrary view. The obiective therefore, . ..,''

clearly must be to keep the people of non-participa!!ng orovi.nces from qaying
a penaity: it follows that ãitl!-ayment must togicaìly be made to them.'

Another factor which further enhances provincial auts¡smy ,is the

Canada Pension Plan, the funds of which substantiaìly diminishes provincial depen- , ','.,i
i, ,¡,'..¡ì

dence upon capital markets for long-term financing. In 1968' for example, of the 
...,;:

'":. ...:-:ì'.

total of $l ,865 mittion in provincial bonds r'¡hich were soìd, $704 million or nearly :'::''::

38 per cent were sold to the Canada Pension Plan; As Prof. Barber has noted,

"Perhaps the key factor in determining whether a province can pursue an independent

fiscal policy is the nature of the province's borrowing capacity and the extent to 
i

which it can increase its debt."2 
,

If one accepts the notion that the long-term obiective of the federal i

governmentistheattainmentofthemaximumdegreeofprovincialautonomywhichis

compatible with the efficient operation of a modern nation-state, the implications 
l

for present regional development policy seem quite clear. In order to terminate 
i,,..,,,r.

the continued reliance of the disadvantaged provinces upon the federal government ''i'
l :': ù-'

for fiscal assistance--a reliance which is ultimately incompatibte with genuine 
'':'",,.provÍncial autonomy--a long-run regional development program must be vigorously

prosecuted.

I lui¿., pp. 46-8.

2 C.L. Barber, "The Theory of Fiscal Policy from the Point of View of the
Próvince," in Public Finance in Canada, €d. by Robinson and Cutt, p. 320.

I

- i1¡,,¡,,¡.;' 
i'i; !:l "
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

It will be recalled from the third chapter of this thesis that both

A.D. Scott and C. Lemelin attribute the remarkable constancy in Canada's regional

economic disparities to the role played by different ìevels of government; however,

their interpretations displayed a critical difference. According to Scott, govern-

.mental interference with the market mechanism has hampergl the improvement in inter-

regional economic disparities which the free play of market forces wou'ld have

effected; Lemelin (following T.!.l. Schultz's approach) maintains that the government's

Ínvolvement has prevented the aggravation of inter-regional economic disparities

which would have resulted from the free play of market forces

It has become increasingty obvious that policy prescriptions based

upon Scott's recon¡nendations for policy action entail measures to facilitate the

adjustment of the lagging regions to the dictates of the market. Extending this

line of thinking to its togically extreme limit, the problems in lagging regions

would be etiminated by eliminating the tagging regions--not by fostering their

economic development but by facilitating their virtual abandonment. 0bviously such

an approach is politicatty unacceptable. However, even on economic grounds Scott's

analysis is subject to valid criticism, primariìy because of its essentialty static

nature.

Given the diminishing responsiveness of factors of production to nega-

tive pressures to migrate, the federal government's approach must rely ypon positive

Ítgasures to equalize the returns to the same factors of production in different regions

to the same factors of production in different regions in the long-run.
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Assurning that the national will exists to eliminate regional disparities

in economic opportunities in the long-run, an important question arises: Is there

at present enough flexibility in our governmental institutions to effectuate poli-

cies which involve funds of sufficient magnitude to seriously challenge persistent

inter-regional disparities? The volume of federal resources devoted to regional

deveìopment is an important indicator of the extent of national commitment to the

goal of equalizing regional opportunity. A key determinant of the potential volume

of resources which are allocated towards regional deve'topment is the relative fiscal

capacity of the federal government and the provinces. In the short-run, ârìy

strengthening of the reìative position gf the federal government in this regard

enhances'the possibitities for conniting adequate resources for regional development.

Hortever, if the Constitution were revised in order to facilitate this short-term

end, the very success of the regional development programs nright wetl render the

Constitution 'obsolete' in the long-run when the provincial demands for greater

autonomy would be matched by the provinces' own fiscal resources. Moreover,

Ít is not clear that the present institutional framework is incapable of accomodating

the measures necessary to equalize regional opportunities throughout the country;

Ín fact, the federaì government. has demonstrated considerable imagination in devising

measures to promote regional equality. The increasing consciousness within federal

departnents of the regional dimension of all policy measures may well prove to be

the most important development in the area of regional developnent poli.yl, since

the absence of a regional orientation has, in the past, resulted in policies which

often favour the advanced regions.

1' For example, if the operational criteria for Crown Corporations
were extended to include a regional dimension, or if the Bank of
Canada were reorganized along lines parallellîng the geographic
decentralization principìe of the Federal Reserve system in the
.U.S', the rdgional implications of such measures could prove to
be extremely si gnificant.

::i . ! _:¡
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As economic activity in Canada increasingly becomes more evenly diffused
by region, the urgency of federal equalization grants wiìl correspondingly diminish,

since the ability of the lagging regions to provide nationally acceptable standards

in public services without unduly burdening the residents of these regions wilì, at
the same time, be enhanced. Therefore, the nature of the Government of Canada's

concept of national integration wiì1 probably be one which reflects an increasing

aurareness and concern over the essential quaìities of inter-regional economÍc ties;
the magnitude of such linkages wilt be only one dimension of national integration,
perhaps not even the most important one. If such a view is adopted, then not until
there exists a two-way flow of goods and factors of production between a region r

in Canada and the rest of the country would that region justifÍabty be considered

to be integrated into the mainstream of economic life in canada.
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